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The capability to predict the impact tolerance of the next generation lightweight metallic 
materials for protective armor application requires a fundamental understanding of the 
deformation and failure behavior of these materials under dynamic loading (impact/shock) 
conditions. Loading conditions of impact/shock result in complex stress states that range from 
uniaxial compression to tension at high strain rates ranging from 10
5
 s
-1
 to 10
10
s
-1
. The 
deformation response of these materials is determined by the capability of the metallic 
microstructures to nucleate dislocations during shock compression and the failure response is 
determined by the creation of weak sites for void nucleation during uniaxial expansion. A critical 
challenge in the understanding of the mechanisms of plastic deformation and onset of dynamic 
failure (spallation) is the short time scales associated with these phenomena that limit the 
capabilities of experimental characterization methods to investigate these mechanisms. As a 
result, this dissertation focuses on investigation of micromechanisms of interaction, evolution 
and accumulation of defects and damage during shock compression and spall failure of 
lightweight metallic materials at atomic scale using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The 
MD simulations, due to their high computational cost, are limited to system sizes that are upto a  
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few hundred nanometers and timescales of tens of picoseconds. These limitations result in strain 
rates of ~10
10
 s
-1
 under shock loading conditions using reasonable computing resources. The 
dissertation demonstrates the capability of a newly developed quasi-coarse-grained dynamics 
(QCGD) method to retain the atomistic mechanisms of evolution of microstructure during shock 
compression and spall failure at time and length scales which are beyond the capability of MD 
simulations i.e at the mesoscales. 
MD simulations are first carried out to investigate shock compression and spall failure 
behavior of single crystal Al and Mg microstructures at the atomic scale. The links between 
loading orientation, wave propagation behavior and dynamic evolution of defects (dislocations, 
stacking faults, twin faults etc.) during spall failure of single crystal Al are investigated. The 
spall strength of single crystal Al for different loading orientation is observed to be correlated to 
the local density of dislocations at the spall plane. Similarly, the effects of loading orientation, 
shock pressure and initial temperature of the system on the spall failure behavior of single crystal 
Mg are discussed.  
The capability of novel mesoscale modeling method, QCGD, to scale up the predictive 
capabilities of classical MD simulations to the mesoscales is demonstrated using Al 
microstructures as the model material system. The QCGD method is based on coarse-graining 
the atomic scale microstructure using reduced number of representative atoms (R-atoms) and 
scaling relationships for interatomic potential and retains the atomic scale mechanisms of 
deformation processes during shock compression and spall failure of single crystal and 
polycrystalline Al microstructures. The QCGD simulations are carried out to investigate the 
shock compression behavior (shock wave structure, shock pressure, shock wave velocity etc.)  
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and spall failure behavior (nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids) for system lengths 
ranging from 300 nm to 9.6 µm. The results are used to develop evolution laws for shock wave 
structure and damage evolution that are dependent on grain size of the microstructure and 
loading conditions. 
The capabilities of QCGD method are extended to model the thermodynamic behavior, 
shock response and spall failure of HCP microstructures. This is demonstrated using Ti as the 
model material system. The QCGD method accurately reproduces solid-liquid phase 
transformation behavior, heterogeneous melt nucleation and melt-front propagation kinetics as 
predicted by MD. In addition, QCGD method is able to reproduce the MD predicted shock wave 
structures, temperature distribution during propagation of the shock wave and spall failure of the 
metal, as well as the spall strengths for HCP Ti. Thus, QCGD simulations provide unique 
opportunity to bridge the gap between atomistic simulations and experimental/continuum 
capabilities. 
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 1 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1     Lightweight Metallic Materials for Armor Applications 
Armors play a critical role in the protection of the warriors against multiple threats in the 
battlefield. The three major classes of armor systems include personnel protection armors (e.g. 
helmets and body armor), vehicle armors and transparent armors. Each class of armor system has 
its unique sets of constraints which drive the armor design and the choice of material system. 
The design of armors for the protection of combat vehicles in the battlefield depends on multiple 
factors such as the size of the vehicle, the threats that the vehicle is likely to encounter and the 
total weight of the armor. The two major challenges in the design and development of next-
generation armor materials for vehicle protection are: (A) the material is able to withstand 
various types of impact to ensure survival of the crew, and (B) the material is as lightweight as 
possible [1]. The armors should not only prevent the incoming high-velocity projectile from 
complete penetration but also minimize behind-the-armor damage (spall failure) caused by the 
generation and propagation of the shock wave (due to high velocity impact) in the armor plate. 
Such damage could adversely affect the survivability of the crew members inside the vehicles 
even if the projectile is stopped by the armor. An example of the up-armored high-mobility 
multipurpose wheeled vehicle (HMMWV or Humvee) and a schematic of a sharp projectile 
impacting the armor plate at a high velocity resulting in ejection of fragments from the back end 
of the armor plate is shown in Figure 1.1(a) and (b), respectively.  
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(a)           (b)  
Figure 1.1: (a) Up-armored high mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicle. Reproduced from Ref. 
[1], (b) schematic of armor plate impacted by high velocity projectile resulting in spall failure 
from rear end. 
Table 1.1: List of metallic armor materials, military specifications and application in combat 
vehicles. Reproduced from Ref.[1]. 
Metal Military Specification Application 
Rolled homogeneous 
armor 
MIL-DTL-12560 M1A1/M1A2 Abrams light armored vehicle, 
above beltline 
High-hardness steel 
armor 
MIL-DTL-46100 M1A1/M1A2 Abrams light armored vehicle, 
below beltline 
Aluminum alloy 
5083-H131 
MIL-DTL-46027 M113 armored personnel carrier M109 
Paladin self-propelled howitzer Bradley 
fighting vehicle, lower half 
Aluminum alloy 
7039-T64 
MIL-DTL-46063 Bradley fighting vehicle, upper half 
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Some common examples of the metallic armor materials and their applications are listed 
in Table 1.1 [1]. The current trends in the use of metals as lightweight protection materials 
include Aluminum [1], Magnesium [2] and Titanium alloys [3] due to their high strength to 
weight ratio (high specific strength) and the ability to withstand ballistic impact. Of particular 
importance are Al alloys (Al 5083, Al 2024, Al 2519, Al 5059, Al 6061, Al 7039, and Al 7075) 
that find more applications in vehicle armors due to ease in weldability even though there may be 
trade-offs in weight savings and ballistic performance. While there have been significant weight 
savings by using these materials as substitutes for steel in some cases, further improvements in 
protective capabilities of these armors requires larger weight of the armor which can affect the 
“essential capabilities” of the vehicles in the battlefield. Such a challenge opens up opportunities 
for design of next generation of microstructures that render higher strength under impact loading 
and delay the initiation of spall failure. Loading conditions of impact/shock result in complex 
stress states that range from uniaxial compression to uniaxial tension at very high strain rates 
ranging from 10
5
 s
-1
 to 10
10 
s
-1
. Thus, improvements in the design of such microstructures rely on 
developing a fundamental understanding of the material deformation and failure behavior under 
dynamic (high-rate) and shock loading conditions.  
1.2     Experimental Studies of Shock Compression and Spall Failure 
Shock compression is an extreme regime of deformation characterized by strain rates on 
the order of 10
6–1010 s−1 and pressures ranging from a few GPa to hundreds of GPa [4, 5]. 
Experimentally, the shock waves can be generated using several methods of rapid energy 
deposition at the surface of the target material. Some of the most commonly used methods are 
detonation of explosives in contact with surface, impact of a flyer plate with surface (accelerated 
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by explosives, by compressed gases in gas-gun, or by lasers), or direct laser irradiation [6]. The 
three common techniques of shock wave generation are schematically shown in Figure 1.2 [7].  
(a)      (b)      (c)  
Figure 1.2: (a) Experimental assembly to generate shock wave in metals by direct explosive 
detonation causing grazing shock wave propagation, (b) setup of shock recovery experiment 
using acceleration of a flyer plate by explosive charge, (c) schematic of gas-gun configuration 
for shock compression experiment. Reproduced from Ref. [7]. 
The direct application of explosives to the surface of the target material results in 
generation of triangular shock pulse and the generated shock wave travels at an oblique angle as 
shown in Figure 1.2(a). The detonation of explosive can also be used to accelerate the flyer plate 
which impacts the target material resulting in generation of a planar shock wave perpendicular to 
the surface of the target as shown in Figure 1.2(b). In a laboratory setting, gas/powder guns are 
typically used to accelerate the flyer plate which is mounted on a sabot as shown schematically 
in Figure 1.2(c). The gas gun configuration uses highly compressed gas (air, hydrogen, nitrogen, 
or combustion products) to accelerate the flyer plate at high velocities. Two types of gas guns are 
typically used: a single-stage gas gun limited to impact velocities of ~1 km/s, and a two-stage 
gas gun with maximum velocities of ~7 km/s. The duration of the shock pulses achieved by all 
the different methods described above ranges from 1-3 μs for explosively-driven flyer plates and 
0.1–1 μs for gas guns with strain rates ranging from 104 s-1 to 106 s-1. However, one of major 
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disadvantages of the above mentioned processes is that they require large specimens because a 
major portion of the sample is lost during the process and only a small portion is utilized in 
subsequent microstructural characterization. In addition, these experiments require setting up 
special ranges and bunkers and the attachment of instrumentation to such field experiments is a 
very complex task. 
A schematic of a typical plate-impact experimental setup to study the shock and spall 
response of metallic materials is shown in Figure 1.3. The flyer plate impacts the target material 
at a high velocity and generates planar compressive shock waves (depicted by red colored lines) 
in the flyer plate as well as the target material. The compressive shock wave generated in the 
target material during impact loading results in the creation of uniaxial strain conditions (i.e. the 
compression is one-dimensional) with strain rates ranging from 10
4
 s
−1
 to 10
6 
s
-1
. This uniaxial 
compression results in the state of high shear stress in the material. As the shock pressure is 
increased beyond a critical point, the material is unable to sustain the high shear stress and 
undergo plastic deformation (via dislocation slip) to relax the shear stress. The critical shock 
pressure beyond which the material deforms plastically during shock compression is defined as 
Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) [4]. Some of the other mechanisms of relaxing high shear stress in 
the shock compressed material include deformation twinning, phase transformation, shock 
induced melting etc. [8-15]. Thus, the propagation of the high pressure compressive shock wave 
leads to the nucleation of multiple defects (dislocations, stacking faults, twins etc.) in the 
microstructure. When the compressive shock waves reach the free surfaces of the target and the 
flyer plate, they reflect as rarefaction waves (shown by blue colored lines). The interaction of 
these rarefaction waves within the target material results in the state of high triaxial tensile stress 
at the spall plane and nucleation of voids in the microstructure. The heterogeneities in the 
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microstructure (grain boundaries, dislocations, stacking faults, twin faults, and their interactions 
etc.) typically act as the void nucleation sites. These voids coalesce, grow and lead to the fracture 
of the material. This phenomenon of dynamic failure of material is known as spallation or spall 
failure [4, 5, 16]. The spall strength, which is typically used as a measure of impact tolerance of 
the materials, is defined as the maximum tensile pressure a material can withstand under 
dynamic loading conditions prior to initiation of failure. 
 
Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the plate-impact experimental setup to study the shock 
and spall response of metallic materials. The compressive waves are denoted by red lines and 
tensile waves are denoted by blue colored lines. 
The experimental investigation of the shock compression and spall failure behavior relies 
on the analysis of the motion of free surface of the target plate as a function of time. An example 
free surface velocity profile is shown in Figure 1.4 [17]. The various features in the plot can be 
used to infer different characteristics of the propagating shock wave. The points marked by t1 and 
t2 correspond to the time of arrival of elastic and plastic wave to the free surface of the target 
material and can be used to estimate the average propagation velocity of shock wave in the 
Spallation 
Spall Plane 
Target 
Material Flyer Plate 
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material. Similarly, point marked by HEL is used to calculate the amplitude of the elastic wave 
as the shock wave reaches the free surface of the target material. The loading strain rate and the 
spall strength of the target material are estimated based on the difference in the peak value and 
the first minimum in the velocity of the free surface (also known as pullback velocity as marked 
by ΔUfs in the plot). 
 
Figure 1.4: Schematic example of a typical free surface velocity profile generated in a plate-
impact experiment which is used to calculate loading strain rate, spall strength and amplitude of 
elastic wave. Reproduced from Ref [17]. 
 Recent advances in the capabilities of laser shock experiments have enabled the 
miniaturization of the experimental set up and allowed researchers to carry out these experiments 
on relatively thin samples. The irradiation of surface of the target material with high power laser 
results in the generation of very high temperature which causes a portion of the surface to expand 
rapidly away from the laser spot (leading to ablation). This rapidly expanding plasma induces a 
shock wave in the target material via the rocket effect [6, 18, 19]. The duration of the shock 
pulse in laser shock experiments (100 ps-10 ns) is lower by orders of magnitude resulting in 
strain rates upto 10
10
 s
-1
 and the shock pressures generated are much higher (hundreds of GPa) as 
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compared to explosive driven or gas-gun experiments. There are several different modes of 
lasers irradiation which involves direct exposure to high intensity laser, impact using laser 
accelerated flyer plate or by converting laser pulse to X-rays as shown schematically in Figure 
1.3 [7].   
 
Figure 1.5: Methods of laser shock loading of materials; (a) direct laser illumination above 
ablation threshold, (b) laser irradiation through a transparent overlay to increase achievable 
pressure, (c) laser accelerated flyer plate, (d) use of reservoir to create more uniform pressure 
distribution and (e) laser generated X-rays (indirect drive). Reproduced from Ref. [7]. 
The experimental analysis of shock compression and wave propagation behavior of 
metallic materials has been primarily limited to identifying the variations in dynamic yield point 
(HEL) of the material, propagation velocity, structure of the shock wave and deformation 
mechanisms using shock recovered samples under different loading conditions. The shock 
compression of metallic materials above a certain threshold can result in solid-solid phase 
transformation in the microstructure. The most common and widely studied example of shock 
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induced phase transformation is BCC iron (Fe) which undergoes displacive transformation from 
BCC-HCP phase at a pressure of 13 GPa [20-22]. The in-situ diffraction experiments have been 
carried out to confirm this phase transformation in Fe. Other such phase transformations occur in 
HCP Ti and Zr which undergo martensitic phase change from HCP (α)-hexagonal (ω) phase 
during shock compression [23-29]. It has also been observed experimentally that the amplitude 
of elastic precursor (HEL) decays over time as the shock wave travels through the sample. Plate 
impact experiments carried out using relatively thick (thickness up to ~10 mm) Al samples have 
reported elastic precursor amplitudes of the order of ~0.1 GPa at different sample thickness [30-
32]. However, a number of recent plate impact experiments carried out on thinner samples 
(thickness ranging from ~0.1 mm to ~1 mm) have measured considerably large values of elastic 
precursor amplitude (~1-2 GPa) attenuating at a much faster rate as a function of propagation 
distance of the shock wave [33-36] as shown in Figure 1.6(a). It is now known that the value of 
elastic wave amplitude is large near the impacted end of the sample and it attenuates rapidly with 
shock wave propagation distance. This results in a very small value of elastic precursor 
amplitude in thick Al samples (~ 10 mm) exhibiting little/no decay with propagation distance of 
shock wave. More recently, the use of high power lasers allows for the investigation of evolution 
of shock wave structure as well as wave propagation phenomena in ultra-thin films (thickness 
ranging from ~500 nm to few microns) of polycrystalline Al. These experiments have measured 
yet larger values of HEL (~10-12 GPa) for a shock wave propagation distance of less than 1 µm 
[37-39] which decays rapidly to a value of ~4.3 GPa at a sample depth of 8 µm [40] as shown in 
Figure 1.6(b). The ultrafast laser-driven shock compression experiments carried out on pure Al 
films of thickness ranging from 0.278 μm to 4.595 μm have also observed increase in the 
amplitude of the elastic precursor wave at higher initial sample temperatures [41].  
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(a)       (b)  
Figure 1.6: (a) Variation of elastic precursor amplitude of Al microstructures as a function of 
sample depth. Reproduced from Ref. [37]. (b) Elastic precursor decay as a function of sample 
thickness in Al. Reproduced from Ref. [40]. 
The experimental analysis of spall failure behavior of single crystal and polycrystalline 
microstructures has been largely limited to identifying trends in the variation of spall strength of 
the metal as a function of different microstructural and loading parameters (such as grain size, 
orientation, initial temperature, shock pressure etc) [42-45]. The calculated values of spall 
strength of Al and Mg alloys are observed to decrease sharply as the initial samples are heated to 
temperatures close to the melting point [46, 47]. The plate impact experiments have also been 
carried out to investigate the influence of grain size on the spall failure behavior of 
polycrystalline Al. Ultrapure and commercially pure 1050 Al samples with grain sizes ranging 
from 49 µm to 453 µm were subjected to impact loading at a range of shock pressure (4 GPa to 
21 GPa). At low shock pressure (4 GPa), the spall strength is observed to be less sensitive to 
grain size for both ultrapure and commercially pure Al. However, at 21 GPa shock pressure, the 
spall strength is observed to increase with the grain size for ultrapure Al while it remains 
constant for 1050 Al samples as shown in Figure 1.7(a) [36]. Similarly, the spall strength of 
1100-O Al alloy determined using plate impact experiments was observed to decrease with an 
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increase in the duration of the shock pulse. In contrast, the spall strength was observed to 
increase with an increase in peak shock stress upto 8.3 GPa and then decrease at higher shock 
stresses. This puzzling dependence of spall strength on the peak shock stress is attributed to the 
competing mechanisms of dislocation based strengthening and temperature induced softening of 
the material due to shock compression [17, 48]. A comprehensive set of spall experiments were 
carried out for several Al alloy microstructures (including three grain sizes for 6061 Al alloys, 
commercially pure and ultra-pure Al and two orientations of single crystal Al) at a range of 
shock pressure (4-22 GPa) to identify the role of shock loading parameters on spall strength. In 
these experiment, the spall strength of [100] oriented single crystal is observed to be higher than 
[111] oriented Al and polycrystalline sample. In addition, the spall strength of all the 
microstructures was observed to depend strongly on the shock pressure and weakly on the pulse 
duration [49]. In contrast, another set of plate impact experiments carried out for three principal 
orientations ([100], [110] and [111]) of single crystal Al at two different shock pressures (4 GPa 
and 10 GPa) have identified opposite trend for the variation of spall strength with loading 
orientation. Here the spall strength of [111] oriented samples is observed to be highest followed 
by [110] and [100] orientations [50]. In addition to the above mentioned factors, the 
experimentally calculated values of the spall strength of different Al microstructures indicate a 
strong dependence on tensile strain rate and observed to increase with strain rates especially 
above loading rates of 10
7
 s
-1
 (which are typically attained in laser shock experiments) as shown 
in Figure 1.7(b) [39, 51-54].  
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(a)          (b)  
Figure 1.7: (a) Pull back velocity as a function of average grain size for polycrystalline Al 
samples at peak stress of 4 GPa and 21 GPa. Reproduced from Ref. [36] (b) Variation of 
experimentally calculated values spall strength of Al as a function of loading strain rate. 
Reproduced from Ref. [38]. 
The experimental characterization of shock compressed and spalled microstructures is 
carried out using shock recovery experiments to gain insights into the plasticity mechanisms 
during shock compression and void nucleation, growth and coalescence mechanisms during spall 
failure of single crystal and polycrystalline samples. The characterization of the post shock 
microstructures is carried out using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to identify void 
nucleation sites and the failure mode (ductile vs brittle failure). Laser induced shock loading 
experiments were carried out to investigate the role of composition and microstructure on the 
spall failure behavior of Al alloys. The voids have been primarily observed to nucleate along the 
grain boundaries (due to their low resistance to damage nucleation) during spall failure of shock 
compressed Cu as shown in Figure 1.8(a) and (b). The micrographs also show the presence of 
large number of slip bands near the surface of the voids which indicates that the void growth 
during spall failure occurs by the emission of dislocations from the surface of nucleated voids 
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[16]. Similar evidence of high concentration of defects around the periphery of a void has also 
been reported during spall failure of single crystal Al [55]. However, the detailed information 
about the mechanism of the nucleation of dislocations and their interaction is missing from these 
experiments.  
(a)             (b)  
Figure 1.8: Experimentally observed dislocation activity (slip) around growing voids; (a) several 
small voids nucleating along a grain boundary and (b) optical micrograph showing slip bands 
originating from void surface. Reproduced from Ref. [56]. 
Similarly, in order to understand the effect of microstructure on intergranualar failure, 
plate impact experiments have been carried out for different microstructures of copper with grain 
size ranging from ~30 µm to ~200 µm. The electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis 
of the recovered samples suggest that voids preferentially nucleate along the grain boundaries 
with no particular correlation between misorientation angle of the grain boundary and the 
location of the voids as shown in Figure 1.9(a) and (b). The red arrows in the figure indicate the 
coalesence of voids along grain boundaries to form larger voids. Furthermore, grain boundary 
maps of the areas depicted in Figure 1.9(a) and (b) are shown in Figure 1.9(c) and (d), 
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respectively. It can be seen from the figure that most of the voids are located along the grain 
boundaries with high misorientation angle (marked in red) whereas special Σ3 grain boundaries 
(marked in blue) are observed to be less prone to void nucleation [57].  
 
Figure 1.9: (a), (b) Orientation maps of selected areas in spall damaged Cu samples and (c), (d) 
are respective boundary maps of the same areas. Special Σ3 boundaries are colored blue and 
high-angle grain boundaries are colored red. Reproduced from Ref. [57]. 
In addition, the EBSD analysis of the recovered samples after spall failure can be used to 
perform statistical analysis of void distribution in the microstructure. For example- the EBSD 
maps of the shock recovered polycrystalline samples of BCC Ta with grain size of 20 µm and 40 
µm at different impact velocities are compared in Figure 1.10. It can be seen from the figure that 
at the same impact velocity of ~327 m/s, sample with 20 µm grain size has larger void size and 
intergranualar void fraction as compared to 40 µm grain size sample.  Furthermore, at higher 
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impact velocity of 443 m/s, high density of small voids are observed to nucleate in the grain 
interior for the 20 µm grain size sample. The kernel average misorientation maps of the areas 
marked by white rectangle in Figure 1.10(a)-(c) are shown in Figure 1.10(d)-(f), respectively. It 
can be seen from the figures that strain localization as well as void nucleation in the grain 
interior primarily occur in the vicinity of grain bounaries or triple junctions. Thus, these 
experiments can be used to characterize nucleated voids in the microstructure and gain insights 
about the effect of microstructural features on void nucleation process during spall failure.   
 
 
 
Figure 1.10: EBSD characterization of spall damage in three thin samples, (a)-(c) correspond to 
inverse pole figure maps of polycrystalline samples with average grain sizes of 40 µm, 20 µm 
and 20 µm, respectively. The two 20 µm grain size systems in (b) and (c) are shock compressed 
at different impact velocities. (d)-(f) Kernel average misorientation maps for areas delimited by 
white rectangles in (a)-(c), respectively. Reproduced from Ref. [58]. 
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A comparison of the SEM images of the ductile fracture surfaces of high purity Al and 
single crystal AA1100 Al is shown in Figure 1.11. The presence of a high fraction of 
intermetallic particles on AA1100 spall fracture surface and the absence of these particle on high 
purity Al fracture surface is observed to affect the void nucleation behavior and the spall strength 
values in the two microstructures [59, 60]. Similarly, SEM and EBSD characterization of laser 
shock compressed single crystal, polycrystal and nanocrystal samples exhibit different void 
nucleation patterns. For polycrystalline and nanocrystalline samples, voids are observed to 
preferentially nucleate at the grain boundaries with some voids in the grain interior as well [19]. 
(a)           (b)  
Figure 1.11: SEM images of the fracture surface for (a) an AA1100 single crystal tested at 
ε=2.4x106 s-1 with a spall strength of 3 GPa, (b) Al high-purity single crystal tested at ε=5x106 s-1 
with spall strength of 3.9 GPa. Reproduced from Ref. [59]. 
While these studies are able to characterize the macroscopic response of the material 
(decay of the amplitude of the elastic precursor with sample depth, spall strength dependence on 
loading conditions), the understanding of the related microstructural evolution (i.e. defect 
evolution) is still in its infancy. Of particular importance are the links between the atomic scale 
processes for the deformation of the microstructure and the shock wave structures, decay 
behavior of HEL values and observed spall strength.  The challenge in addressing these links is 
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attributed to the short length and time scale of the experiments that makes it difficult to perform 
in-situ characterization of the underlying microstructural processes of defect nucleation, 
interaction and evolution during propagation of the shock wave [61]. This leads to a limited 
understanding of the micromechanisms related to the deformation of the metal during high strain 
rate loading and thus, limits our capability to engineer a better impact resistant microstructure. 
1.3     Mesoscale and Continuum Modeling of Shock Compression and Spall Failure 
Computer simulations can complement experimental observations by investigating the 
microstructural evolution at the length and time scales of individual phenomena. As a result, a 
range of constitutive models and crystal plasticity modeling frameworks have been developed to 
study the high strain rate response of metals at the experimental length and time scales. At the 
continuum level, the  numerical simulations of elastic precursor decay based on elastodynamics 
of moving dislocations have related the attenuation of the amplitude of elastic precursor to the 
density and velocity of preexisting dislocations in the microstructure and have neglected the 
effect of dislocation nucleation behind the propagating shock front [62]. The framework of 
dislocation dynamics simulation has also been used to model the shock compression behavior of 
metals [63-66]. Here, each dislocation is modeled as a line (each line divided into multiple 
segments) embedded in an elastic matrix. More recently, the framework of discrete dislocation 
dynamics simulation has been extended to model dynamic shock compression behavior of single 
crystal Al by incorporating the time dependence of elastic field of moving dislocations. Based on 
these simulations, the decay of the elastic precursor amplitude has been attributed to the 
interaction of elastic shock wave with the elastic waves generated by the moving dislocations 
nucleating within the shock front [67-69]. The successful application of these models, however, 
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requires the incorporation of the criteria for nucleation of dislocation loops, bowing of 
dislocation lines, long and short-range interaction and other characteristics of dislocation lines.  
A number of constitutive models have also been developed and parametrized to 
reproduce experimentally observed rear surface velocity profiles, shock pressure as well as the 
amplitude of the elastic precursor [70-73]. In addition, continuum level models have been 
proposed over the last few decades to develop fundamental understanding of void growth 
mechanisms in ductile metals. Some of the most widely used models include Gurson model [74] 
and the modified version known as the GTN model [75]. The earlier models primarily focus on 
void growth in a homogeneous rate-independent perfectly plastic medium under quasi static 
loading conditions [76, 77]. However, later developments have demonstrated the important role 
of including the effect of viscoplastic medium in the models on the stabilization of the void 
growth behavior under quasi-static loading [78, 79]. In order to model the dynamic growth of 
voids under extreme conditions of shock loading, the effect of inertia, deformation hardening, 
thermal softening and rate sensitivity in the plasticity model becomes extremely important [80-
82]. Traditionally, the rate-sensitivity in the dynamic void growth models was incorporated using 
power-law type dependence which is primarily applicable only in thermally activated dislocation 
glide regime at lower strain rates. More recently, dynamic void growth models accounting for 
both thermally activated glide and micro-inertia mediated void growth have also been developed 
[83, 84]. However, these models reproduce experimentally observed variation of spall strength of 
pure Cu over a narrow range of strain rates from 10
3
-10
5
 s
-1
 and underestimate the spall strength 
of Cu at higher strain rates. It is believed that at such high strain rates of loading dislocation drag 
and relativistic effects become dominant and need to be incorporated in continuum models of 
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void growth and spall failure to reproduce experimentally observed variation of spall strength 
with strain rate [71, 72, 85].  
Thus, these models have to make several approximations for the dominant modes of 
plastic deformation, the operating dislocation nucleation mechanism (homogeneous vs 
heterogeneous) and the mechanisms for collective interaction and evolution of the dislocations 
(dislocation reaction, multiplication, annihilation, trapping etc.) as the shock wave propagates 
through the microstructure. The successful application of these models to accurately describe the 
shock response of realistic microstructures therefore requires inclusion of the dependence of each 
of these individual mechanisms on the loading strain rate, temperature, microstructure etc. Such 
approximations become challenging, especially to predict the shock structures and decay 
behavior in heterogeneous microstructures that comprise of grain boundaries, interfaces, texture, 
etc. This leads to a limited understanding of the micromechanisms related to the deformation of 
the metal during high strain rate loading. A fundamental understanding of the dynamic evolution 
of microstructure (dislocations) during shock compression at the experimental length scales is a 
critical challenge in the development of the state-of-the-art simulation capabilities that will be 
able to address the mechanics of metallic materials under shock loading conditions. 
1.4     Atomic Scale Modeling of Shock Compression and Spall Failure 
At the atomic scale, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have become the standard 
workhorse for investigating the micromechanisms of nucleation and evolution of different types 
of defects in the microstructure under shock loading conditions. MD is a classical mechanics 
based method which treats atoms as hard spheres and allows modeling the motion of individual 
atoms in the system over a given period of time. The trajectories of the atoms in a given volume 
in MD simulations are obtained by solving Newton’s equations of motion for each atom. Thus, 
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given the initial positions, velocities of atoms in a given configuration and the underlying 
interatomic interaction potential function, the complete trajectory of each atom in the system can 
be determined by integrating the equations of motion. MD simulations have been widely used to 
investigate the atomic scale mechanisms of defect nucleation and evolution in single crystal [86-
90] and polycrystalline microstructures [91-93] during shock compression and spall failure. Such 
insights enable the development of theoretical models for dependence of the spall strengths on 
the grain size of metals [94]. The mechanisms of shock induced solid-solid phase transformation 
have been investigated using MD simulations [95, 96]. For example, α to ω phase transformation 
kinetics during shock loading of Ti bicrystals has been investigated in detail using MD 
simulations. The simulations suggest that elastic wave readily triggers α to ω phase 
transformation in the case of coherent twin boundary and the phase transformation results in 
considerable decay of the elastic precursor [97]. In addition, MD simulations have been carried 
out to understand the effect of grain boundary energy and structure on void nucleation resistance 
of different grain boundaries in FCC Cu and identify microstructures that render higher spall 
strengths under shock loading conditions [98, 99]. Similarly, higher values for the spall strength 
have been found for microstructures that nucleate higher densities of twinning dislocations at the 
onset of void nucleation for single crystal and nanocrystalline Cu [87]. MD simulations can also 
investigate void nucleation, growth and coalescence mechanisms at the atomic scale and 
complement experimental observations. For example, MD simulations have demonstrated the 
mechanism of void growth by dislocation emission from the surface of the nanosize spherical 
voids wherein the emitted dislocation loops are observed to carry material from the surface of the 
void into the bulk, allowing the growth of void as shown in Figure 1.12(a)-(c) for uniaxial strain 
loading along [110], [111] and [100] direction at a strain rate of 10
8
 s
-1
 [56, 100-106].  
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(a)       (b)       (c)  
Figure 1.12: Shear loop formation during uniaxial strain loading along (a) [110] direction, (b) 
[100] direction and (c) [111] direction. Bulk FCC atoms are not shown to clearly visualize the 
growth of loops around the void. Atoms belonging to stacking fault are colored light blue. 
Reproduced from Ref. [107]. 
Similarly, the micromechanisms of nucleation, growth and coalesence of voids in 
nanocrystalline Cu microstructure under under uniaxial tensile strain and triaxial tensile strain 
loading has also been studies using MD simulations. At small average grain size of 6 nm, the 
MD simulations suggest that the void nucleation occurs randomly along grain boundaries/triple 
junctions. In contrast to the dislocation emission mechanism, the growth of void in the 
nanocrystalline microstructure is observed to occur by shearing of a shell disordered atoms 
formed around the surface of the voids as shown by series of snapshots in Figure 1.13(a)-(d). In 
addition to classical spallation (governed by nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids), MD 
simulations have also been carried out to investigate the mechanism of micro-spallation in low 
melting point metals, such as Pb, Sn, Cu etc, where the shock compression above a certain 
threshold results in melting of the metal prior to failure [108-112].  
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(a)                  (b)  
(c)                  (d)  
Figure 1.13: Snapshots of a section of the nanocrystalline system at (a) 892 ps, (b) 896 ps, (c) 
900 ps and (d) 904 ps showing the growth of void under conditions of uniaixial tensile strain at a 
constant strain rate of 10
8
 s
-1
. Atoms are colored according to CNA values. Reproduced from 
Ref. [113]. 
The MD simulations, however, due to their high computational cost, are limited to system 
sizes that are up to a few hundred nanometers and time scales of shock wave propagation and 
spall failure of tens of picoseconds. These short time and length scales result in strain rates of 
~10
10
 s
-1
 under shock loading conditions using reasonable computing resources. While it can be 
argued that access to and growth of the current high performance computing resources allows 
MD simulations on the order of a few Billion atoms, these simulations enable modeling of these 
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phenomena at strain rates of 10
9
 s
-1
 under shock loading conditions. Such simulations, however, 
then present the challenge of ‘Big Data’ that is generated (tens to hundreds of Terrabytes for 
each simulation) which needs to be analyzed (post-processing), visualized and stored. As a 
result, the capability to run several such simulations to investigate the shock response and 
unravel the evolution of microstructure at the atomic scale is largely limited.  
1.5     Quasi-Coarse-Grained Dynamics (QCGD) Simulations 
This dissertation aims to use the novel mesoscale modeling method, quasi-coarse-grained 
dynamics (QCGD) [114], to extend the capabilities of MD simulations to model the shock 
compression and spall failure behavior of metallic microstructures at mesoscales. The QCGD 
method is based on solving the Newton’s equations of motion for reduced number of 
representative atoms (R-atoms) from the atomistic microstructure and using scaling relationships 
for the interatomic potential. The previous work has demonstrated the capabilities of the QCGD 
method to reproduce MD predicted structural, thermodynamic and deformation behavior of 
metallic microstructures [114]. This capability of QCGD method to reproduce the MD predicted 
mechanical behavior has been demonstrated by carrying out deformation simulation of Cu-
bicrystal microstructure (layer spacing of 20 nm) under unaixial tensile stress loading at constant 
strain rate of 10
9
 s
-1
 [114]. The initial microstructure for MD and L2-QCGD simulation is shown 
in Figure 1.14(a) and (e) respectively with atoms colored according to common neighbor 
analysis (CNA) values. The green colored atoms are bulk FCC, red colored atoms correspond to 
HCP stacking (stacking faults) and blue colored are disordered atoms. Similarly, the snapshots 
showing MD predicted deformed microstructures at different times during the simulation are 
shown in Figure 1.14 (b)-(d) and the corresponding L2-QCGD predicted microstructures are 
shown in Figure 1.14 (f)-(h). L2-QCGD accurately reproduces the relative fractions of different 
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types of dislocations nucleating in the microstructure and hence reproduces the deformation 
behavior of bi-layer microstructure as predicted by MD. In addition, comparison of the MD and 
L2-QCGD predicted stress-strain curves, evolution of total energy and temperature of the system 
as a function of strain are shown in Figure 1.14 (i)-(k), respectively. L2-QCGD accurately 
reproduces the MD predicted stress-strain curve with similar values of peak strengths as well as 
different variations corresponding to deformation of the bi-layer microstructure. L2-QCGD 
simulation also reproduces the MD predicted evolution of total energy of the system. The 
consistent difference in the total energy is attributed to the difference in the enrgy of the interface 
between MD and QCGD simulations. Similarly, L2-QCGD is able to accurately reproduce the 
evolution of tempreature in the system. The larger fluctuations in the temperature evolution in 
L2-QCGD simulation are attributed to significantly reduced number of atoms as compared to 
MD. This demonstrates the capability of lowest level of coarsening, i.e. L2-QCGD, to retain the 
atomic scale mechanism of defect nucleation and evolution during uniaxial deformation of 
metallic microstructures. However, the capabilities of QCGD method to model defect and 
damage evolution during shock compression and spall failure of metallic microstructures still 
needs to be validated. In addition, higher levels of QCGD need to be validated to extend the 
length and time scale capabilities of MD simulations and model the shock wave propagation and 
spall failure behavior of metallic microstructures at mesoscales.  
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Figure 1.14: The initial microstructure of Cu-bilayer system for atomistic microstructure is 
shown in (a). The microstructural evolution during uniaxial strain as predicted by MD is shown 
in (b), (c) and (d). The initial microstructure of the Cu-bilayer system for L2-QCGD 
microstructure is shown in (e). The evolution of microstructure during uniaxial deformation as 
predicted by L2-QCGD is shown in (f), (g) and (h). The variation of stress in the loading 
direction, total energy of the system and temperature of the system as a function of strain during 
MD and L2-QCGD simulations are compared in (i), (j) and (k) respectively. Atoms are colored 
according to common neighbor analysis values. Reproduced from Ref. [114]. 
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1.6 Goal of Dissertation 
 The goal of this dissertation is to investigate the defect and damage evolution in 
lightweight metallic materials during shock loading and spall failure at the mesoscales. The MD 
simulations constitute a minor part of the thesis and are primarily performed to gain fundamental 
understanding of deformation and spall failure mechanisms at the atomic scales and validate the 
scaling relationships of QCGD simulations for different levels of coarsening. The QCGD 
simulations are then used to investigate the shock wave propagation behavior and spall failure of 
microstructures with system sizes ranging from 300 nm to 10 µm and for variations in loading 
strain rates ranging from 10
8
s
-1
 to 10
10
 s
-1
. The data generated is used to develop predictive 
models for the propagation of the shock wave through the metal as well as the spall strengths at 
these lengths and time scales. 
1.7 Key Objectives of this Dissertation 
The primary focus of this dissertation is to investigate micromechanisms for the 
evolution, interaction, and accumulation of defects (dislocations, twins, interfaces) and damage 
(voids) in lightweight metallic materials under conditions of shock loading and spall failure at 
the atomic scales and at mesoscales. The primary research objectives of this dissertation are 
listed below: 
A. Investigate the atomic scale deformation and failure mechanisms that determine the 
shock response and spall failure in single crystal Al and Mg microstructures 
 The atomic scale mechanisms of shock compression and spall failure are investigated in 
single crystal Al and Mg microstructures using a series of large scale MD simulations. 
The MD simulations are carried out to understand the links between loading orientation, 
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wave propagation and dynamic evolution of defects during spall failure of single crystal 
Al microstructure. In addition, the effect of loading orientation, shock pressure and initial 
temperature of the sample on wave propagation and spall failure behavior of single 
crystal Mg are investigated. This objective is discussed in detail in Chapter two. 
B. Define QCGD scaling relationships for mesoscale modeling of shock response and spall 
failure of single crystal and polycrystalline Al microstructures  
 This objective demonstrates the capabilities of QCGD method to accurately reproduce 
MD predicted structural and thermodynamic behavior of the system using various levels 
of coarsening. Such a capability requires understanding of the consequences of coarse-
graining of atomistic microstructure and scaling relationships on bulk energies, surface 
and grain boundary energies as well as stacking fault energies of Al. The capability of 
QCGD method to reproduce the MD predicted shock wave structure, wave velocity and 
evolution of different types of dislocations during shock compression and spall failure 
behavior of single crystal and polycrystalline Al microstructures is demonstrated. This 
objective is discussed in detail in Chapter three. 
C.  QCGD simulations to model the shock compression behavior of Al microstructures at the 
mesoscales 
 MD and QCGD simulations are carried out to model the shock compression and wave 
propagation behavior of polycrystalline Al microstructures with grain sizes ranging from 
18 nm to 800 nm and sample length ranging from 300 nm to 9.6 µm. The objective 
investigates the role of polycrystalline microstructure and loading conditions on the 
evolution of shock front width, elastic wave velocity and elastic precursor amplitude as a 
function of shock wave propagation distance. The MD and QCGD simulations for 
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various microstructures and loading conditions are combined to define analytical models 
for evolution of shock front width, the elastic wave velocities and the HEL values which 
allow to predict these properties in polycrystalline microstructures for any combination of 
grain size (ranging from nano-scale to micro-scale) and shock pressure. This objective is 
discussed in detail in Chapter four. 
D. QCGD simulations to model damage evolution during spall failure behavior of Al 
microstructures at the mesoscales 
 This objective investigates the capability of QCGD simulation to accurately reproduce 
the MD predicted mechanisms of damage nucleation and evolution in polycrystalline Al 
microstructures. The damage is quantified in terms of spall plane width, volume fraction 
of voids and size of voids in the microstructure. The QCGD simulations are carried out to 
investigate the role of grain size of the microstructure and the duration of the loading 
shock pulse on the evolution of void fraction, width of the spall plane and void size at the 
mesoscales. This objective is discussed in detail in Chapter five.  
E. Extension of QCGD framework to model shock compression and spall failure behavior of 
HCP microstructures 
 The capabilities of the QCGD method are extended to model the thermodynamic, shock 
response and spall failure behavior of HCP microstructures using Ti as the model material 
system. The QCGD method accurately reproduces the structural energetics, solid-liquid 
phase transformation behavior, heterogeneous melt nucleation and melt front propagation 
in Ti microstructures as predicted by MD. In addition, the QCGD method is able to 
reproduce the MD predicted shock wave structures, temperature distribution during 
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propagation of the shock wave and spall failure of the metal, as well as the spall strengths 
for HCP Ti. This objective is discussed in detail in Chapter six. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
ATOMIC SCALE MODELING OF SHOCK RESPONSE AND SPALL 
FAILURE 
2.1     Introduction 
A critical limitation in the design of next generation blast/impact resistant lightweight 
metallic materials for armor applications is the understanding of the atomic level mechanisms of 
deformation during impact loading and spallation failure. The deformation response of the metal 
is determined by the nucleation of different types of defects, which are the carriers of plasticity 
in the microstructure, and their interactions during shock compression and spallation. 
 As discussed in Chapter 1, the experimental analysis of spall failure behavior of metallic 
materials is largely limited to computing shock propagation velocity, peak shock pressures, 
Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) using displacement of the rear surface as a function of time that 
also enables the calculation of the loading strain rate and spall strength of the metal. The 
calculated values of the spall strength in these studies indicate a strong dependence on tensile 
strain rate above strain rates of 10
7
 s
-1 
[52, 59].  Recent advancements in the capabilities of laser 
shock experiments have made it possible to study the wave propagation behavior and shock 
response of thin films (micron and submicron) of polycrystalline and single crystal Al at 
ultrahigh strain rates of up to 10
10
 s
-1
 [38, 39, 54]. The spall strength and the dynamic yield point 
(HEL) of single crystal Al is observed to be a function of loading orientation and is observed to 
be higher than polycrystalline microstructure. The calculated value of spall strength is highest for 
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loading along [111] orientation followed by [110] and [100] orientation and polycrystalline 
sample [50]. However, earlier study on the spall failure behavior of single crystal Al has reported 
the spall strength of [100] oriented single crystal to be higher than [111] loading orientation [49]. 
The origin of this discrepancy in the ordering of the measured values of spall strength for 
different loading orientations is still not clear. Thus, while the recent advancements in the 
experimental capabilities have broadened the spectrum of strain rates to study the dynamic 
response of metallic materials, a direct observation of microstructural evolution and deformation 
mechanisms under conditions of impact loading still remains a significant challenge that needs to 
be addressed to enable the design of impact tolerant materials. 
 Similarly, due to the high specific strength, HCP metals like Magnesium (Mg) and Mg 
alloys are being considered for use in applications in protective structures [115, 116]. As a result, 
several experimental studies have investigated the high strain rate response of Mg and Mg alloys 
[47, 117-119]. The typical values for the spall strengths for single crystal Mg and Mg alloys 
reported in these experiments vary from ~1 GPa to ~2 GPa with the spall strength of single 
crystal Mg being slightly higher than the polycrystalline Mg and Mg alloys. However, the 
difference between the spall strength of single crystal and polycrystalline Mg microstructure is 
observed to be less significant as compared to FCC metals [117]. In addition, the calculated 
values of spall strength of single crystal Mg is observed to be a function of loading direction. The 
spall strength for loading along [101̅0] orientation is observed to be higher than [0001] 
orientation which is attributed to difference in the deformation modes for the two loading 
orientations [117]. A decrease in the spall strength with temperature has also been reported in 
these experiments for single crystal Mg and Mg alloys. However, the dependence of spall 
strength on strain rate is not observed to be strong for Mg as compared to that observed for FCC 
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metals. For example, the values of spall strength for the magnesium Ma2-1 alloy have been 
reported to increase just by 30% for an increase in the strain rate by more than an order of 
magnitude. However, the understanding of shock wave structure, wave propagation and spall 
failure behavior of single crystal Mg (or HCP metals) is still in its infancy. 
 Thus, the focus of this chapter is to carry out MD simulations of shock loading and spall 
failure of single crystal Al and Mg microstructures to develop fundamental understanding of 
wave propagation and defect evolution behavior in these systems. The chapter aims to gain 
insights in the variation of nucleation and evolution of defect structures in single crystal Al 
samples subjected to shock compression and spallation for various loading orientations. Of 
particular interest is the investigation of the role of twinning dislocations on the spall strength of 
single crystal Al. In addition, the effect of piston velocity/shock pressure, loading orientation and 
temperature on the wave propagation, interaction, and failure behavior of single crystal Mg 
under shock loading conditions are investigated at the atomic scales.  
2.2     Shock Compression and Spall Failure of Single Crystal Al 
The section aims to identify the links between crystal orientation, dislocation evolution 
and spall strength in Al microstructures at the atomic scales. This is investigated by comparing 
dislocation density evolution during shock compression and spall failure of single crystal Al 
along <001>, <110> and <111> orientations. 
2.2.1  Computational Details 
The MD simulations are performed using LAMMPS [120] with the interactions between 
the atoms defined using the EAM potential for Al [121]. The EAM potential has been used 
extensively to model deformation behavior under various loading conditions due to its ability to 
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predict energetics of defect structures as observed experimentally. The single crystal Al system 
comprises of ~38 million atoms with dimension of 50 nm along lateral directions (X-axis and Y-
axis) and dimension of 250 nm along the Z-axis (shock). The lateral dimensions are set to be 
periodic, whereas the system is free in the Z direction. The initial as-created systems are 
equilibrated at room temperature and zero pressure prior to shock loading. In order to generate 
the shock wave, the first 6 nm of the sample is defined as piston, as shown by red colored atoms 
in Figure 2.1, and the atoms in the piston region are driven inwards at a constant velocity Up. 
This results in the generation of planar compressive shock wave as shown by red arrow. The 
shock and spall simulations are carried out for the Z-axis oriented along <001>, <110> and 
<111> direction.  
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic of simulation setup for shock loading of single crystal Al. The red-
colored atoms correspond to thin piston which is driven inwards with a piston velocity (Up) to 
generate planar shock wave as shown by red arrow. The velocities of the green colored atoms 
belonging to the rear-surface are averaged to generate rear surface velocity profile. 
The shock wave propagation behavior and spall strengths are analyzed by sectioning the 
system along the sample length as discussed in [93]. The microstructural characterization of 
voids uses the “centro-symmetry parameter” (CSP) [122] algorithm and that of stacking/twin 
faults uses “common neighbor analysis” (CNA) [123] algorithm. Similarly, the lengths of 
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various types of dislocations in the Al microstructure such as Perfect dislocations (1/2<110>), 
Shockley partials (1/6<112>), Frank partials (1/3<111>), Hirth locks (1/3<001>) and Stair-rods 
(1/6<110>) are quantified based on the “dislocation extraction algorithm” (DXA) [124, 125] 
implemented in the “crystal analysis tool” (CAT) [126]. In addition, the lengths of twinning 
partials [87] are quantified and used as a validation of the capability of the QCGD method to 
model the evolution of plasticity as predicted by MD simulations. A time-step of 2 fs is chosen 
for all the MD simulations. 
2.2.2  Defect/Damage Evolution in Single Crystal Al using MD Simulations 
The impact loading of single crystal Al along the <001> orientation at a piston velocity of 
1000 m/s results in a planar shock wave with a two wave (elastic-plastic) structure traveling 
towards the rear end of the sample. The variation of compressive pressure and dislocation 
density (all types listed above) along sample length in the shock loading direction at a time 
corresponding to the end of shock pulse (t=20 ps) is shown in Figure 2.2(a).  The elastic front is 
characterized by a sharp peak in the value of pressure, referred to as upper Hugoniot elastic limit 
(HEL), followed by a dip in the pressure value, referred to as lower HEL. The lower HEL marks 
the transition from elastically compressed region to plastically compressed region as seen by a 
rise in dislocation density behind lower HEL. The shock compression along <001> direction 
results in a peak pressure of 18.6 GPa and plasticity is primarily governed by the nucleation of 
Shockley partials and twinning partials within the plastic front with significantly less 
contributions from the other types of dislocations.   
The entire process of shock compression and spall failure of single crystal Al can be 
analyzed in four stages i.e. shock compression stage (SI), shock propagation stage (SII), shock 
wave reflection and interaction stage leading to void nucleation (SIII), void growth and 
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coalescence stage (SIV). Figure 2.2(b) and (c) shows the evolution of pressure and dislocation 
densities during the four stages of impact loading along <001> orientation.  The shock 
compression of single crystal Al along <001> orientation results in the propagation of the high 
pressure compressive wave (denoted by red region) to the rear end of the sample as shown in 
Figure 2.2(b). This compressive wave results in nucleation of dislocations in the single crystal Al 
microstructure as it travels through the material as seen by a sharp rise in the Shockley partial 
and twin dislocation densities during SI and SII in Figure 2.2(c). The compressive wave reflects 
from the rear surface at the beginning of SIII resulting in the relaxation of compressive pressure 
which leads to a sharp drop in the density of twin dislocations while the density of Shockley 
partial dislocations remains stable during SIII as shown in Figure 2.2(c). The intersecting dashed 
red arrows in Figure 2.2(b) show the reflected plastic wave interacting with the tail of the 
pressure wave. This interaction creates a high triaxial tensile pressure region (blue) in the 
material which leads to the nucleation of multiple voids at end of SIII. The displacement of the 
rear surface of the sample is measured to define a strain rate of loading [93]. In addition, the 
maximum value of the tensile pressure generated (6.19 GPa) is defined as the spall strength for 
single crystal Al for a loading strain rate of 4.78x10
9
 s
-1
. Although, the shock compression 
behavior of single crystal Al along <001> orientation is primarily guided by the presence of high 
density of twinning partials in the microstructure, the void nucleation process is determined by 
the presence of higher Shockley partial and lower twin dislocation density in the deformed 
microstructure.  
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                   (a)                                                                      
(b)    (c)  
Figure 2.2: (a) Variation of compressive pressure and dislocation density along the sample 
length in the loading (<001>) direction at a time corresponding to the shock pulse (t=20 ps). (b) 
Pressure contour plot and (c) time evolution of dislocation density during different stages of 
impact loading of single crystal Al along <001> orientation. 
A comparison of microstructural snapshots showing the evolution of microstructure at the 
end of SI (20 ps), SII (34 ps), SIII (56 ps) and SIV (80 ps) is shown in Figure 2.3(a), (b), (c) and 
(d) respectively. The atoms are colored light green for FCC stacking, yellow for twin faults, light 
blue for twinning partials, green for stacking fault, dark blue for disordered atoms and orange for 
surface/voids. The evolution of twinning partials and voids can be observed when the bulk FCC 
atoms are blanked out and only atoms belonging to twin faults, twinning partials and surface are 
shown. The microstructures clearly show the high density of twin faults and twin dislocations 
during SI and SII and a very low density of twin faults and twin dislocations during SIII and SIV 
due to relaxation of compressive pressure in the microstructure. 
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 (a)           (e)  
(b)           (f)  
(c)          (g)  
(d)          (h)  
Figure 2.3: Microstructural snapshots of single crystal Al at the end of end of (a), (e) SI (20 ps), 
(b), (f) SII (34 ps), (c), (h) SIII (56 ps) and (d), (i) SIV (80 ps) during impact loading of single 
crystal Al along <001> orientation. Bulk FCC atoms are (green color) are blanked out in the 
right images and only atoms belonging to twin faults (yellow color), twin dislocations (light 
green color) and surface/voids (orange color) are shown. 
2.2.3  Effect of Loading Orientation on Defect/Damage Evolution 
The shock wave propagation, dislocation evolution and spall failure behavior of single 
crystal Al is also investigated for loading along <110> and <111> orientation. The variation of 
compressive pressure and dislocation density (all types listed above) along sample length in the 
shock loading direction for the two orientations at a time corresponding to the end of shock pulse 
(t=20 ps) is shown in Figure 2.4(a) and (b) respectively. The shock profiles show an 
elastic/plastic two-wave structure but do not show upper and lower HEL values as observed for 
the <001> orientation. In addition, the peak compressive pressures generated by the plastic wave 
are slightly different for the two orientations as compared to that for the <001> orientation. 
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These variations in pressures are attributed to the variations in the mechanisms of plastic 
deformation for the three loading orientations. A comparison of the dislocation densities 
generated along the sample length also shows significantly lower values for twinning partials 
along <111> orientation as compared to <110> orientation. Also, the width of the plastic zone at 
the end of the shock pulse is observed to be much smaller for shock compression along <110> 
direction as compared to <001> and <111> directions due to a slow moving plastic wave. This 
leads to defect nucleation in a localized region towards the piston end of the sample during shock 
compression while the rest of the sample deforms elastically and remains dislocation-free. Thus, 
the contribution of deformation twinning to the overall plastic deformation during shock 
compression is observed to be anisotropic with respect to shock loading direction.  
(a)  
 (b)  
Figure 2.4: Variation of compressive pressure and dislocation density along the sample length in 
the loading direction at the end of the shock compression (t=20 ps) for impact loading along (a) 
<110> orientation and (b) <111> orientation.  
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The evolution of pressure and dislocation densities during the four stages of impact 
loading are plotted in Figure 2.5(a) and (b) for the <110> orientation and in Figure 2.5(c) and (d) 
for the <111> orientation. The delayed plastic wave leads to a slower rise in the density of 
Shockley partials and twinning partials (with similar contributions) during SI and SII as shown in 
Figure 2.5(b) for loading along <110> orientation as compared to that shown in Figure 2.5(d) for 
loading along <111> orientation that is dominated by Shockley partials.  
       (a)                  (b)  
       (c)                  (d)  
Figure 2.5: Plots for evolution of (a) compressive and tensile pressure and (b) dislocation 
density during different stages of impact loading of single crystal Al along <110> orientation. 
Plots for evolution of (c) compressive and tensile pressure and (d) dislocation density during 
different stages of impact loading of single crystal Al along <111> orientation. 
The variations in the plastic wave velocities for the two orientations result in the waves (reflected 
wave and tail) interacting at different locations in the metal as shown by the intersecting dashed 
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red arrows in the pressure plots. These variations render spall strengths of 8.16 GPa (strain rate 
of 2.93x10
9
 s
-1
) and 5.92 GPa (strain rate of 3.48x10
9
 s
-1
) for the <110> and <111> orientation, 
respectively. The spall failure mechanism attributed to void nucleation, growth and coalescence 
during SIV is governed by Shockley partial and twinning partials for the <110> orientation.  
However, for the <111> orientation, the spall failure is primarily governed by the Shockley 
partials with a significant increase in the density of Stair-rod dislocations. 
In order to understand the role of deformation twinning and dislocation evolution in the 
spall failure of single crystal Al, a comparison of evolution of pressure and dislocation densities 
in the spall region is compared in Figure 2.6 for the three orientations. The spall region is defined 
as the volume of the sample wherein voids are observed. For the systems studied here, this width 
of the spall region is determined by the minimum and maximum coordinates of the voids in the 
loading direction. As a result, the width and the volume of the spall region evolve dynamically as 
more voids are nucleated due to the propagation of the triaxial tensile stress waves towards the 
front end of the sample. As observed before, the variations in shock compression pressures at the 
spall regions for the three orientations are attributed to the variations in the wave propagation 
and deformation behavior of the metal for the three orientations. It can be seen that the higher 
shock compression pressure of 18.09 GPa for the <001> orientation results in significantly 
higher density of twinning partials as compared to Shockley partials as the compressive shock 
wave travels through the spall region during SII. The reflection of the wave from the rear surface 
results in a sharp decrease in the density of twinning partials and a slow increase in the density of 
Shockley partials during SIII. A transition of the pressure in the spall region from compression to 
tension results in a sharp increase in the densities of the Shockley and twinning partials along 
with that of the Stair-rod dislocations. A peak in the tensile pressure (minimum pressure) is 
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observed to be associated with a maximum in the density of Stair-rods and minimum in the 
density of perfect dislocations in the spall region as shown in Figure 2.6(a) for the <001> 
orientation. A similar behavior is observed for shock loading along the <111> orientation as 
shown in Figure 2.6(c) with the difference being that the slightly lower shock compression 
pressure of 16.68 GPa results in nucleation of a significantly higher density of Shockley partials 
as compared to densities of twinning partials. For the case of the <110> orientation, however, the 
peak compressive pressure of 12.82 GPa at the spall plane is insufficient to nucleate dislocations 
during the propagation of the compressive shock wave through the spall region during SII. A 
sharp increase in density of Shockley partials is observed when the pressure in the spall region 
transitions from compression to tension during SIII. While this increase in density of Shockley 
partials reaches a peak value (highest for the three orientations considered under tension) in a 
short time, a sharp decrease is observed as the tensile pressure reaches a peak value. Thus the 
spall failure for the <110> orientation, as shown in Figure 2.6(b), is associated with a minimum 
in the density of all types of dislocations i.e. a relatively dislocation free microstructure as 
compared to that observed for <001> and <111> orientations.  
(a)     (b)      (c)  
Figure 2.6: Variation of pressure and local dislocation density at the plane of spall failure as a 
function of time for impact loading of single crystal Al along (a) <001>, (b) <110> and (c) 
<111> orientation. The zero pressure is marked using horizontal dotted line.  
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It can be expected that the spall strength of metals is dependent on the local dislocation 
density of different types of dislocations (Shockley partial, Stair-rods, twin dislocations, perfect 
dislocations) in the spall region at the time of peak tensile pressure in the microstructure. 
Therefore, the values of peak tensile pressures (spall strength) and the dislocation density of 
Shockley partial, twin dislocations, Stair-rod dislocations and perfect dislocations at the spall 
plane are compared in Table 2.1.  
Table 2.1: Calculated values of local dislocation density at spall plane for Shockley partial 
(ρshockley), twin (ρtwin), Stair-rod (ρstair-rod) and perfect (ρperfect) dislocations at the time of peak 
tensile pressure as well as spall strength (σsp) for shock loading of single crystal Al along 
<001>,<111> and <110> orientations at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s.  
 
Orientation 
ρshockley 
x 10
17
 (m
-2
) 
ρtwin 
x 10
17
 (m
-2
) 
ρstair-rod 
x 10
17
 (m
-2
) 
ρperfect 
x 10
17
 (m
-2
) 
ρtotal 
x 10
17
 (m
-2
) 
σsp 
(GPa) 
<001> 0.78 0.19 0.14 0.04 1.15 6.19 
<111> 0.54 0.10 0.24 0.02 0.90 5.92 
<110> 0.0014 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0014 8.16 
 
It can be seen that a higher value of peak tensile pressure for impact loading along the <001> 
orientation as compared to the <111> orientation correlates very well with a higher total 
dislocation density )( perfectrodstairtwinshockleytotal    at the spall plane. However, a peak 
value of spall strength (8.16 GPa) reported for impact loading along <110> orientation is 
attributed to the absence of dislocations at the spall plane during shock compression leading to 
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nucleation of voids in a relatively dislocation-free region as compared to the <001> and <111> 
orientations. These variations in the nucleation and evolution of defects result in variations in the 
spall microstructures of single crystal Al  at the time of peak number of voids for shock loading 
along <001>, <110> and <111> orientation as shown in Figure 2.7(a), (b) and (c) respectively. 
(a)  
(b)  
(c)  
Figure 2.7: Microstructural snapshots of single crystal Al at the time of peak number of voids 
for impact loading along (a) <001>, (b) <110> and (c) <111> orientation. Bulk FCC atoms are 
blanked out and only atoms belonging to twin faults (yellow color), twin dislocations (light blue 
color) and surface/voids (orange color) are shown. 
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2.3  Shock Compression and Spall Failure of Single Crystal Mg 
The aim of this section is to understand the effect of piston velocity/shock pressure, 
loading orientation and temperature on the wave propagation, interaction, and failure behavior of 
single crystal Mg under shock loading conditions at the atomic scales. Large scale MD 
simulations of shock loading of single crystal Mg are first carried out at a piston velocity of 1500 
m/s along the ]0001[  and ]0110[  loading directions to investigate the anisotropic deformation 
and failure response. To investigate the effect of shock pressures, MD simulations are carried out 
at piston velocities ranging from 500 m/s to 2000 m/s for shock loading along the ]0001[  
direction. In addition, the effect of temperature on the wave propagation behavior and spall 
strength of Mg is studied by carrying out simulations at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s at 600 K 
and 800 K. 
2.3.1 Computational Details 
The MD simulations of shock compression and spall failure behavior of single crystal Mg 
is modeled using the embedded atom method (EAM) potential for magnesium developed by Sun 
et al. [127]. The Sun potential is able to reproduce the dislocation core structures on the basal 
and prismatic plane and the associated gamma surfaces [128]. The speed of sound in the bulk 
)/( Kcb  is calculated to be 4.49 km/s using the Sun potential which compares very well 
with the experimental value of 4.40 km/s [129]. Here, K refers to the bulk modulus and ρ is the 
initial density of Mg. The longitudinal speed of sound at zero stress for wave propagation along 
the c-axis )/( 33 Ccl  and for wave propagation perpendicular to the c-axis )/( 11 Ccl   is 
calculated to be ~ 6.26 km/s. This is due to similar values for C11 and C33 as predicted by the 
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EAM potential [127]. The capability of the potential to model the shock response is first 
validated by investigating the Hugoniot response of single crystal Mg.  
In order to investigate the spall behavior, a new single crystal system of Mg is created 
with dimensions of 50 nm x 50 nm x 250 nm and containing ~27 million atoms and equilibrated 
at 300 K and zero pressure for 50 ps. The Z direction of the sample is oriented along ]0001[  and 
]0110[  directions to study the orientation effect on wave propagation and spall strength. To 
investigate the effect of shock pressures on failure behavior of single crystal Mg, the simulations 
are carried out for piston velocities of 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 m/s and a square pulse of 20 ps 
for loading along the ]0001[ orientation. To investigate the effect of temperature on the spall 
behavior, the initial single crystal sample is equilibrated at 600 K and 800 K for 50 ps each prior 
to shock loading using a piston velocity of 1000 m/s and a square pulse of 20 ps for loading 
along the ]0001[ orientation. 
The initial single crystal system of Mg to investigate the Hugoniot response is created 
with in the HCP structure with dimensions of 30 nm x 30 nm x 100 nm. The Hugoniot behavior 
is investigated for loading along the c-axis ( ]0001[ ) and perpendicular to the c-axis ( ]0110[  and 
]0211[ ) by computing the variation of the shock wave velocity (Us) and shock pressure (Pshock) 
for piston velocities of 500 m/s, 750 m/s, 1000 m/s, 1250 m/s, 1500 m/s, 1750 m/s and 2000 m/s 
in the three different loading orientations. A split two-wave structure (elastic-plastic) of the 
compressive wave is observed for impact pressures above the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) for 
all the three orientations. For each piston velocity, Us is calculated based on the distance 
travelled by the shock front in a given time. The position of the plastic front is defined as the 
point where the particle velocity is 95% of the loading velocity. Similarly, the location of elastic 
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front at each time is defined as the point where the particle velocity goes to zero. The shock 
pressure is then calculated using the Hugoniot relationship, 
psshock UUP 0 , where ρ0 is the 
initial density of Mg. The variation of the shock wave velocity (Us) and shock pressure (Pshock) as 
a function of piston velocity (Up) for the three orientations is shown in Figure 2.8 (a) and (b), 
respectively in comparison with the experimental Hugoniot data [129]. It can be seen that the 
EAM potential is able to reproduce the variations in the shock wave velocities as well as the 
shock pressures as observed experimentally. The slight discrepancy in the values of shock 
pressure and shock velocity is attributed to polycrystalline samples used in experiments as 
compared to the defect free single crystal specimens used in the MD simulations. Also, it can be 
seen from the plots in Figure 2.8 (a) that while the velocity of the elastic wave is higher than the 
velocity of the plastic wave for all the three orientations at lower piston velocities, this difference 
decreases as the piston velocity increases to 2000 m/s. More details about the methodology used 
to calculate the shock velocity and shock pressure can be found here [130]. 
(a)              (b)  
Figure 2.8: Hugoniot curves showing (a) shock velocity (Us) vs piston velocity (Up) and (b) 
shock pressure (P) vs piston velocity (Up) as predicted for single crystal Mg for various loading 
orientations using the Sun potential. 
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2.3.2 Spall Behavior of Single Crystal Mg 
The wave propagation and spall failure in single crystal Mg is investigated here for 
impact loading along the ]0001[ and the ]0110[  directions (Z direction of the sample) using a 
piston velocity of 1500 m/s and a square pulse of 20 ps. The inward impact results in a planar 
two-wave (elastic-plastic) structure of the shock wave for both the orientations as shown in 
Figure 2.9 at a time of 20 ps (end of the shock pulse). The peak compressive pressure generated 
is calculated to be ~15 GPa for both the orientations with the pressure along ]0110[  being 
slightly higher than along ]0001[  direction. In addition, the distance between the elastic and 
plastic wave fronts is observed to be significantly less for the impact along ]0110[  direction as 
compared to that for the ]0001[  direction. The HEL, defined as the longitudinal stress at the 
elastic precursor front, marks the onset of plastic deformation under shock loading and 
corresponds to a value of ~10 GPa for loading along the ]0001[ orientation and ~9 GPa for 
loading along the ]0110[  orientation. This higher value of HEL for impact along ]0001[  
direction is qualitatively similar to the experimental observation for single crystal Mg [118]. 
These values for HEL correspond to a critical pressure of ~5 GPa for both the loading 
orientations as shown in Figure 2.9(a) and (b). For a piston velocity of 1500 m/s, the velocity of 
the particles behind the elastic front is computed to be ~ 750 m/s for impact along the ]0001[
direction and ~700 m/s for impact along ]0110[  direction.  
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(a)  
(b)  
Figure 2.9: Shock wave structure at the end of the shock pulse (20 ps) for loading along (a) 
[0001] direction, and (b) ]0110[ direction. 
The contour plots of the evolution of pressure (P) as a function of time along the length 
of the sample in the shock direction is shown in Figure 2.10 (a) and (b) for ]0001[ and ]0110[
direction, respectively. A positive value corresponds to compressive pressure and a negative 
value corresponds to tensile pressure. The impact generates a compressive wave that travels 
towards the rear surface. A tail of the pressure wave is observed at the end of the shock pulse that 
travels towards the rear surface following the plastic wave bringing the compressed material 
back to zero pressure at the front end of the sample. For case of loading along the ]0001[  
orientation, the elastic wave hits the rear surface at ~30 ps and the compressed material expands 
freely resulting in a reflected elastic wave. This rarefaction elastic wave first interacts with the 
front of the plastic wave at a time of ~ 38 ps and results in a drop in the pressure of the plastic 
shock front that continues to propagate towards the rear surface. The rarefaction elastic wave 
continues to propagate towards the front end and then interacts with the tail of the pressure wave 
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at a time of ~ 45 ps as shown by the intersecting dashed-black arrows in Figure 2.10 (a). This 
interaction, however, results in continued propagation of the tail of the pressure wave that 
follows the reduced pressure plastic wave towards the rear surface. The reduced pressure plastic 
wave hits the rear surface and reflects back as a rarefaction wave to interact with the tail as 
shown by the intersecting dashed-white arrows in Figure 2.10 (a). The two interactions i.e. the 
interaction of the reflected elastic wave with the tail of the pressure wave and the interaction of 
the reflected plastic wave with the tail of the pressure wave, result in two regions of high triaxial 
tensile stress and therefore two spall planes nucleating multiple voids at 52 ps and 56 ps, 
respectively to initiate spall failure. The peak values of the tensile pressure at these two spall 
planes are calculated to be ~ 1.56 GPa and ~ 1.1 GPa. Thus, two spall planes are observed for 
shock loading along the ]0001[ orientation.  
(a)           (b)  
Figure 2.10: Contour plot of evolution of pressure as a function of time along the Z direction for 
a piston velocity of 1500 m/s along (a) [0001] direction and (b) ]0110[ direction. 
An Illustrative snapshot of the microstructure of the system showing the nucleation and 
growth of voids along the two spall regions are shown in Figure 2.11. The atoms are colored 
according to their CNA and CSP values. Light blue atoms correspond to HCP structure, dark 
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blue atoms correspond to basal faults (FCC structure), green atoms correspond to other defects 
(prismatic faults, pyramidal faults, and twins) as well as disordered atoms, and the red atoms 
represent a surface. Since, the prismatic faults, pyramidal faults, and twins are not characterized 
by this analysis method, it is not clear which fault intersections result in the nucleation of voids. 
However, the voids are observed to nucleate at planar fault interactions and grow along these 
faults. As a result, the voids nucleated are observed to be non-spherical in Figure 2.11. 
 
Figure 2.11: Snapshots showing microstructure of the system after failure at a piston velocity of 
1500 m/s along the ]0001[ direction at a time of 80 ps. Atoms are colored according to their CNA 
and CSP values. Light blue atoms correspond to HCP structure, dark blue atoms correspond to 
basal faults (FCC structure), green atoms correspond to other defects (prismatic faults, pyramidal 
faults, and twins) as well as disordered atoms, and the red atoms represent a surface. 
For the case of loading along the ]0110[  orientation, it can be seen from Figure 2.10 (b) 
that the wave propagation behavior is qualitatively similar to the ]0001[  case with some key 
differences. Since the impact along the ]0110[  direction leads to a lower velocity of the elastic 
wave (as shown in Figure 2.8), the elastic wave takes slightly longer to reach the rear surface at ~ 
36 ps to reflect back as a rarefaction wave. This rarefaction wave interacts with the front of the 
plastic wave at a time of ~ 40 ps resulting in a reduction in the pressure of the plastic shock front 
that continues towards the rear surface. The elastic wave continues to propagate towards the 
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front end of the sample and interacts with the tail of the pressure wave as shown by the 
intersecting black arrows. The plastic wave is not observed to reflect back to nucleate the second 
spall region as observed for the ]0001[ orientation. A peak value of the tensile pressure is reached 
at a time of ~ 58 ps that results in nucleation of multiple voids at fault intersections to initiate 
spall failure. The peak value of the tensile pressure at the spall plane is calculated to be ~ 1.71 
GPa.  An illustrative snapshot showing the nucleation and growth of voids at a time of 80 ps for 
impact along ]0110[  direction is shown in Figure 2.12. The atoms are colored according to their 
CNA and CSP values as discussed before. The voids are observed to nucleate along fault 
intersections and grow along these faults and are therefore non-spherical.  
 
Figure 2.12: Snapshots showing microstructure of the system after failure at a piston velocity of 
1500 m/s along the ]0110[  direction at a time of 80 ps. Atoms are colored according to their 
CNA and CSP values as described in Figure 2.11.  
Thus, the difference in the velocities of the elastic and plastic waves leads to a difference in the 
failure response for the two orientations. The failure is observed at two spall planes due to two 
interactions with the tail of the pressure wave for impact along the ]0001[ orientation as opposed 
to a single spall plane for an impact along the ]0110[  orientation. The width of the spall plane 
for impact along the ]0001[ orientation, however, is observed to similar to that observed for 
impact along the ]0110[  orientation. In addition, the average temperature of the system is 
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computed along the length of the sample at various times for the two loading orientations as 
shown in Figure 2.13(a) and (b), respectively for a piston velocity of 1500 m/s. The temperature 
profiles display a similar two wave structure at the end of the shock pulse (20 ps) as shown 
previously for the pressure profiles in Figure 2.9. The temperature behind the plastic front (Tpl) is 
observed to be higher than the temperature behind the elastic front (Tel) due to higher 
compressive pressure generated and the generation of defects. The arrival of the tail of the 
pressure wave results in a slight decrease in temperature. The values of Tel and Tpl for impact 
along ]0110[  direction are observed to be slightly higher than the corresponding values for 
impact along ]0001[  direction due to slightly higher compressive pressures generated in the 
former case. For an initial temperature of 300 K for the system, the temperature at the spall plane 
prior to nucleation of voids is calculated to be ~ 600 K for impact along the ]0001[  direction and 
~520 K for impact along the ]0110[  direction. The values of Tel, Tpl and Tsp under different 
loading conditions are listed in Table 2.3. The strain rates generated using a piston velocity of 
1500 m/s for the ]0001[  and the ]0110[ orientation are 3.81 x 109 s-1 and 5.54 x 109 s-1, 
respectively. The corresponding values of the spall strength  MDsp  computed from the pressure 
profiles are ~ 1.56 GPa and ~ 1.71 GPa respectively. These values compare well with the 
experimental values of ~ 1.4 GPa and ~ 1.64 GPa at a strain rate of ~ 10
7
 s
-1
 for an impact along 
]0001[  and ]0110[  orientations respectively [118]. 
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(a)  
(b)  
Figure 2.13: Comparison of temperature profile as a function of Z-Coordinate for a piston 
velocity of 1500 m/s along (a) the ]0001[ direction, and (b) the ]0110[  direction. The dashed 
lines mark the ends of the sample.  
2.3.3 Effect of Peak Shock Pressure/Piston Velocity 
MD simulations of impact along ]0001[  direction are carried out for piston velocities 
ranging from 500 m/s to 2000 m/s using a square pulse of 20 ps to investigate the effect of peak 
shock pressure on the wave propagation behavior and spall failure in single crystal Mg. The 
contour plot of evolution of pressure along the length of the sample in shock direction at these 
piston velocities are shown as a function of time in Figure 2.14. The values of the peak tensile 
pressure (spall strength) for piston velocities of 1000 m/s, 1500 m/s and 2000 m/s are computed 
to be 1.82 GPa, 1.56 GPa and 1.20 GPa, respectively. A piston velocity of 500 m/s generates a 
peak compressive pressure of ~ 5.5 GPa that is slightly higher than the pressure at the HEL (~ 5 
GPa). The system, however, is not subjected to any plastic deformation because the plastic wave 
generated is overdriven by the tail of the pressure wave at the end of the shock pulse. Thus, the 
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wave structure is a single elastic wave after the shock wave is released into the material. The 
tensile pressure generated due to the interaction of the reflected wave with the tail of the pressure 
wave is observed to reach a peak value of ~ 2.5 GPa. This peak tensile pressure, however, is 
unable to nucleate voids due to the absence of defects and weak locations (fault intersections) in 
the region that experiences this peak tensile pressure.  
(a)        (b)  
(c)        (d)  
Figure 2.14: Contour plots for evolution of pressure as a function of time for piston velocities of 
(a) 500 m/s, (b) 1000 m/s, (c) 1500 m/s and (d) 2000 m/s along the ]0001[ direction. 
For the case of 1000 m/s, the impact generates a compressive pressure of ~10.4 GPa. This 
impact generates a two-wave structure as discussed above for the 1500 m/s piston velocity. The 
propagation of the tail of the pressure wave after the end of the shock pulse, however, overrides 
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the plastic wave generated before it reaches the rear surface as observed for 500 m/s impact. As a 
result, only the elastic wave is observed to propagate to the rear surface and reflect back as a 
rarefaction wave. The interactions of the rarefaction wave with the tail of the pressure wave 
result in the state of triaxial tensile stress within the sample as shown by the intersecting black 
arrows in Figure 2.14(b). Thus, there is only a single interaction of the reflected tensile elastic 
wave with the tail of the initial pressure wave as compared to multiple interactions and multiple 
failure locations for the case with a piston velocity of 1500 m/s. Illustrative snapshots of the 
microstructure of the system showing the nucleation and evolution of voids for piston velocity of 
1000 m/s is shown in Figure 2.15 with the atoms colored using the CNA and CSP values.  
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 2.15: Snapshots showing microstructure of the system after failure at a piston velocity of 
1000 m/s along the ]0001[  direction at a time of (a) 54 ps and (b) 80 ps. Atoms are colored 
according to their CNA and CSP values as described in Figure 2.11. 
The failure is observed to occur along defect planes that are aligned at an angle with the loading 
axis (c-axis). Two orientations of the failure planes in Figure 2.15 (a) are identified: One 
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orientation of the fault is ~60 degrees to the loading axis that gradually changes to ~50° as the 
crack grows to initiate failure in Figure 2.15 (b). The second orientation is ~70° to the loading 
axis in Figure 2.15(a) that gradually changes to ~60° as the crack grows to initiate failure in 
Figure 2.15(b). This failure mode is qualitatively similar to that observed experimentally in 
dynamic failure studies in a split Hopkinson pressure bar systems of single crystal Mg at much 
lower strain rates [131]. This has been attributed to the activation of secondary pyramidal slip 
systems during dynamic loading. This failure mode is different from the nucleation and growth 
of voids based failure observed for a piston velocity of 1500 m/s. 
For the case of 2000 m/s piston velocity, the plastic wave is observed to propagate the 
length of the sample to reach the rear surface and reflects back as a rarefaction wave. The failure 
behavior is determined by the interaction of the rarefaction wave and the tail of the pressure 
wave. While the pressure contour in Figure 2.14(d) shows a small region experiencing the peak 
tensile pressure, the nucleation of voids, however, is observed to occur at numerous locations 
within the sample (not confined to a limited width of the spall plane). This behavior is 
qualitatively similar to a phenomenon called as ‘micro-spallation’ which has been reported both 
experimentally and using MD simulations of single crystal and nano-crystalline materials like 
Pb, Cu and Al at similar impact velocities [110-112]. The width of the damaged zone in micro-
spallation is much larger than in classical spallation due to pressure induced melting prior to 
failure which also leads to the drop in the spall strength of the specimen. Thus, the spall damage 
no longer occurs along a certain well defined plane in the case of piston velocity of 2000 m/s. An 
illustrative snapshot of the microstructure of the system showing the nucleation and evolution of 
voids is shown in Figure 2.16 with the atoms colored using the CNA and CSP value. 
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Figure 2.16: Snapshots showing microstructure of the system after failure at a piston velocity of 
2000 m/s along the ]0001[  direction at a time of 80 ps. Atoms are colored according to their 
CNA and CSP values as described in Figure 2.11. 
Thus, an increase in piston velocity leads to a substantial increase in the peak 
compressive pressure and also the temperature at the spall plane (Tsp) from ~ 450 K at a piston 
velocity of 1000 m/s to ~ 720 K at a piston velocity of 2000 m/s. The average strain rate, on the 
other hand, is observed to increase slightly from a value of 2.38 x 10
9
 s
-1
 at a piston velocity of 
1000 m/s to 5.79 x 10
9
 s
-1
 at a piston velocity of 2000 m/s. Thus, the decrease in spall strength of 
single crystal Mg with an increase in piston velocity can be attributed to the significant increase 
in the temperature of the system at higher pressures. Similar dependence of spall strength on 
piston velocity has also been reported for other materials like Pb, Cu, Al etc [108, 110, 111].  
2.3.4 Effect of Temperature  
The effect of temperature on the wave propagation and failure behavior of single crystal 
Mg is investigated by equilibrating the initial system at a temperature of 600 K and 800 K for 50 
ps prior to shock loading at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s along ]0001[  direction. The wave 
structure at the higher temperatures is observed to be a similar two wave (elastic-plastic) 
structure of the pressure wave as observed at 300 K. The higher temperatures result in increased 
velocities of the plastic waves and decreased velocities of the elastic wave. Also, the velocity of 
the particles behind the elastic front is observed to decrease with an increase in temperature. This 
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leads to a decrease in the value of HEL from ~10 GPa at 300 K to ~6.2 GPa at 800 K which is 
contradictory to experimental results that report an increase in HEL with temperature [117].  
(a)             (b)  
Figure 2.17: Contour plot of evolution of pressure as a function of time for piston velocity of 
1000 m/s along ]0001[  direction at temperatures of (a) 600 K and (b) 800 K. 
The contour plots of the evolution of pressure along the length of the sample for a piston 
velocity of 1000 m/s at temperatures of 600 K and 800 K are shown in Figure 2.17 (a) and (b), 
respectively. The values of peak compressive pressure decreases from 10.38 GPa to 9.19 GPa 
and the values of peak tensile pressure prior to failure decreases from 1.82 GPa to 1.09 GPa as 
the temperature is increased from 300 K to 800 K. The pressure contour plots in Figure 2.17 for 
piston velocity of 1000 m/s at increased temperatures show two regions of high tensile pressures 
as observed for the case of 1500 m/s at 300 K. These correspond to two wave interactions i.e. the 
interaction between the reflected elastic wave and the tail of the pressure wave as well as the 
interaction between the reflected plastic wave and the tail of the pressure wave. 
2.3.5  Wave Propagation and Spall Strength of Single Crystal Mg 
The values of average strain rate, peak compressive pressure, HEL and spall strength 
under different loading conditions obtained from MD simulations are listed in Table 2.2 along 
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with the experimental values for comparison. The values for the temperature of the system 
behind the elastic front, the plastic front and at the spall plane as a function of piston 
velocity/shock pressure, orientation and initial temperature of the system are listed in Table 2.3.  
Table 2.2: Values for spall strength  MDsp , strain rate 




 .
 , Hugoniot elastic limit  MDHEL  and peak 
compressive pressure  shockP  as a function of piston velocity  pU , initial temperature  iT  and 
orientation obtained from MD simulations as compared to experimental values of spall strength 
 EXPsp  and HEL  EXPHEL . 
 
Orientation 
pU   
(m/s) 
iT  (K)   (s-1) shockP   
(GPa) 
MD
sp   
(GPa) 
MD
HEL   
(GPa) 
EXP
sp   
(GPa) 
EXP
HEL   
(GPa) 
[0001] 1000 300 2.38x109 10.377 1.82 ~10 ~ 1.4 0.72 
1500 300 3.81x10
9
 14.595 1.56 ~10  
2000 300 5.79x10
9
 23.44 1.20 ~10  
1000 600 6.58x10
9
 9.627 1.55 ~8 1.18 0.81 
1000 800 6.33x10
9
 9.195 1.09 ~6.5 0.85 0.96 
[101̅0] 1500 300 5.54x10
9
 15.262 1.71 ~9 1.64 0.39 
 
The plot of variation of spall strength as a function of piston velocity at a temperature of 
300 K is shown in Figure 2.18 (a). The spall strength is observed to decrease with an increase in 
piston velocity from 1000 m/s to 2000 m/s due to a significant increase in the temperature of the 
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system at higher piston velocities. The anisotropic behavior of spall failure in single crystal Mg 
is also evident by higher value of spall strength for loading along ]0110[  direction as compared 
to  0001  direction. The decrease in the value of spall strength with an increase in initial 
temperature of the system for loading along  0001  direction at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s is 
shown in Figure 2.18 (b) along with experimental values [117] at similar temperatures. It can be 
seen that the spall strength of single crystal Mg calculated using MD simulation shows a similar 
dependence on temperature as observed experimentally. The slightly higher values of spall 
strength obtained from MD simulations are attributed to higher strain rates (>10
9
 s
-1
) generated in 
these MD simulation as compared to experiments (< 10
7
 s
-1
).   
(a)            (b)  
Figure 2.18: Variation of spall strength of single crystal Mg as a function of (a) piston velocity 
and (b) temperature. 
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Table 2.3: Temperature behind the elastic front ( eT ), plastic front ( pT ) and before spall ( spT ) as 
a function of orientation, piston velocity and initial temperature ( iT ) of the system. 
 
Orientation 
pU  (m/s) iT  (K) eT  (K) pT  (K) spT  (K) 
[0001] 1000 300 ~350 ~650 ~450 
1500 300 ~350 ~850 ~600 
2000 300 ~350 ~1000 ~720 
1000 600 ~650 ~910 ~700 
1000 800 ~860 ~1080 ~760 
[101̅0] 1500 300 ~400 ~700 ~520 
 
2.4  Conclusions 
In summary, a series of impact loading simulations of single crystal Al are carried out to 
investigate the role of loading orientation on the dislocation evolution and spall strength of Al. 
The evolution of deformation twinning during shock compression is observed to be anisotropic 
with respect to shock loading orientation. The spall strength of single crystal Al for different 
loading orientations is found to be correlated to the evolution of local dislocation density at the 
spall plane. Thus, the spall strength for impact loading along <001> orientation is observed to be 
higher than the spall strength for loading along <111> orientation. The limited mobility of the 
plastic wave during shock compression along <110> orientation results in nucleation of voids in 
a dislocation-free region of the sample and thus yields near-ideal spall strength of 8.16 GPa. 
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 In addition, large scale MD simulations have been used to investigate the effects of 
loading orientation, impact pressure and initial temperature on the wave propagation behavior as 
well as the spall failure behavior. The shock response studied using the EAM interatomic 
potential is able to reproduce the experimentally observed higher value of spall strengths for 
loading along ]0110[  direction as compared to  0001  direction. The simulations predict a 
decrease in the spall strength with an increase in piston velocity from 1000 m/s to 2000 m/s. This 
decrease is attributed to a significant increase in the temperature of the system at higher shock 
pressures. However, the MD simulations predict a decrease in the value for HEL as the 
temperature is increased from 300 K to 800 K, which contradicts the experimentally observed 
increase in the values for HEL at higher temperatures. The challenges associated with the 
accuracy of interatomic potentials to accurately predict defect nucleation and interaction 
behavior under shock loading conditions limit the characterization of micromechanisms related 
to spall failure in the current work.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
QUASI-COARSE-GRAINED DYNAMICS SIMULATION 
3.1 Introduction 
The capability of MD simulations to investigate atomic scale mechanisms of defect 
nucleation and evolution in single crystal Al and Mg microstructures under shock loading 
conditions are demonstrated in Chapter 2. However, MD simulations due to their time and length 
scale capabilities are limited to system sizes that are up to a few hundred nanometers and result 
in strain rates of ~10
10
 s
-1
 under shock loading conditions using reasonable computing resources. 
While it can be argued that access to and growth of the current high performance computing 
resources allows MD simulations on the order of a few Billion atoms, these simulations enable 
modeling of these phenomena at strain rates of ~10
9
 s
-1
 under shock loading conditions. Such 
simulations, however, then present the challenge of ‘Big Data’ that is generated (tens to hundreds 
of Terrabytes for each simulation) that needs to be analyzed (post-processing), visualized and 
stored. As a result, the capability to run several such simulations to investigate the shock 
response and unravel the evolution of microstructure is largely limited. A critical gap, therefore, 
exists in the modeling of the shock response of the metals between the atomic scales and the 
experimental scales. The recently developed QCGD method [114] scales up the MD simulations 
to model the mesoscale behavior by coarse-graining the atomistic microstructure using 
representative atoms (R-atoms) and using scaled interatomic potentials. The current chapter 
discusses the framework of the method and the capability to reproduce the structural, 
thermodynamic and defect energetics. In addition, the shock response and spall failure behavior 
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of Al microstructures modeled using MD and different levels of QCGD are compared to 
demonstrate the capability of QCGD method to retain the MD predicted atomic scale 
mechanisms of deformation under shock loading conditions. 
3.2 QCGD Framework 
The QCGD method [114] is based on solving the dynamics of reduced number of 
representative atoms (R-atoms) and using improved time steps which allows to extend the 
capability of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to the mesoscales. The R-atoms are chosen 
such that the crystal structure and the orientation relationship of the original atomistic 
microstructure is preserved. Such a reduction of the number of atoms is achieved by using 
coarse-grained unit cells (CG-cell) with the lattice constant defined based on the level of 
coarsening. For example, a system of n x n x n atomic scale unit cells is modeled using 1 coarse-
grained unit cell which reduces the number of R-atoms by 3nN
cg
  in the QCGD framework. 
Such a coarse-grained description of the atomistic system is defined as level “Ln” of coarsening. 
As an example, a system of 222   atomic scale unit cells as shown in Figure 3.1(a) is 
modeled using 1 coarse-grained unit cell (orange colored) as shown in Figure 3.1(b) and reduces 
the number of R-atoms (orange colored atoms) by Ncg=8 in the QCGD framework as level “L2” 
of coarsening. Such a representation retains the symmetry and neighborhood structure of the R-
atoms as would be in the atomic scale microstructure. The atomic scale interatomic potential is 
then scaled by a “distance scaling parameter”, nAcg  that retains the energy of the R-atom as 
would be in the atomic scale microstructure. The energies and the degrees of freedom of the R-
atom are then scaled by 3nN
cg
  to incorporate the collective dynamics (energies and degrees of 
freedom) of the missing atoms in the CG-microstructure. These scaling relationships allow for 
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increased time-steps for the QCGD simulations as given in Table 3.1. The allowable time-steps 
are chosen here as the highest values of the time-steps that have energy conservation in the NVE 
ensemble and are also able to reproduce the shock wave structure, shock pressure, temperature 
evolution as obtained for a time step of 2 fs using MD. 
(a)           (b)  
Figure 3.1: (a) A 2 x 2 x 2 unit cell atomistic system (atoms shown by blue circle) and (b) the 
corresponding representation using coarse-grained unit cell (R-atoms shown by orange circles) 
Reproduced from Reference [114]. 
These scaling parameters ( cgA  and cgN ) thus incorporate the collective dynamics of an 
atomic scale system of n´n´n unit cells by using reduced number of R-atoms and improved 
time steps. The capability of the QCGD method to reproduce the MD predicted structural 
energetics, thermodynamic behavior, energetics of surfaces, grain boundaries and defects is 
discussed in the next sections. 
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Table 3.1: Scaling parameters and time-steps used for each level of coarsening used in QCGD 
simulations. The allowable time-steps are chosen here as the highest values of the time-step that 
not-only render conservation of energy in the QCGD simulations for the NVE ensemble, but also 
retain the MD-predicted shock profiles for the same microstructure. 
QCGD Level 
of Coarsening 
Atomic Unit 
Cells represented 
nnn   
Distance Scaling 
Parameter 
( Acg ) 
Number of Atoms 
Represented  
( cgN ) 
Time-step 
L1 (MD) 111   1 1 02 fs 
L2-QCGD 222   2 8 10 fs 
L4-QCGD 444   4 64 24 fs 
L8-QCGD 888   8 512 48 fs 
L16-QCGD 161616   16 4096 80 fs 
L64-QCGD 646464   64 262,144 100 fs 
 
3.2.1 Structural Energetics and Thermodynamic Behavior 
The scaling relationships for different levels of QCGD discussed above renders 
consequences on the calculated total energies of the system. The first consequence of the scaling 
relationships is the scaling of cohesive energies of Al with the level of coarsening. A comparison 
of the computed equation of state (EOS) for EAM Al [121] as predicted using MD, L2-QCGD 
and L4-QCGD simulations for the same volume of the system is shown in Figure 3.2(a), (b), and 
(c), respectively. The L2-QCGD predicted values for cohesive energy (total energy divided by 
total number of atoms/R-atoms) are 8 times the MD predicted value as shown in Figure 3.2(b) 
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and the L4-predicted values are 64 times the MD predicted values as shown in Figure 3.2(c). 
This scaling is attributed to the scaling factor of cgN = 8 in the L2-QCGD simulations and cgN = 
64  in the L4-QCGD simulations used to scale the energy of a R-atom to incorporate the 
collective dynamics of missing atoms in the CG systems. 
(a)     (b)     (c)  
Figure 3.2: Plots of cohesive energy (red circles) and corresponding pressure (green diamonds) 
are shown as a function of density predicted for the MD simulation in (a), for the L2-QCGD 
simulation in (b), and for the L4-QCGD simulations in (c) for EAM Al [121] 
 Similarly, the capability of QCGD simulations to reproduce the MD predicted 
thermodynamic behavior of EAM Au [132] has been demonstrated previously [114]. The 
variation of the lattice constant with temperature (i.e. coefficient of thermal expansion) at zero 
pressure for 5x5x5 unit cell of FCC Au as predicted by MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD is shown 
in Figure 3.3(a), (b) and (c), respectively. Similarly, MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD predicted 
variation of cohesive energy with temperature (i.e. heat capacity) for the same system is shown 
in Figure 3.3(d), (e) and (f) respectively. It can be seen from the plots that L2-QCGD and L4-
QCGD accurately reproduces the solid-liquid phase transformation behavior, thermal expansion 
behavior and heat capacity of the solid and liquid phases as predicted by MD.  
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(a)     (b)     (c)  
(d)     (e)      (f)  
Figure 3.3: The temperature dependence of the lattice constant for the FCC Au at different 
pressures using the MD and QCGD simulations is shown in (a), (b), and (c). The temperature 
dependence of the cohesive energy for FCC Al at different pressures using the MD and QCGD 
simulations is shown in (d), (e), and (f). Reproduced from Ref. [114] 
 In addition, the capability of QCGD simulation to reproduce the melting temperature of 
EAM Cu [133] is demonstrated by carrying out solid-liquid coexistence simulation [134] using 
MD and L2-QCGD [114]. The MD simulation is carried out for a system consisting of 20x20x80 
unit cells (128,000 atoms) and the same system is modeled using 10x10x40 coarse-grained unit 
cells in L2-QCGD (16,000 R-atoms). The MD and L2-QCGD systems are initially equilibrated 
at a temperature slightly below the melting point (~1000 K) as shown in Figure 3.4(a). A small 
portion of the system (shown by the box in Figure 3.4(a)) is then rapidly heated to a temperature 
above the melting point (~1500 K) to nucleate melting as shown in Figure 3.4(b). The system is 
then held under NVE conditions for 50 ps allowing the melt to propagate as shown by MD and 
L2-QCGD predicted microstructure in Figure 3.4(c). Finally, the system is equilibrated at zero 
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pressure for ~400 ps allowing a part of the melt to recrystallize as shown in Figure 3.4(d). The 
MD and L2-QCGD predicted temperature evolution is plotted in Figure 3.4(e). L2-QCGD 
accurately reproduces the evolution of temperature and microstructure during different stages of 
the simulation as predicted by MD. This unique ability of QCGD simulations is attributed to 
appropriate scaling of the degrees of freedom and the energy of R-atoms to account for missing 
atoms in the coarse-grained microstructure [114]. 
 
Figure 3.4: (a) Initial equilibrated structure of FCC Cu at 1000 K as predicted by MD (top) and 
L2-QCGD (bottom). The box depicts the region subjected to fast heating, (b) microstructure at 
the end of fast heating (i.e. t=25 ps), (c) MD and L2-QCGD microstructure after equilibration 
using NVE (i.e. at t=75 ps), (d) MD and L2-QCGD predicted microstructure after equilibration 
at 0 GPa pressure (i.e. t=475 ps). The atoms/R-atoms are colored according to the total value of 
energy and the contour scale is same. (e) MD and L2-QCGD predicted temperature evolution 
during solid-liquid coexistence simulation. Reproduced from Reference [114]. 
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3.2.2 Energetics for Surfaces and Grain Boundaries 
The second consequence of the scaling relationships is the scaling of the energetics of the 
surfaces and grain boundaries. To investigate the scaling factors, the surface energies for the 
(100), (110) and (111) surfaces are calculated using MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD for the same 
total volume of the system. The MD system used comprises of 404040   unit cells and is 
represented using L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD systems comprising of 202020   CG-cells and 
101010   CG-cells, respectively. The snapshots of these surfaces after relaxation showing the 
atoms/R-atoms colored based on the values of the total energy are shown in Figure 3.5. The R-
atoms retain the MD-predicted energies of the individual R-atoms at the surface, beneath the 
surface, and in the bulk. This retaining of the atomic scale energy, however, results in a scaling 
of the value of the surface energy in the QCGD simulations due to the scaling parameter cgN as 
listed in Table 3.2. Each layer of R-atoms in L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD structure represents two 
and four layers of atoms, respectively in the atomistic structure.  Thus, creation of two surface 
layers (top and bottom) in L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD is equivalent to creation of four and eight 
surface layers, respectively in MD simulations. However, the scaling of the surface energy of the 
system doesn’t affect the dynamics of the atoms belonging to the surface and in the bulk. The 
dynamics of the R-atoms in QCGD simulations is determined by the arrangement of neighboring 
R-atoms which is accurately captured by L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD.  
Table 3.2: Surface energies (mJ/m
2
) for the (100), (110) and (111) surfaces as calculated using 
MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD. 
Surface MD (mJ/m
2
) L2-QCGD (mJ/m
2
) L4-QCGD (mJ/m
2
) 
(100) 942.508 1884.804 3769.608 
(110) 1004.743 2009.486 4018.829 
(111) 869.765 1739.178 3478.005 
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(a) (b) (c)  
(d) (e)  (f)  
(g) (h) (i)  
Figure 3.5: The atomic scale microstructure of Al systems with the (100), (110) and (111) 
surface is shown in (a), (d), and (g), respectively. The corresponding representative 
microstructures using L2-scaling for the (100), (110) and (111) surface are shown in (b), (e) and 
(h), respectively. Similarly, the corresponding representative microstructures using L4 scaling 
for the (100), (110) and (111) surface are shown in (c), (f) and (i), respectively. The color of the 
atoms corresponds to values for total energy. 
 Similarly, the grain boundary energies for the (111) and (012) grain boundaries are 
calculated using MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD for the same total volume of the system. The 
snapshots of the (111) and (012) grain boundaries after relaxation showing the atoms/R-atoms 
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colored based on the values of the total energy are shown in Figure 3.6(a)-(c) and 3.6(d)-(f), 
respectively. The R-atoms retain the MD-predicted total energies at the grain boundaries and in 
the bulk. However, the scaling parameter cgN result in a scaling of the total grain boundary 
energy in the QCGD simulations as given in Table 3.3. Such a scaling behavior of energies, 
however, does not affect the deformation behavior and spall failure behavior of polycrystalline 
metals under shock loading conditions as will be discussed in later sections. 
(a) (b) (c)  
(d) (e) (f)  
Figure 3.6: Snapshots of atomic structure of the (111) grain boundary in Al as predicted by (a) 
MD, (b) L2-QCGD, (c) L4-QCGD. Snapshots of atomic structure of the (012) grain boundary as 
predicted by (d) MD, (e) L2-QCGD, (f) L4-QCGD. Atoms/R-atoms are colored according to the 
values of total energy for each atom/R-atom (eV). The contour scale of energy is same for MD, 
L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD. 
Table 3.3: Grain boundary energies (mJ/m
2
) for the (111) and (012) grain boundaries as 
calculated using MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD. 
Grain 
Boundary 
MD (mJ/m
2
) L2-QCGD (mJ/m
2
) L4-QCGD (mJ/m
2
) 
(111) 75.64 151.32 303.87 
(012) 494.07 988.49 1976.74 
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3.2.3 Defect Energetics using QCGD Simulations 
An important aspect in the capability of QCGD simulations to model shock response is to 
reproduce the atomic scale characteristics of nucleation and evolution of dislocations. This is 
incorporated through modeling the collective evolution of defects rather than modeling 
individual defects using representative defect structures. This collective evolution is reflected in 
the formation energies of the defects. For example, a missing R-atom in the CG microstructure 
corresponds to 3nN
cg
  missing atoms in MD simulations. Thus, one missing R-atom in the L4-
QCGD simulation corresponds to cgN = 64  missing atoms that are non-interacting in the MD 
simulations. As a result, QCGD simulation nucleates a vacancy when there is enough energy to 
collectively nucleate n
3
 vacancies in MD simulation. This scaling renders a vacancy formation 
energy in the QCGD simulations that is scaled by 3nN
cg
 times the MD predicted value and 
corresponds to a collective representation of vacancies in MD simulations.  
Table 3.4: Calculated values for stacking fault width and stacking fault energy for L2-QCGD 
and L4-QCGD simulations by the addition of two half planes of R-atoms in the system and the 
corresponding atomistic values predicted using MD simulations for the same system volume.  
QCGD level QCGD Predicted Values MD Predicted Values 
Stacking Fault 
Width (Å), 
Stacking Fault 
Energy 
(mJ/m
2
) 
Number of 
stacking Faults 
Stacking Fault 
Width (Å), 
Stacking Fault 
Energy 
(mJ/m
2
) 
L2-QCGD 24.308 214.499 2 12.130 107.461 
L4-QCGD 48.802 427.361 4 12.130 107.461 
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A similar scaling behavior is observed for the stacking faults in the QCGD simulations. 
The nucleation and evolution of dislocations/faults in QCGD simulations represents a collective 
nucleation and evolution of dislocations in an atomistic simulation which is analogous to a 
superdislocation [135]. To demonstrate this collective description of the stacking 
faults/dislocations, a stacking fault is created in a L2-QCGD system by the addition of two (110) 
half planes and relaxed to have a stacking fault on the (111) glide plane that separates two 
Shockley partial dislocations. The value of the stacking fault energy (based on the stacking fault 
width) for the L2-QCGD systems is calculated to be 214.499 mJ/m
2
. Here, two additional (110) 
half planes in L2-QCGD simulation correspond to the addition of 4 additional (110) half planes 
of atoms in the atomic scale system (to have an exact representation of the atoms i.e. 8 times that 
of L2-QCGD system). A comparative MD simulation is therefore carried out for a system with 4 
additional (110) half planes and the energy minimized structure shows formation of two stacking 
faults each with half of the width predicted by the L2-QCGD simulation. The snapshots showing 
one large L2-QCGD stacking fault and the two MD stacking faults are shown in Figure 3.7(a) 
and (b), respectively. The value predicted for the stacking fault energy for one pair of Shockley 
partials in MD simulation is 107.461 mJ/m
2
 and results in a stacking fault width of 12.13 Å. 
Thus, the stacking fault width and stacking fault energy predicted by L2-QCGD simulation is 
calculated to be 2 times the values predicted using MD simulations. The combined width of the 
two faults and the stacking fault energy as listed in Table 3.4 compares very well with the width 
and energy of the one stacking fault energy in the L2-QCGD simulation. Thus, the nucleation of 
a stacking fault in FCC Al in the L2-QCGD simulations corresponds to the collective nucleation 
of two stacking faults in the MD simulations. A similar behavior is observed for the L4-QCGD 
simulations, wherein nucleation of one stacking fault is observed with a width that is four times 
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the MD predicted value and corresponds to a collective nucleation of four stacking faults in the 
MD simulations. Comparison snapshots showing the one large L4-QCGD stacking fault and 
corresponding four MD stacking faults are shown in Figure 3.7(c) and (d), respectively. A 
similar scaling relationship exists for the stacking fault energy for the higher levels of coarsening 
in the QCGD simulation.  
(a)         (b)  
(c)          (d)  
Figure 3.7: (a) The microstructure in the L2-QCGD simulation showing a stacking fault created 
by the introduction of two additional half planes of R-atoms. (b) The corresponding MD 
simulation showing the stacking faults created due to the introduction of four additional half 
planes of atoms.  Similarly, the microstructure in the L4-QCGD simulation showing a stacking 
fault created for the L4-QCGD simulation due to the introduction of two additional half planes of 
R-atoms is shown in (c) and the corresponding MD simulation showing the stacking faults 
created due to the introduction of eight additional half planes of atoms is shown in (d) Green 
color represent FCC stacking, red color represent HCP stacking (stacking fault) and blue color 
represent a disordered structure (dislocation core in these snapshots) for the atoms. 
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In addition, the velocities of the representative edge superdislocations in the QCGD 
simulation are computed by giving a constant shear velocity (vx) to all the atoms/R-atoms in the 
top and the bottom two layers in case of MD and L2-QCGD systems. A comparison of the 
computed velocity of the edge dislocations as a function of shear strain rate, as shown in Figure 
3.8, for the MD and QCGD simulations suggests that the QCGD accurately reproduces the MD 
predicted collective velocity of the nucleated dislocations/stacking faults. Thus, a single stacking 
fault in L2-QCGD accurately represents the nucleation and kinetics of two stacking faults in an 
atomistic system.  
 
Figure 3.8: Comparison of the MD and L2-QCGD calculated values of the velocity of edge 
dislocation at different shear strain rates. 
Thus, the defects in the QCGD simulations, although lower in number represent accurate 
collective atomic scale energetics of several defects in the MD simulations. Each dislocation in 
QCGD simulations can be considered as a superdislocation which represents collective dynamics 
of n atomistic dislocations with a burgers vector of ‘nb’ [135]. It should be noted that the 
collective dynamics of defects using ‘supervacancies’ and ‘superdislocations’ is an 
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approximation and the aim of this work is to test the validity of such approximations under 
conditions of shock loading.  
Such a representation is reasonable when the systems/phenomena modeled will result in 
defects that are significantly large in number that a collective description is a good 
approximation. This is demonstrated by the capability of the QCGD simulations to retain MD 
predicted microstructural evolution that comprises of the various mechanisms of dislocation 
nucleation, interaction and formation reactions such as dissociation of perfect dislocations to 
Shockley partials, formation of stair-rods, Hirth-locks, etc. observed under shock loading 
conditions. As a result, the scaling relationships and the collective description results in a slight 
strengthening of the system as compared to the atomistic system and the amount of strengthening 
scales with the level of coarsening. 
3.3  Shock Compression and Spall Failure of Single Crystal Al 
The capability of QCGD method to accelerate the predictions of MD simulations is 
demonstrated by reproducing the dynamic evolution (nucleation and interactions) of 
superdislocations during shock loading and spall failure of single crystal Al along <001> 
orientation using a reduced number of R-atoms. The QCGD simulations discussed in this section 
are carried out by coarse-graining the atomistic system discussed in chapter 2 using R-atoms 
based on L2-scaling relationships and using the scaled interatomic potential. The atomic scale 
system with dimensions of 50 nm x 50 nm x 250 nm (~40 million atoms) is represented using ~5 
million R-atoms for L2-scaling in the coarse-grained microstructure along <001> orientation. 
The equilibration of the as-created microstructure, the microstructural characterization of voids, 
stacking faults/twin faults and quantification of superdislocation densities during shock loading 
are carried out using the procedures described in Chapter 2. A time-step of 2 fs is chosen for the 
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QCGD simulation discussed here. 
(a)           (b)  
(c)          (d)  
Figure 3.9: Pressure contour plot showing evolution of compressive and tensile pressure during 
different stages of impact loading of single crystal Al along <001> orientation calculated using 
(a) MD and (b) L2-QCGD. Time evolution of fractions during different stages of impact loading 
of single crystal Al along <001> orientation calculated using (c) MD predicted dislocations and 
(d) L2-QCGD predicted superdislocations. 
A comparison of the contour plot showing the pressure evolution with time during different 
stages of impact loading of single crystal Al calculated using MD and L2-QCGD is shown in 
Figure 3.9(a) and (b) respectively. The primary characteristics of the shock wave i.e. peak 
compressive pressure and shock wave velocities are very accurately captured by L2-QCGD. In 
addition, the shock wave propagation through the bulk material and its interaction behavior with 
the tail of the pressure wave in single crystal Al system is accurately reproduced by L2-QCGD. 
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A comparison of the calculated values of the shock wave velocity (Us), peak shock pressure 
(Pshock), average temperature behind the shock front (
avg
shockT ), strain rate (  ) generated as well as 
the spall strength ( sp ) predicted by MD and L2-QCGD are given in Table 3.5 for impact 
loading of single crystal Al along <001> orientation. 
Table 3.5: Calculated values of the shock wave velocity (Us), peak shock pressure (Pshock), 
average temperature behind the shock front ( avgshockT ), strain rate (  ) generated as well as the spall 
strength ( sp ) predicted by MD and L2-QCGD for impact loading of single crystal Al along 
<001> orientation at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s. 
 sU (m/s) sp  (GPa)  x 10
9
 (s
-1
) 
shockP (GPa) 
avg
shockT (K) 
MD 7409 6.19 4.78 18.6 461 
L2-QCGD 7393 6.49 4.94 18.3 447 
 
One of the key aspects of shock wave propagation in crystalline metallic material is the 
evolution and interaction of dislocations behind the shock front. As discussed above, the L2-
QCGD simulations accurately represents the collective dynamics of defects using 
superdislocations to retain the atomic level physics related to nucleation and evolution of 
dislocations. Since the L2-QCGD system comprises of a reduced number of R-atoms and also 
reduced number of superdislocations, a quantitative comparison of the nucleation and evolution 
of the fractions of dislocations is considered here. A comparison of the evolution of the fractions 
of different types of dislocations in the microstructure during the four stages of impact loading 
simulation calculated using MD and L2-QCGD is shown in Figure 3.9(c) and (d), respectively. 
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The shock compression and spall failure behavior of single crystal Al for loading along <001> 
direction is primarily dictated by the collective evolution of Shockley partials and twin partials in 
the microstructure (with very small contribution from other types of dislocations). The L2-
QCGD simulation accurately reproduces this trend in the evolution of Shockley and twinning 
partials superdislocations during different stages of impact loading. In particular, the dominating 
role of twinning superdislocations during shock compression (higher fractions as observed in 
MD) is accurately reproduced during SI and SII while a sharp drop in the fraction of twinning 
superdislocations during SIII results in a rise in the fraction of Shockley superdislocations.  
In addition to defect evolution, another key component of spall failure process is the 
evolution of local temperature of the material during different stages of impact loading. As 
shown in Figure 3.10, L2-QCGD accurately reproduces the variation of temperature along the 
sample length in shock direction after shock compression (red curve), at peak void number in the 
microstructure (green curve) and after void growth and coalescence (blue curve) as calculated 
using MD. The accurate representation of the temperature evolution of the system by the QCGD 
method during different stages of shock loading is related to the appropriate scaling of degrees of 
freedom of the R-atoms in the QCGD framework [114]. The accurate representation of the 
various dislocation reactions that include the formations of Hirth locks, Stair-rods, the 
dissociation and formation of Perfect dislocations, etc. in the single crystal Al demonstrated the 
capability of the QCGD to accurately capture the mechanisms of shock deformation and spall 
failure as predicted by MD simulations. While the slight variations are observed in the rates and 
fractions of the dislocation densities, these deviations are attributed to the representation of 
collective dynamics of dislocation structures using superdislocations. As discussed before, 
nucleation of one superdislocation of burgers vector nb (n=2) in L2-QCGD represents the atomic 
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scale nucleation of n dislocations and hence requires n times the energy resulting in a slight 
strengthening of the CG-system as compared to the atomistic system.  
 
Figure 3.10: Comparison of temperature evolution during impact loading of single crystal Al 
after shock compression (red curve), at peak void number (green curve) and after void growth 
and coalescence (blue curve) calculated using MD and L2-QCGD. 
The effect of this capability and also the strengthening is demonstrated by showing a 
comparison of the microstructural evolution of single crystal Al during impact loading along 
<001> direction at the beginning of shock compression (t=2 ps) and at the end of SI, SII, SIII 
and SIV is shown in Figure 3.11(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) respectively. The top image in each 
figure represents MD predicted microstructure and the bottom image shows L2-QCGD predicted 
microstructure. In order to clearly demonstrate the capability of QCGD method to accurately 
reproduce the propagation of the shock wave, the dynamic evolution of only the twin faults 
(yellow atoms), twin partials (light blue atoms) and the surface atoms (used to characterize voids, 
orange atoms) are shown here.  
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(a)     (b)                                                                         
(c)     (d)                                                                                                                                          
(e)  
Figure 3.11: Microstructural snapshots of single crystal Al at the (a) beginning of shock 
compression (t = 2 ps) (b) end of SI, (c) end of SII, (d) end of SIII and (e) end of SIV during 
impact loading of single crystal Al along <001> direction . The top image represents MD 
predicted microstructure and the bottom image shows predicted microstructure using L2-QCGD. 
Bulk FCC atoms are blanked out and only atoms belonging to twin faults (yellow color), twin 
dislocations (light blue color) and surface/voids (orange color) are shown. 
At a time of 2 ps after initiation of the shock pulse, MD simulations predict the nucleation of 
twin faults and twin partials in the microstructure. The slightly higher barriers for nucleation of 
defects in the L2-QCGD simulations, however, does not result in nucleation of twin faults at this 
time as shown in Figure 3.11(a).  The twin faults are observed to nucleate at a time of 4 ps and 
then evolve at the same rate as in an MD simulation as the shock wave travels through the metal. 
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This is shown by the comparison of microstructures at the end of the shock pulse (20 ps) in 
Figure 3.11(b), validating capability of L2-QCGD simulation to accurately represent the 
microstructural evolution during shock compression. It can be seen from the MD and L2-QCGD 
predicted snapshots in Figure 3.11(c), (d) and (e) that the QCGD simulation is able to reproduce 
the atomic scale characteristics of microstructural evolution that includes a quantitative 
comparison of the dislocation density fractions as well as void fractions as predicted by MD 
simulations. 
3.4  Shock Compression and Spall Failure of Polycrystalline Al 
The validation of the capability of various levels of the coarsening in QCGD simulations 
to model the shock response (shock wave velocities, shock pressures, dislocation density 
evolution, etc.) and spall failure behavior (void nucleation, spall strengths, etc.) of 
polycrystalline Al microstructures are discussed here. The initial polycrystalline structures with 
grain sizes (d) of 50 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm and 400 nm (corresponding to system sizes in shock 
direction (Lz) of 150 nm, 300 nm, 600 nm to 1.2 µm) used to validate L2, L4, L8, and L16 
levels, respectively, are shown in Figure 3.12 with atoms/R-atoms colored according to an 
identity of each grain. The various polycrystalline Al samples are created using the same number 
of R-atoms and the same grain orientation relationships for all the systems.  
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      (a)                   (b)  
      (c)                   (d)  
Figure 3.12: The validation for the L2-QCGD simulation is based on the predictions of the MD 
simulations of a 50 nm grain sized 100 nm x 100 nm x 150 nm polycrystalline Al system as 
shown in (a). Similarly, the validation of the L4-QCGD simulations is based on the L2-QCGD 
simulations of a 100 nm grain sized 200 nm x 200 nm x 300 nm polycrystalline Al system as 
shown in (b), the validation of the L8-QCGD simulations is based on the L4-QCGD using a 200 
nm grain sized 400 nm x 400 nm x 600 nm polycrystalline Al system as shown in (c), and the 
validation of the L16-QCGD simulations is based on the L8-QCGD simulations for a 400 nm 
grain sized 800 nm x 800 nm x 1.2 µm polycrystalline Al system as shown in (d). A grain 
identity number is used to color the atoms to indicate that the orientation relationships and the 
numbers of grains are the same in all the microstructures.  
The initial polycrystalline microstructures comprise of pre-existing 
dislocations/superdislocations generated due to the misorientation at the grain boundaries. The 
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pre-existing density for the different types of dislocations/superdislocations in the initial systems 
created for the various levels of coarsening are tabulated in Table 3.6. It can be seen that while 
the coarsening of the microstructure does not retain the exact dislocation densities, the various 
levels of QCGD retain the relative fractions of the different types of pre-existing 
superdislocations at the grain boundaries for the polycrystalline systems.  
Table 3.6: Initial densities for various types of dislocations/superdislocations in the initial 
polycrystalline Al microstructures modeled using MD and the various levels of the QCGD 
simulations for the same grain orientation relationships. The 50 nm system is created using 
atoms (MD) and L2-QCGD simulations. Similarly, the 100 nm grain size system is created using 
L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD, the 200 nm grain size system is created using L4-QCGD and L8-
QCGD and the 400 nm grain size system is created using L8-QCGD and L16-QCGD.  
Grain 
Size 
Level of 
Coarsening 
Perfect 
x 10
14 
(m
-2
) 
Shockley 
x 10
14
 
(m
-2
) 
Stair-rod 
x 10
14
 
(m
-2
) 
Frank 
x 10
14
 
(m
-2
) 
Hirth 
x 10
14
 
(m
-2
) 
Total 
x 10
14
 
(m
-2
) 
50 nm  MD 220.9 129.3 0.10 14.7 0.045 365.0 
L2-QCGD 77.7 45.8 0.009 6.02 0.016 129.5 
100 nm L2-QCGD 29.11 14.95 0.017 1.97 0.0034 46.06 
L4-QCGD 11.75 7.69 0.010 0.97 0.0057 20.43 
200 nm L4-QCGD 7.157 4.062 0.0020 0.505 0.00054 11.728 
L8-QCGD 3.067 2.11 0.00076 0.248 0.0013 5.431 
400 nm 
 
L8-QCGD 2.895 1.561 0.0014 0.198 0.00022 4.657 
L16-QCGD 1.153 0.763 0.00016 0.098 0.00057 2.016 
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A comparison of the values of the dislocation densities suggests that an ‘atomic scaling 
factor’ can be defined to predict a ‘representative atomistic dislocation density’ based on the 
values computed for the various levels of coarsening. For example, the atomic scaling factor for 
the dislocation density predicted in L2-QCGD structures is defined as the ratio of the densities 
predicted by MD and L2-QCGD simulations as 22/ / LMDLMDSCF 
   for the same microstructure 
and system size using the same grain centers and orientation relationships. Similarly, a 
‘representative atomic level dislocation density’ for the higher levels of coarsening can be 
computed based on the comparative fractions of the dislocation densities. These fractions are 
obtained using comparisons for the L4-QCGD, L8-QCGD and L16-QCGD systems using the 
density fractions for the L2-QCGD, L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD systems, respectively. These 
fractions are written as 
22/
/
LMDLMD
         (3.1a) 
424/2
/
LLLL
         (3.1b) 
848/4
/
LLLL
         (3.1c) 
16816/8
/
LLLL
         (3.1d) 
These fractions for dislocation density values are calculated based on ratios of dislocation 
densities tabulated in Table 3.6 and are used to compute a ‘representative atomic level 
dislocation density’ for the various levels of coarsening as 
2/22 LMDL
Atomic
L
         (3.2a) 
4/22/44 LLLMDL
Atomic
L
        (3.2b) 
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8/44/22/88 LLLLLMDL
Atomic
L
       (3.2c) 
16/88/44/22/1616 LLLLLLLMDL
Atomic
L
      (3.2d) 
For each of the grain sizes chosen for validation (50 nm, 100 nm, 200 m, and 400 nm), the 
predicted atomic level dislocation densities for the various types of pre-existing 
superdislocations using the scaling factors above are tabulated in Table 3.7. The predicted 
representative atomic level dislocation densities compare very well with the experimentally 
calculated values[136-139]. 
Table 3.7: Calculated atomic level pre-existing Shockley and perfect dislocation densities for the 
various microstructures for the various levels of coarsening.  
Grain Size Perfect 
x 10
15
 
(m
-2
) 
Shockley 
x 10
15
 
(m
-2
) 
Hirth 
x 10
11 
(m
-2
) 
Frank 
x 10
14
 
(m
-2
) 
Stair-rod 
x 10
12
 
(m
-2
) 
Total 
x 10
15
 
(m
-2
) 
d = 50 nm 22.09 12.93 45.0 14.7 10.0 35.18 
d = 100 nm 6.20 3.29 4.60 4.77 2.61 9.97 
d = 200 nm 3.77 1.74 0.43 2.48 0.52 5.75 
d = 400 nm 3.56 1.28 0.07 1.98 0.96 5.039 
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3.4.1  Validation of Scaling Relationships for L2-QCGD 
The validation is first carried out for the L2-QCGD simulation based on the prediction of 
the shock wave velocities, shock pressures, defect evolution, temperature evolution and spall 
strength for a 50 nm grain sized polycrystalline Al system using MD simulations. The 
polycrystalline system comprises of dimensions of 100 nm x 100 nm x 150 nm and the same 
grain orientation relationships using MD simulations. This system corresponds to a size of ~89 
Million atoms for the MD simulation and is represented by ~11 Million R-atoms using L2-
scaling. A time-step of 0.002 ps is used for both the simulations. A rigid piston at one end of the 
sample (bottom) is driven inward for pulse duration of 12.5 ps (square pulse) with a constant 
inward velocity (Z direction),  of 1 km/s (impact velocity). A comparison of the MD and L2-
QCGD predicted temporal evolution of pressure in the system along the length of the sample in 
the shock direction is shown in Figure 3.13(a) and (b), respectively. The plots show that the L2-
QCGD predicted shock wave propagation (red indicates compressive pressure), reflection and 
interactions to generate a triaxial tensile wave (blue indicates tensile pressure) match very well 
with the MD predicted wave propagation behavior. A closer look at the data suggests that the 
L2-QCGD spall strength (6.266 GPa) is slightly higher than that obtained using MD simulations 
(5.959 GPa). This slightly over-predicted value of the spall strength for the L2-QCGD 
simulations is attributed to the scaling of the defect energies as discussed in section 3.1.3.  
In addition, a comparison of the evolution of the fraction of the various types of 
dislocations during the MD simulation and the L2-QCGD simulation is shown in Figure 3.13(c) 
and (d), respectively. The MD simulation predicts a decrease in fractions of the perfect 
dislocations and an increase in the fraction of the Shockley partials during Phase I (I) and 
includes dissociation of perfect dislocations to the Shockley partials. Phase II results in a 
pU
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decrease in the rate of evolution of the dislocation density fractions as the tail appears and 
propagates towards the rear surface.   
(a)   (b)  
(c)   (d)  
(e)    (f)  
Figure 3.13: The plots for the evolution of pressure as a function of time during spall failure of 
50 nm grain sized polycrystalline Al for a velocity of 1 km/s for the piston as predicted by the (a) 
MD and (b) L2-QCGD simulation. A comparison of the fractions for the different types of 
dislocations as a function of time is shown in (c) and (d), and corresponding evolution of the 
temperature at various times for the two simulations is shown in (e) and (f). 
The expansion of the rear surface during Phase III results in a decrease in the fractions of the 
Shockley partial dislocations and a simultaneous increase in the perfect dislocation fractions 
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attributed to the recombination of the Shockley partials to create perfect dislocations. This 
recombination to create perfect dislocations continues during Phase III till the reflected tensile 
wave interacts with the tail to create triaxial tensile stresses in the metal (as shown by arrows). 
The triaxial tensile stresses result in the dissociation of perfect dislocations to nucleate Shockley 
partials, which further interact to form stair rods during Phase III.  The formation of stair-rods 
continues to reach a peak value at the end of Phase III i.e at the onset of spall failure. The 
nucleation of voids results in a decrease in the fraction of stair-rods and an increase in perfect 
dislocations formed by the recombination of the Shockley partials. 
Thus, the L2-QCGD simulations reproduce the MD predicted characteristics related to 
the nucleation and evolution of dislocation density fractions. In particular, the dissociation of 
perfect superdislocations during PI, recombination of Shockley partials during PII, formation of 
stair-rods during PIII, and the recombination of Shockley partials during PIV is accurately 
captured by the L2-QCGD simulation. Thus, the QCGD simulations retain the MD atomic scale 
mechanisms of the dislocation nucleation and reactions that determines the shock response and 
spall failure behavior of the polycrystalline metal. Similarly, a comparison of the MD and L2-
QCGD predicted evolution of temperature in the system due to plastic deformation at the end of 
shock pulse (12.5 ps), at peak tensile pressure (26 ps) and after initiation of failure (30 ps) is 
shown in Figure 3.13(e) and (f), respectively. These results validate the capability of the L2-
QCGD simulations to model the shock response of the polycrystalline system for a grain size of 
50 nm and larger and retain the atomistic nature of the nucleation, evolution and interaction of 
dislocations. 
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3.4.2  Validation of Scaling Relationships for L4-QCGD 
Similarly, the L4-QCGD simulations are validated by reproducing the shock response of 
a 100 nm grain sized polycrystalline Al system using L2-QCGD simulations. This system 
comprises of dimensions of 200 nm x 200 nm x 300 nm (atomistic system of ~712 Million 
atoms) and is represented by ~89 Million R-atoms for the L2-QCGD simulation and ~11 Million 
R-atoms using L4-scaling in the QCGD simulations. A time-step of 0.010 ps is used for both the 
simulations. A comparison of the predicted temporal evolution of pressure in the system for the 
L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD simulation is shown in Figure 3.14(a) and (b), respectively for an 
impact velocity of 1 km/s and a pulse of 25 ps. The predicted spall strength value for the L4-
QCGD simulation (6.20 GPa) compares very well (slightly over-predicted as observed for the 
L2-QCGD vs MD) with the L2-QCGD predicted value (5.934 GPa). In addition, a comparison of 
the evolution of the fraction of the various types of superdislocations during the L2-QCGD and 
the L4-QCGD simulation is shown in Figure 3.14(c) and (d), respectively. The L4-QCGD 
simulations reproduce the L2-QCGD predicted characteristics related to the nucleation and 
evolution of superdislocation density fractions. In particular, the dissociation of perfect 
superdislocations during PI, recombination of Shockley partials during PII, formation of stair-
rods during PIII, and the recombination of Shockley partials during PIV is accurately reproduced 
by the L4-QCGD simulation. Similarly, a comparison of the predicted evolution of temperature 
in the system due to plastic deformation at the end of shock pulse (25 ps), at peak tensile 
pressure (80 ps) and after initiation of failure (100 ps) for the two simulations is shown in Figure 
3.14(e) and (f). These results validate the capability of the L4-QCGD simulations to model the 
shock response of the polycrystalline system for a grain size of 100 nm and larger and retain the 
atomistic nature of the nucleation, evolution and interaction of dislocations. 
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(a)   (b)  
(c)     (d)  
(e)    (f)  
Figure 3.14: The plots for the evolution of pressure as a function of time during spall failure of 
100 nm grain sized polycrystalline Al for a velocity of 1 km/s for the piston as predicted by the 
(a) L2-QCGD and (b) L4-QCGD simulation. A comparison of the fractions for the different 
types of superdislocations as a function of time is shown in (c) and (d), and corresponding 
evolution of the temperature at various times for the two simulations is shown in (e) and (f). 
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3.4.3  Validation of Scaling Relationships for L8-QCGD 
The L4-QCGD simulation is then used to validate the capability of the L8-QCGD 
simulation to model the shock response of polycrystalline Al system with the same grain 
orientation relationships. The polycrystalline system chose corresponds to a grain size of 200 nm 
with dimensions of 400 nm x 400 nm x 600 nm.  This system (atomistic system of ~5.7 Billion 
atoms) is represented by ~89 Million R-atoms using L4-scaling simulations and ~11 Million R-
atoms using L8-scaling in the QCGD simulations. A time-step of 0.020 ps is used for both the 
simulations. A comparison of the predicted temporal evolution of pressure in the system is 
shown in Figure 3.15(a) and (b), respectively for an impact velocity of 1 km/s and a pulse of 50 
ps and is used to compute the spall strength and strain rate values. The L8-scaling retains the 
shock wave velocities and the computed value of the spall strength (6.379 GPa) with L8-QCGD 
simulation is slightly higher than the value of 6.062 GPa calculated using L4-QCGD simulations. 
Similarly, the comparison plots of the superdislocation density fractions, as shown in Figure 
3.15(c) and (d). The L8-QCGD simulations reproduce the L4-QCGD predicted characteristics 
related to the nucleation and evolution of superdislocation density fractions. The plastic 
deformation behavior results in heating of the metal as shown by the temperature profiles for the 
two simulations at the end of shock pulse, at peak tensile pressure and after initiation of failure 
for the two simulations is shown in Figure 3.15(e) and (f). These results validate the capability of 
the L8-QCGD simulations to model the shock response of the polycrystalline system for a grain 
size of 200 nm and larger and retain the atomistic nature of the nucleation, evolution and 
interaction of dislocations. 
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(a)     (b)  
(c)     (d)  
(e)    (f)  
Figure 3.15: The plots for the evolution of pressure as a function of time during spall failure of 
200 nm grain sized polycrystalline Al for a velocity of 1 km/s for the piston as predicted by the 
(a) L4-QCGD and (b) L8-QCGD simulation. A comparison of the fractions for the different 
types of superdislocations as a function of time is shown in (c) and (d), and corresponding 
evolution of the temperature at various times for the two simulations is shown in (e) and (f). 
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3.4.4  Validation of Scaling Relationships for L16-QCGD 
The L8-QCGD simulations are then used to validate the shock response of L16-QCGD 
simulations for a 400 nm grain sized polycrystalline system with same grain orientation 
relationships. This system, with dimensions of 800 nm x 800 nm x 1200 nm (atomistic system of 
~45.6 Billion atoms) and is represented by ~89 Million R-atoms using L8-scaling and ~11 
Million R-atoms using L16-scaling in the QCGD simulations. The comparison of the temporal 
evolution of the pressure for the two simulations is shown in Figure 3.16(a) and (b) for an impact 
velocity of 1 km/s and a pulse of 100 ps. The L16-QCGD retains the shock wave velocities and 
the computed value of the spall strength (5.989 GPa) with L16-QCGD simulation is slightly 
higher than the value of 5.786 GPa using L8-QCGD simulations. The corresponding evolution of 
superdislocation density fractions is shown in Figure 3.16(c) and (d). The L16-QCGD 
simulations reproduce the L8-QCGD predicted characteristics related to the nucleation and 
evolution of superdislocation density fractions. The comparison of the predicted temperatures at 
the end of shock pulse, at peak tensile pressure and after initiation of failure for the two 
simulations is shown in Figure 3.16(e) and (f). These results validate the capability of the L16-
QCGD simulations to model the shock response of the polycrystalline system for a grain size of 
400 nm and larger and retain the atomistic nature of the nucleation, evolution and interaction of 
dislocations. 
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(a)     (b)  
(c)     (d)  
(e)    (f)  
Figure 3.16: The plots for the evolution of pressure as a function of time during spall failure of 
400 nm grain sized polycrystalline Al for a velocity of 1 km/s for the piston as predicted by the 
(a) L8-QCGD and (b) L16-QCGD simulation. A comparison of the fractions for the different 
types of superdislocations as a function of time is shown in (c) and (d), and corresponding 
evolution of the temperature at various times for the two simulations is shown in (e) and (f). 
3.4.5  Scaling Factors for “Atomistic Spall Strength” from QCGD Simulations 
As discussed before, the capability of QCGD simulations to accurately reproduce MD 
predicted microstructural evolution under conditions of shock loading allows for systematic 
investigation of the effect of variation in the microstructure and loading conditions on the spall 
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failure behavior.  However, the calculated values of the spall strength for the various levels of 
coarsening suggest that the QCGD calculated values are consistently higher than the values 
predicted using MD simulations. Thus, in order to compare the values of spall strength for 
different polycrystalline microstructures obtained using different levels of coarsening; scaling 
factors are defined to estimate atomistic values of the spall strength. For example, the atomic 
scaling factor for the spall strength computed using the L2-QCGD simulations is calculated as 
the ratio of the values predicted by MD simulations to that predicted by L2-QCGD simulations 
as
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/ . Similarly, a scaled ‘atomistic spall strength’ for the higher levels of 
coarsening can be computed based on the comparative fractions of the spall strengths. These 
fractions are obtained using comparisons for the L4-QCGD, L8-QCGD and L16-QCGD systems 
using the spall strength values for the L2-QCGD, L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD systems, 
respectively. These fractions are written as:   
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These scaling factors for the spall strength values computed for the various levels of coarsening 
can be used to calculate the “atomistic spall strength” for the various levels of coarsening as: 
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To test the validity of the atomic scaling factor for spall strength for the various levels of 
coarsening, the spall strength values are investigated for a different 100 nm grain sized 
polycrystalline Al system modeled using MD simulations with LAMMPS [120] and L4-QCGD 
simulations for the same grain orientation relationships. It should be noted that the grain 
orientation relationships used here are different from the ones used in Section 3.3.2. The system 
dimensions are 0.25 µm x 0.25 µm x 0.50 µm and correspond to a size of ~1.85 Billion atoms for 
the MD simulation and ~29 Million R-atoms using L4-scaling for the EAM Al potential [121]. 
The L4-QCGD and MD simulations were carried out using a timestep of 16 fs and 2 fs, 
respectively. A comparison of the predicted temporal evolution of pressure in the system is 
shown in Figure 3.17(a) and (b), respectively for an impact velocity of 1 km/s and a pulse of 53 
ps. The predicted spall strength value for the L4-QCGD simulation of 6.02 GPa is slightly over-
predicted as observed for the MD predicted value of 5.50 GPa. This predicted “atomistic spall 
strength” using the scaling relationships discussed above for the L4-QCGD simulation 
corresponds to an atomistic value of 
 SPALL
LMD
SPALL
L
SpallAt
L
SCF
4/44
  5.44 GPa which is in excellent 
agreement with the MD-predicted value of 5.50 GPa. Thus, the scaling factors can be used to 
quantify the “atomistic spall strength” value based on the computed values for the spall strength 
for any level of coarsening used in the QCGD simulations and therefore, can be used to identify 
damage tolerant microstructures that span dimensions of several microns and are not accessible 
using current computing resources to MD simulations.   
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         (a)      (b)  
Figure 3.17: The plots for the evolution of pressure as a function of time during spall failure of 
100 nm grain sized polycrystalline Al for a velocity of 1 km/s for the piston as predicted by the 
(a) MD and (b) L4-QCGD simulation. The system comprises of dimensions of 0.250 µm x 0.25 
µm x 0.50 µm and corresponds to a size of ~1.85 Billion atoms for the MD simulation and ~29 
Million R-atoms using L4-scaling. 
3.4.6  QCGD Predicted Void Nucleation and Spall Width 
The results discussed in Section 3.4.1 to 3.4.4 demonstrate the capability of QCGD 
simulations to investigate the spall behavior of polycrystalline Al systems. The pulse durations 
used for the various shock loading conditions scale with the system size and are 12.5 ps for MD 
simulation for system of 150 nm length and grain size of 50 nm, 25 ps for L2-QCGD simulation 
for system of 300 nm length and grain size of 100 nm, 50 ps for L4-QCGD simulation for system 
of 600 nm length and grain size of 200 nm, 100 ps for L8-QCGD simulation for system of 1.2 
µm length and grain size of 400 nm, and 200 ps for L16-QCGD simulation for system of 2.4 µm 
length and grain size of 800 nm.  For these loading conditions and system sizes, the width of the 
shock pulse is observed to scale with the level of coarsening and hence the grain size of the 
system. Since, the types of grain boundaries and the grain orientation relationships are the same 
for all the microstructures chosen, the response of these GBs to the shock are expected to be the 
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same if experiencing the same loading conditions (shock pressures, strain rates, temperature, 
etc.) and the deviations in the response will be attributed to the grain size of the metal. As a 
result, the same grain boundaries and triple junctions are observed to experience the triaxial 
tensile state of stress due to the interaction of the reflected wave with the tail of the compressive 
wave. Thus, the voids are observed to nucleate at the same grain boundaries and triple junctions 
for all the systems as these are the weak regions in the polycrystalline metal. The variations in 
the system sizes and the pulse durations, however, result in variations in the strain rates of 
deformation at the spall plane and hence result in the variations in the rate of growth of the voids. 
As a result, the role of microstructure on mechanisms of void nucleation is not investigated here. 
The variations in the system size, pulse duration and grain size of the metal render variations in 
the strain rates of loading and hence result in the variations in the nucleation and evolution of 
voids. The snapshots generated are analyzed to compute the void volume fraction (Vf) in the 
system and the evolution of the number of voids as a function of time. The analysis of voids 
suggests that the number of voids reaches a peak value under the triaxial tensile stresses, after 
which, further growth of the void fraction is only due to the growth of individual voids. As a 
result, two stages are observed: nucleation of voids followed by growth and coalescence of 
voids. The snapshots showing the voids in the microstructures of the various simulations 
discussed in Section 3.4.1 to 3.4.4 at a time corresponding to the end of the nucleation stage of 
the evolution of the void fraction during spall failure are shown in Figure 3.18.  
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               (a)                                  (b)                                 (c)                                   (d) 
 
               (e)                                  (f)                                 (g)                                   (h) 
Figure 3.18: Snapshots showing the nucleation of voids in the polycrystalline Al microstructures 
of various grain sizes and system sizes at a time corresponding to peak number of voids during 
spall failure. The snapshots show the nucleation of voids in a 50 nm grain sized system as 
predicted by (a) MD simulation and (e) L2-QCGD simulation. The snapshots showing the 
nucleation of voids in a 100 nm grain sized system as predicted by (b) the L2-QCGD simulation 
and (f) the L4-QCGD simulation. The snapshots showing the nucleation of voids in a 200 nm 
grain sized system as predicted by (c) the L4-QCGD simulation and (g) the L8-QCGD 
simulation. The snapshots showing the nucleation of voids in a 400 nm grain sized system as 
predicted by (d) the L8-QCGD simulation and (h) the L16-QCGD simulation. The coloring of 
the atoms is used to identify defects, surface and stacking sequences using a combination of 
CNA and CSP values. The FCC stacked atoms are colored green, HCP stacked atoms are colored 
yellow, surface atoms are colored red and the disordered atoms are colored blue. 
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Figure 3.19: The variation of the void fraction as a function of time for the various simulations 
discussed in Section 3.3.1 to 3.3.4. 
The evolution of void fraction as a function of time is also reproduced by the QCGD simulations. 
A plot showing the variation of the void fraction (Vf) for the various simulations is shown in 
Figure 3.19. These simulations are also analyzed to compute the “rate of growth and coalescence 
of voids” and the computed rates are tabulated in Table 3.8. This variation of growth of voids 
computed here can be used to parameterize damage evolution models that include strain rate and 
microstructure dependence in continuum simulations. 
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Table 3.8: Calculated values of rate of evolution of void fraction for the various strain rate (s
-1
) 
using a velocity of 1 km/s and varying pulse durations for the piston for the various 
polycrystalline Al microstructures.  
Grain Size 
(nm) 
Strain Rate, 
  (s-1) 
Void Growth rate, 
fV
  (ps-1) 
50 (MD) 7.17x10
9
 0.0075 
100 (L2) 3.46x10
9
 0.0034 
200 (L4) 1.74x10
9
 0.0017 
400 (L8) 8.17x10
8
 0.00089 
800 (L16) 4.43x10
8
 0.00051 
3200 (L64) 1.15x10
8
 0.00014 
In addition, the distribution of voids in the system can be used to compute the width of 
the spall (based on maximum and minimum void coordinates in the shock direction) in the 
various comparison simulations. The calculated values for the width of the spall region generated 
in all the simulations discussed above at a void fraction of Vf = 0.08 are tabulated in Table 3.9 
for the various levels of coarsening. It can be seen from the comparative snapshots that the 
higher level of coarsening retains the void nucleation characteristics predicted by the lower level 
of coarsening i.e. L2-QCGD/MD, L4-QCGD/L2-QCGD, L8-QCGD/L4-QCGD and L16-
QCGD/L8-QCGD.  
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Table 3.9: Calculated values for spall strength and width of the spall plane for all the simulations 
at a void fraction of Vf = 0.08 for the various polycrystalline Al systems.  
Grain Size 
(nm) 
System Size 
(nm x nm x nm) 
Shock Pulse 
(ps) 
Width of Spall Plane 
(nm) 
50 (MD) 100 x 100 x150 12.5 109.1 
50 (L2) 100 x 100 x 150 12.5 100.1 
100 (L2) 200 x 200 x 300 25 214.2 
100 (L4) 200 x 200 x 300 25 190.5 
200 (L4) 400 x 400 x 600 50 417.4 
200 (L8) 400 x 400 x600 50 370.8 
400 (L8) 800 x 800 x 1200 100 885.6 
400 (L16) 800 x 800 x 1200 100 778.3 
 
3.4.7  Applications of QCGD Simulations to Model Spall Failure in Polycrystalline Al at 
Mesoscales 
In addition to the validation simulations discussed in Section 3.4.1 to 3.4.4, the scaling 
relationships have been validated to a level of coarsening of L32-scaling and L64-scaling for the 
QCGD simulations by reproducing the atomic scale characteristics of the shock wave 
propagation velocities, evolution of superdislocation density fractions, the spall width, spall 
strengths and the evolution of temperature. Thus, the various levels of coarsening in the QCGD 
simulations (up to L64-scaling), now validated, can be used to investigate the role of grain size, 
pulse duration, system size, etc. on the mechanisms of evolution of defect densities and damage 
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during shock loading and spall failure. A few example systems used here comprise of L16-
QCGD simulations of an 800 nm grain sized polycrystalline Al system with the same grain 
orientation relationships. This system, with dimensions of 1.6 µm x 1.6 µm x 2.4 µm, comprises 
of ~89 Million R-atoms and represents an atomistic system of ~365 Billion atoms. The largest 
system modeled is using the L64-QCGD simulations of a 3.2 µm grain sized system with 
dimensions 6.40 µm x 6.4 µm x 9.60 µm and corresponds to a size of ~89 Million R-atoms using 
L64-scaling and represents an atomistic system of ~24 Trillion atoms. These length scales enable 
the evaluation of the strain rate dependence of the spall strength for polycrystalline Al systems at 
experimental length scales. A few example simulations are discussed below. 
The first set of simulations discussed here investigate the role of grain size on the defects 
and damage evolution in polycrystalline Al systems with L4-scaling relationships for the QCGD 
simulations. The first system created with L4-scaling relationships comprises of a 100 nm grain 
sized 0.25 µm x 0.25 µm x 0.50 µm system consisting of ~29 Million R-atoms (atomistic system 
of ~ 1.85 Billion atoms). The second system created with L4-scaling comprises of a 200 nm 
grain sized 0.40 µm x 0.40 µm x 0.50 µm system consisting of ~75 Million R-atoms (atomistic 
system of ~ 4.8 Billion atoms). The L4-QCGD simulations are carried out for an inward velocity 
(in the Z direction) of 1 km/s for the piston (bottom end of the system in Z direction) and pulse 
duration of 50 ps using a time-step of 16 fs. Figure 3.20(a) and (b) show the comparison of the 
temporal evolution of pressure for the 100 nm grain sized system and the 200 nm grain sized 
system along the length of the sample. These plots enable the investigation of the shock wave 
propagation (red indicates compressive pressure), reflection and interactions to generate a tri-
axial tensile wave (blue indicates tensile pressure). The discussion of the wave propagation 
behavior can be focused on the four phases of wave propagation behavior: Phase I (P-I) spans the 
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propagation of compression wave for the given pulse duration; Phase II (P-II) begins at the 
arrival of the tail of the compressive wave and ends when the compression wave reaches the rear 
surface; Phase III (P-III) begins at the expansion of the rear surface and ends when voids are 
nucleated; and Phase IV (P-IV) corresponds to the growth of nucleated voids as the tri-axial 
tensile wave travels towards the piston. Since the loading conditions and the dimensions of the 
two systems in the shock direction are the same, the spall region width is predicted to be similar 
for the two systems.  
(a) (b) (c)  
Figure 3.20: The plots for the evolution of pressure during spall failure predicted by L4-QCGD 
simulation for a velocity of 1 km/s for the piston and pulse duration of 50 ps of 100 nm and 200 
nm grain sized polycrystalline Al system are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. (c) The plot of 
the variation of void fraction as a function of time during spall failure of 100 nm and 200 nm 
grain sized systems as predicted by L4-QCGD simulation.  
A comparison of the evolution of voids fraction for the two simulations is shown in 
Figure 3.20(c). While the void fraction evolution is very similar for the two systems, the effect of 
microstructure can be investigated by understanding the evolution of stair-rods in the metal 
during nucleation of voids. A distribution of number of voids is plotted along with a distribution 
of stair-rods along the length of the sample in Figure 3.21(a) and (b) at a time corresponding to 
peak number of voids in the metal for the two simulations discussed here (t=129.6 ps for 100 nm 
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grain sized system and 200 nm t=133.4 ps for the 200 nm grain-sized system). The distribution 
of voids in the material coincides with a high density of stair-rods. A variation of the density of 
stair-rods and the number of voids as a function of time, as shown in Figure 3.21(c) and (d), 
suggests that the formation of stair-rods is a precursor for the nucleation of individual voids in 
the spall region and stair-rods are likely to form nucleation sites for voids in the spall region.  
(a)  
(b)  
        (c)                 (d)  
Figure 3.21: The distribution of number of voids and density of stair-rod superdislocations as a 
function of sample length in shock direction for 100 nm and 200 nm grain sized system is shown 
in (a) and (b) respectively. A comparison of the temporal evolution of density of Stair-rods and 
number of voids is shown for (c) 100 nm and (d) 200 nm grain sized systems. 
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Given the same spall width, a 100 nm grain sized system has a high density of grain 
boundaries as compared to the 200 nm system and hence voids are observed to nucleate at the 
grain boundaries as shown in Figure 3.22(a). For the case of the 200 nm system, a higher density 
of Stair-rods are formed due to larger grain interior regions and hence a larger number of 
nucleated voids. The larger grain interior region for 200 nm system creates a distribution of 
Stair-rods in grain interior regions in addition to that at grain boundaries and hence results in 
void nucleation at grain boundaries as well as the grain interior regions as shown in Figure 
3.22(b). This correlation between Stair-rods and number of voids is observed in all simulations 
discussed here.  
(a)           (b)  
Figure 3.22: The variations in the failure behavior is observed in the snapshots showing the 
microstructure (a) for the 100 nm grain sized system and (b) for the 200 nm grain sized system at 
a time of 154 ps. The coloring of the atoms is used to identify defects, surface and stacking 
sequences using a combination of CNA and CSP values. The FCC stacked atoms are colored 
green, HCP stacked atoms are colored yellow, surface atoms are colored red and the disordered 
atoms are colored blue. 
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The second set of simulations discussed here demonstrates the role of pulse duration on 
spall failure behavior of a 400 nm grain sized 800 nm x 800 nm x 1.2 µm polycrystalline Al 
systems (atomistic system of ~45.6 Billion atoms) with L8-scaling relationships for the QCGD 
simulations. An inward piston velocity of 1 km/s (Z direction) is used with a pulse of 50 ps and 
100 ps to investigate the role of loading pulse.  
(a)             (b)  
(c)             (d)  
Figure 3.23: The plots for the evolution of pressure during spall failure of 400 nm grain sized 
polycrystalline Al system predicted by L8-QCGD simulation for a velocity of 1 km/s for the 
piston and pulse duration of 50 ps and 100 ps are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The 
comparison of the evolution of perfect superdislocations and Shockley partials for the two 
simulations is shown in (c) and the corresponding evolution of void fraction is shown in (d). 
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The temporal evolution of pressure as observed for pulse durations of 50 ps and 100 ps is 
compared in Figure 3.23(a) and (b), respectively. A short pulse of 50 ps generates a short plastic 
wave (as indicated by the red region) that is unable to travel to the rear surface, and hence, 
results in lesser tensile pressures at the spall plane as compared to that for the case for a 100 ps 
pulse wherein the plastic wave is able to reach the rear surface. The variations in pulse duration 
for the piston also results in variations in the evolution of defect densities during phases ‘P-I’, ‘P-
II’, P-III and ‘P-IV’ as shown in Figure 3.23(c) wherein higher densities of Shockley partials 
result in the metal for the 100 ps pulse. This variation in the evolution of defect densities results 
in variations in the strain rates generated for the simulation, the spall strength, and also the 
evolution of void fraction as shown in Figure 3.23(d). 
(a)             (b)  
Figure 3.24: The variations in the failure behavior is observed in the snapshots showing the 
microstructure (a) for the 50 ps pulse duration, and (b) for the 100 ps pulse duration, at a time of 
400 ps. The coloring of the atoms is used to identify defects, surface and stacking sequences 
using a combination of CNA and CSP values. The FCC stacked atoms are colored green, HCP 
stacked atoms are colored yellow, surface atoms are colored red and the disordered atoms are 
colored blue. 
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The variation in defect density results in variations in the nucleation and growth of voids 
for the two systems as shown by the microstructural snapshots at a time of 400 ps. The snapshots 
show void nucleation and growth limited to a small width of the sample (small spall width) along 
the grain boundaries for the 50 ps pulse simulation in Figure 3.24(a), whereas void nucleation is 
observed at grain interior regions in addition to at the boundaries for the 100 ps pulse (wider 
width of the spall plane) as shown in Figure 3.24(b). 
The third example demonstrates the role of the size of the sample on spall failure 
behavior of a 3.2 µm grain sized 6.4 µm x 6.4 µm x 9.6 µm polycrystalline Al systems (atomistic 
system of ~24 Trillion atoms) with L64-scaling relationships for the QCGD simulations. An 
inward piston velocity of 1.5 km/s (Z direction) is used with a pulse of 100 ps using a time-step 
of 0.1 ps to investigate the role of system size. The short duration of the shock pulse leads to a 
generation of a peak pressure of ~34 GPa in a very thin region of the sample.  
 
Figure 3.25: The plots showing the decay of the compressive pressure at various times in the Z 
direction as the shock travels the metal for 3.2 µm grain sized polycrystalline Al system 
predicted by L64-QCGD simulation for a velocity of 1.5 km/s for the piston and pulse duration 
of 100 ps. 
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This peak pressure decays rapidly as soon as the shock wave is released into the microstructure 
followed by a slower relaxation of the elastic pressure as the shock wave travels through the 
material as shown in Figure 3.25.  
The temporal evolution of pressure as observed for the 100 ps pulse is shown in Figure 
3.26(a). The short pulse of the system and the large system size results in a weaker state of tri-
axial tensile stress that is able to nucleate voids at the grain boundaries. The nucleated voids, 
however, are not observed to grow continuously as the tensile wave propagates towards the 
piston end of the sample.  
      (a)              (b)  
Figure 3.26: The time evolution of (a) pressure and (b) void fraction showing the characteristics 
of incipient spall for 3.2 µm grain sized polycrystalline Al system predicted by L64-QCGD 
simulation for a velocity of 1.5 km/s for the piston and pulse duration of 100 ps. 
As a result, the evolution of void fraction, as shown in Figure 3.26(b) shows a peak value at ~2.5 
ns and then decreases as the system expands under the tri-axial tensile stress without any further 
growth of the voids.   
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Table 3.10: Calculated values of strain rate (s
-1
) and spall strength (GPa), and rate of evolution 
of void fraction computed using a velocity of 1 km/s and varying pulse durations for the piston 
for various polycrystalline Al microstructures. 
Grain 
Size,  
d (nm) 
System Size  
(nm x nm x nm) 
Shock Pulse  
(ps) 
Peak 
Compressive 
Pressure 
(GPa) 
Strain Rate, 
 (s
-1
) 
Atomistic Spall 
Strength, 
SpallAt  (GPa) 
50 
(MD) 
100 x 100 x 150 12.5 18.03 7.17 x 10
9
 5.97 
100 
(L2) 
200 x 200 x 300 25 18.36 3.46 x 10
9
 5.64 
100 
(MD) 
250 x 250 x 500 53 18.95 2.24 x 10
9
 5.50 
200 
(L4) 
400 x 400 x 600 50 18.36 1.74 x 10
9
 5.47 
400 
(L8) 
800 x 800 x 1200 100 18.62 8.17 x 10
8
 5.15 
400 
(L8) 
800 x 800 x 1200 50 12.40 7.49 x 10
8
 4.96 
800 
(L16) 
1600 x 1600 x 2400 200 17.96 4.43 x 10
8
 4.89 
3200 
(L64) 
6400 x 6400 x 9600 800 20.82 1.15 x 10
8
 4.47 
3200 
(L64) 
6400 x 6400 x 9600 100 9.51 8.93x10
7
 3.97 
 
The QCGD simulations discussed here can be used to determine a dependence of spall 
strength values of various microstructures on the loading strain rates. The spall strength values 
from various QCGD simulations suggest that a self-consistent “atomic scaling factor” can be 

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used to predict an “atomistic spall strength” value for any microstructure for any level of 
coarsening. This “atomic scaling factor” for the spall strength is validated by comparing the 
predicted atomistic spall strength for an L4-QCGD simulation of a 100 nm grain sized 0.250 µm 
x 0.25 µm x 0.50 µm polycrystalline Al system represented by ~29 Million R-atoms with the 
calculated value of spall strength using MD simulation carried out with LAMMPS[120] and 
comprising of ~1.85 Billion atoms for the same grain size and orientation relationships as 
discussed in Section 3.3.5. The computed “atomistic spall strength” values for the spall strength, 
peak shock pressures in the spall region and the strain rates generated for the various QCGD 
simulations discussed above are tabulated in Table 3.10. 
The QCGD predicted variation of the spall strength of the various polycrystalline samples 
discussed here on loading strain rates is plotted in Figure 3.27 along with the spall strength 
values predicted experimentally [38, 52, 140, 141] and using MD simulations reported here. It 
can be seen that the computed values of the spall strength values agree with MD-predicted strain 
rate dependence and the experimental values. Figure 3.27 shows a new dependence (dashed-red 
line) of the spall strength on strain rates at strain rates > 10
6
 s
-1
 that bridges the gap between the 
MD simulations and experimental data as compared to the dependence suggested experimentally 
(the black-dash-dot line).  
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Figure 3.27: The values of spall strength values computed with MD simulations (reported here), 
QCGD predicted “atomistic” values and experiments [38, 52, 140, 141]. The dashed-red line is a 
new strain rate dependence of the spall strength values that bridges the MD predicted values with 
the experimental values at strain rates greater than 10
6
 s
-1
. 
While these results demonstrate the capability of QCGD simulations to unravel the 
mesoscale evolution of defects/damage, it should be noted that a lower limit of coarsening exists 
based on the microstructure under study. The current efforts demonstrate the capability to retain 
the shock response characteristics for a 40 nm grain sized nanocrystalline Al system using L2-
scaling relationships. This ratio of the characteristic feature size (bulk crystalline regions) is 
currently considered as the lower level of coarsening for QCGD simulations for deformation 
behavior of a material. This translates to the lower limits for the QCGD simulations to be grain 
sizes (or characteristic feature sizes) of  80 nm, 160 nm, 320 nm, 640 nm, and 1280 nm, for L4-, 
L8-, L16-, L32-, L64-scaling relationships, respectively for QCGD simulations. The lower length 
scales for the grain sizes, although not studied explicitly, are not recommended for coarsening as 
the MD simulations are able to investigate the grain size effects at these length scales. The 
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framework of the QCGD simulations is to model bulk response of a metal and hen the 
deformation behavior is modeled by using representative atoms and defect structures to describe 
collective behavior of several atoms/defects. As a result, this method is not applicable to model 
mesoscale behavior of individual defects (point defects or individual dislocations). Similarly, 
systems wherein grain boundary based processes such as nanocrystalline microstructures (with 
features less than 40 nm) and surface based processes (nano clusters) determine the 
microstructural response are likely to show deviations from the behavior predicted using MD 
simulations.  In addition, thermally activated processes have not been investigated using QCGD 
simulations and will be the focus of future research directions. The QCGD simulations are based 
on scaling relationships for interatomic potentials to determine the energetics of the R-atoms and 
hence also retain capabilities and limitations of interatomic potentials to model deformation and 
failure behavior. 
3.5  Conclusions 
In summary, the framework of QCGD method extends the capabilities of MD simulations 
to larger length and time scales by using representative atoms to model atomistic microstructure 
and retain the MD predicted structural and thermodynamic behavior of the system at a fraction of 
computational cost. The capability of QCGD method is demonstrated by reproducing the thermal 
variation of cohesive energy (i.e. heat capacity) and lattice constant (i.e. coefficient of thermal 
expansion) as predicted by MD for EAM Au. The consequences of coarse-graining of the 
atomistic microstructure on bulk energies, surface and grain boundary energies as well as 
stacking fault energies of Al are discussed. In addition, the capabilities of QCGD method to 
reproduce the wave propagation and defect evolution behavior in single crystal and 
polycrystalline Al microstructures as predicted by MD are discussed in detail. The QCGD 
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method accurately reproduces the evolution of relative fraction of different types of dislocations 
in the microstructure and hence captures the spall behavior of single crystal Al for loading along 
<001> orientation as predicted by MD at a fraction of computational cost. The validation of 
scaling relationships for different levels of QCGD (L2 to L16) method is demonstrated by 
reproducing the MD predicted shock compression and spall failure behavior of polycrystalline Al 
microstructures. The QCGD method reproduces the shock wave structure, wave velocity and 
evolution of relative fractions of different types of dislocations during impact loading of Al 
microstructures. This allows accelerating the predictive capability of MD simulations to time and 
length scales that are not possible even with state-of-the-art computing resources. This 
acceleration in the capability can be estimated based on the reduction of the number of atoms (R-
atoms) being modeled i.e. 1/Ncg and the improved time step of the simulations. In addition, the 
QCGD simulations significantly reduce the amounts of data generated in the simulations that 
aides in the visualization and post-processing of the data and hence is a step towards reducing the 
“BIG DATA” being generated using MD simulations. The application of QCGD simulations to 
model the shock compression behavior of different polycrystalline microstructures at the length 
and time scales comparable with laser-shock experiments is discussed in Chapter 4.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
MESOSCALE MODELING OF SHOCK COMPRESSION BEHAVIOR IN 
AL MICROSTRUCTURES 
4.1  Introduction 
The capability of QCGD simulations to retain the atomic scale characteristics of defect 
nucleation and evolution allows the investigation of role of microstructure and loading 
conditions on the shock wave propagation behavior. Experimentally, for shock loading of Al 
microstructures, the generated shock wave is typically characterized by a two-wave structure 
consisting of leading elastic and trailing high pressure plastic wave. The amplitude of 
longitudinal stress at the elastic precursor front is defined as the “dynamic yield point” or the 
“Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL)” of the material. The information regarding the response of the 
metal to shock compression is analyzed using the displacements of the rear surface of the target 
plate as a function of time during impact loading [4, 5]. As discussed previously in Chapter 1, 
one of the common observations in these experiments is that the amplitude of longitudinal stress 
at the elastic precursor front attenuates as shock wave propagates in the material. While these 
studies are able to characterize the macroscopic response of the material (decay of the amplitude 
of the elastic precursor with sample depth or strain rate), the understanding of the related 
microstructural evolution (i.e. defect evolution) is still in its infancy. The HEL value defines the 
dynamic yield point of the material and the decay in HEL values is likely to affect dislocation 
based plasticity in the microstructure during shock wave propagation. As a result, it is important 
to understand the links between the atomic scale processes for the nucleation, interaction and 
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evolution of dislocations and the modifications in the shock wave structures as the shock wave 
travels through the material.  The challenge in addressing these links is, however, attributed to 
the short length and time scale of the underlying microstructural processes that make it difficult 
to characterize them using experiments alone [61].  
At the atomic scale, MD simulations have become the standard workhorse for 
investigating the micromechanisms of nucleation and evolution of different types of defects in 
the microstructure that determine the behavior of single crystal [86-90], and polycrystalline 
microstructures [91-93] under shock loading conditions. These studies, however, have not 
addressed the links between the modifications in the shock wave structure and the dynamic 
evolution of dislocations in the microstructure. This chapter, therefore, aims to use MD 
simulations to investigate these links at the atomic scale. However, the high computational cost 
associated with MD simulations limits the system dimensions to a few hundred nanometers and 
time scale to a few tens of picoseconds. As a result, the capability of MD simulations to 
complement experimental results is limited to the initial stages of shock loading and 
nanocrystalline grain sizes up to 100 nm [142, 143]. Thus, there is a gap in the understanding of 
the relationship between dynamic evolution of defect structures at the nanoscales and the shock 
wave propagation behavior observed at the atomic scales and at the experimental/continuum 
scales. 
This chapter presents a multiscale approach that uses large-scale MD and QCGD 
simulations to understand the links between the evolution of shock wave structure and the 
evolution of defects as the wave travels through the metal. There are five sections of this chapter: 
the focus of Section 4.2 is to use large scale MD simulations of shock compression of 
polycrystalline Al with average grain size of 100 nm to understand the evolution of shock wave 
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structure, wave velocity, amplitude of elastic precursor and distribution of dislocation densities 
in the microstructure as the shock wave travels through the metal. The effect of grain size (d=18 
nm, 50 nm, 100 nm) and piston velocity (Up=700 m/s, 1000 m/s and 1500 m/s) on the shock 
wave structure, shock wave velocity and the decay of the elastic precursor at the atomic scales 
using MD simulations are discussed in Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively. The Section 4.3 
demonstrates the capability of the QCGD method to reproduce the structure and the propagation 
behavior of the shock wave as well as to develop relationships to scale the MD predictions of 
evolution of dislocation densities and HEL values during shock compression of polycrystalline 
Al microstructures to larger length and time scales. The focus of Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 is to  
investigate the evolution of shock wave structure, shock wave velocity, amplitude of elastic 
precursor and dislocation densities during shock compression for microstructures with average 
grain sizes ranging from 200 nm to 800 nm and system lengths ranging from 600 nm to 9.6 μm 
using various levels of QCGD simulations. This allows to develop evolution laws for the shock 
front width, the propagation velocity of the elastic wave and HEL values for a given 
microstructure (grain size) and loading conditions (piston velocity/shock pressure) at time and 
length scales in the mesoscales. Finally, Section 4.3.3 aims to quantitatively compare the QCGD 
predicted values of elastic precursor amplitude with those calculated using laser shock 
experiments carried out on thin films of polycrystalline Al [37, 38, 40].  
4.2 Dislocation Density Evolution and Shock Wave Structures at the Atomic 
Scales 
The distribution and evolution of dislocation density and the shock wave structure are 
investigated for polycrystalline Al microstructure with average grain size of 100 nm using MD 
simulations. The interatomic interactions are defined using the embedded atom method (EAM) 
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potential for Al [121] and the simulation is carried out using LAMMPS [120]. The 
polycrystalline system with dimensions of 200 nm x 200 nm x 300 nm (~700 million atoms) is 
constructed using Voronoi tessellation method [144] with randomly oriented grains. The system 
is kept periodic along the lateral directions (X and Y direction) and free along the shock loading 
direction (Z direction). The as created polycrystalline microstructure is equilibrated at a pressure 
of 0 GPa and a temperature of 300 K using NPT ensemble. The equilibrated microstructure is 
shown in Figure 4.1(a) using a thin slice (5 nm thick along X direction) of the 3-D system where 
atoms are colored according to CNA values. The bulk FCC atoms are colored yellow, dark blue 
represents grain boundary/disordered atoms and orange are surface atoms. The equilibrated 
microstructure is then subjected to impact loading from the left end of the sample (as shown by 
red arrow) at piston velocity (shock pressure) of 1000 m/s (18.36±0.41 GPa) in order to 
investigate the evolution of shock wave structure (width of the shock front, shock propagation 
velocity), dislocation density and decay of the amplitude of elastic precursor wave as shock wave 
travels through the metal. The MD simulation is carried out using a time-step of 2 fs. The 
evolution of the dislocation lengths and densities are quantified using the dislocation extraction 
algorithm (DXA) [124, 125] as described in chapter 3. The presence of grain boundaries results 
in an initial distribution of the dislocations in the microstructure. The distribution of density of 
Shockley partials and Perfect dislocations in the equilibrated microstructure as a function of 
sample length along the shock direction is shown in Figure 4.1(b).  
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The piston impact generates a compressive shock wave with a pressure of 18.36±0.41 
GPa that travels inwards towards the rear surface. A plot of the distribution of longitudinal stress 
(σz) and density of Shockley partial and Perfect dislocation as a function of distance along the 
shock direction is shown in Figure 4.2(a) and (b), respectively at 20 ps. The shock wave structure 
can be divided into two zones: a constant stress zone (plastic zone) and leading elastic to plastic 
(a)  
            (b)  
Figure 4.1: (a) A thin slice (5 nm thick) of the initial equilibrated microstructure of 
polycrystalline Al (grain size of 100 nm) modeled using MD. Atoms are colored according to 
CNA values. The bulk FCC atoms are colored yellow, dark blue are grain 
boundary/disordered atoms, orange are surface atoms. (b) MD predicted variation of 
Shockley partial and Perfect dislocation density as a function of sample length along the 
shock direction in the equilibrated microstructure. 
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transformation zone (shock front). The location of the plastic zone is identified as the point 
where the stress value is reduced to ~95% of the peak value as marked in the plot. This constant 
stress plastic zone of the shock wave is characterized by the presence of high density of Shockley 
partials and Perfect dislocations in the microstructure as shown by spatial distribution of the local 
dislocation density in Figure 4.2(b).  
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 4.2: MD predicted variation of (a) longitudinal stress (σz), (b) Shockley partial and 
Perfect dislocation density as a function of sample length along the shock direction at time of 20 
ps during impact loading of polycrystalline Al (grain size of 100 nm) at a piston velocity (shock 
pressure) of 1000 m/s (18.36±0.41 GPa). 
To investigate the links between the evolution of microstructure and the shock wave 
structure, the density of Perfect dislocations and Shockley partials within the plastic zone are 
computed as wave travels through the metal and plotted in Figure 4.3(a). It can be seen that as 
the shock wave propagates into the microstructure, the density of Shockley partial dislocations 
within the plastic zone decreases while that of the Perfect dislocation increases. The variation in 
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the density of Shockley partials and Perfect dislocations can be described by using power law fits 
as shown by solid red and blue lines, respectively.  
(a)       (b)  
Figure 4.3: MD predicted (a) evolution of Shockley partial and Perfect dislocation density 
behind the plastic front as a function of time and (b) variation of normalized shock front width as 
a function of sample depth during impact loading of polycrystalline Al. 
The shock front is a transition zone from purely elastic state to purely plastic state and shows a 
non-linear increase in the dislocation density which reaches saturation value in the plastic zone. 
The width of the shock front (δZ) is normalized with the average grain size (d) of the 
polycrystalline microstructure in order to compare the calculated widths for different 
microstructures and loading conditions. A plot of the variation of the normalized shock front 
width (δZ/d) at different times during the propagation of shock wave through the polycrystalline 
microstructure is shown in Figure 4.3(b). The propagation of the shock wave results in an 
increase in the normalized width of the shock front which has also been reported in previous MD 
simulations and other continuum-level models [145-147] and has been attributed to enhanced 
irregularities in the wave front as the shock wave propagates through multiple grains. 
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In addition, the HEL values are extracted based on the change in slope from the linear 
elastic region to a non-linear plastic region as marked by dashed arrow in Figure 4.2(a) and the 
propagation velocity of the elastic wave is calculated based on the change in position of the 
elastic front at different times during the propagation of the compressive wave in the 
microstructure [130]. The shock wave propagation results in decay in the values of HEL and the 
velocity of the elastic wave as a function of sample depth in the shock direction as depicted by 
solid red curve in Figure 4.4(a) and (b), respectively.                                    
          (a)     (b)  
Figure 4.4: MD predicted variation of (a) HEL and (b) elastic wave velocity as a function of 
sample depth during impact loading of polycrystalline Al (grain size of 100 nm) at a piston 
velocity (shock pressure) of 1000 m/s (18.36±0.41 GPa). 
This is attributed to the presence of high density of grain boundaries in the polycrystalline 
microstructure which act as scattering centers resulting in the dissipation of the propagating 
shock wave. Since the value of HEL is directly correlated with the velocity of the shock wave 
(Us) in the microstructure, the decay in the value of HEL can also be attributed to the decrease in 
the propagation velocity of the elastic wave in the polycrystalline microstructure. 
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4.2.1 Role of Grain Size on Shock Wave Structures at the Atomic Scales 
The effect of grain size on the evolution of shock wave structure and the amplitude of 
elastic precursor wave is investigated by carrying out additional large scale MD simulations of 
shock compression for polycrystalline Al with average grain sizes of 18 nm, 50 nm and 100 nm 
and a system dimension of 250 nm x 250 nm x 500 nm (~1.8 billion atoms) [142, 143]. 
Furthermore, the effect of piston velocity/shock pressure on the decay of the elastic precursor 
wave is investigated by shock loading each of the polycrystalline microstructure at three 
different piston velocities (Up) of 700 m/s, 1000 m/s and 1500 m/s.  
Table 4.1: Details of the system dimensions, grain size, piston velocity, peak shock pressure and 
number of atoms used to model the shock wave propagation behavior of different polycrystalline 
Al microstructures modeled using MD. 
Modeling 
Method 
Dimension 
(nm x nm x nm) 
Grain Size 
(nm) 
Piston Velocity 
(m/s) 
Shock Pressure (GPa) No. of atoms 
MD 250 x 250 x 500 100 700,1000,1500 
11.65±0.17, 19.10±0.45, 
31.28±0.82 
~1.8 billion 
MD 250 x 250 x 500 50 700,1000,1500 
11.70±0.25, 18.77±0.43, 
31.05±0.61 
~1.8 billion 
MD 250 x 250 x 500 18 700,1000,1500 
11.48±0.30, 18.39±0.47, 
30.56±0.56 
~1.8 billion 
The details of the system dimensions, loading conditions as well as the number of atoms used to 
model the shock compression behavior of the various polycrystalline microstructures modeled 
using MD is summarized in Table 4.1. 
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A comparison of the distribution of longitudinal stress (σz) as a function of distance along 
the shock direction at 52 ps for different polycrystalline Al microstructures (d=18 nm, 50 nm and 
100 nm) subjected to impact loading at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s is shown in Figure 4.5(a). 
The dashed black lines mark the two ends of the polycrystalline sample and the dashed red, blue 
and green lines mark the calculated widths of the propagating shock front for 18 nm, 50 nm and 
100 nm grain size polycrystalline microstructures, respectively. The width of the shock front, the 
velocity of the propagating elastic wave as well as the value of HEL is observed to increase with 
an increase in the grain size of the polycrystalline microstructures. This is attributed to lower 
density of grain boundaries at larger grain sizes resulting in less dissipation of the traveling 
shock wave. Similar trend in the variation of HEL values with grain size has been reported in 
previous study of nanocrystalline Al for grain sizes larger than 18 nm. In contrast, grain sizes 
smaller than 18 nm show very weak dependence of HEL on grain size of the microstructure 
[143]. The evolution of normalized width of the shock front, the propagation velocity of the 
elastic wave and the values of HEL as a function of shock wave propagation distance (h) for the 
various grain sizes (d = 18 nm, 50 nm and 100 nm) of polycrystalline Al subjected to shock 
loading at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s are compared in Figure 4.5(b), (c) and (d), respectively. 
The plots indicate that the evolution of shock wave structure and the HEL values in all the 
polycrystalline microstructures can be accurately described using power law fits as depicted by 
solid lines. 
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               (a)                                                                  
(b) (c) (d)  
Figure 4.5: (a) MD predicted variation of longitudinal stress (σz) as a function of sample depth 
in the shock direction, evolution of (b) normalized shock front width, (c) elastic wave velocity 
and (d) elastic precursor amplitude (HEL) as a function of sample depth for polycrystalline Al 
with different grain sizes (d = 18 nm, 50 nm and 100 nm) subject to shock loading at piston 
velocity of 1000 m/s.  
4.2.2 Role of Shock Pressure on Shock Wave Structures at the Atomic Scales 
Similarly, a comparison of the longitudinal stress profile for 18 nm grain size 
polycrystalline Al microstructure subjected to impact loading at piston velocities of 700 m/s, 
1000 m/s and 1500 m/s is shown in Figure 4.6(a). As the piston velocity/shock pressure 
increases, the velocity of the elastic wave increases, but the overall width of the shock front 
decreases. A similar trend has also been observed experimentally as well as in previous MD 
simulations of nanocrystalline Al with a grain size of 100 nm [142] and nanocrystalline Cu with 
shock pressure in the range of 22 GPa to 47 GPa [145]. The evolution of normalized width of the 
shock front, the elastic wave velocity and the amplitude of the elastic precursor as a function of 
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propagation distance of the shock wave for the three piston velocities are compared in Figure 
4.6(b), (c) and (d), respectively and can also be accurately described by power-law equations as 
shown by solid lines. 
              (a)  
(b) (c) (d)  
Figure 4.6: (a) MD predicted variation of longitudinal stress (σz) as a function of sample depth 
in the shock direction, evolution of (b) normalized shock front width, (c) elastic wave velocity 
and (d) elastic precursor amplitude (HEL) as a function of sample depth for polycrystalline Al (d 
= 18 nm) subject to shock compression at different piston velocities (Up = 700 m/s, 1000 m/s and 
1500 m/s). 
The MD calculated values of the normalized shock front width and the elastic wave 
velocity as a function of sample depth (h) for different grain sizes (d = 18nm, 50nm and 100nm) 
and shock pressures (ranging from 11.86 GPa to 31.06 GPa) are later combined with QCGD 
calculated values for larger grain size microstructures (d ranging from 200 nm to 800 nm) to 
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define power law equations with grain size (d), shock pressure (P) and sample depth (h) as the 
variables as will be demonstrated in section VI.  
Thus, while MD simulations are able to quantify the evolution of shock wave structure 
(wave velocity, width of the shock front and HEL values) as a function of shock wave 
propagation distance and the effects of microstructure and loading conditions, the capability to 
run such large scale simulations is limited by the length and time scale capabilities of MD 
simulations. In addition, the capability to process the large amounts of data (TBs of data 
generated for ~1.8 Billion atom systems) to characterize the temporal evolution of dislocation 
densities is largely limited. As a result, MD simulations reported here are only used to 
investigate the evolution of shock wave structures up to a propagation depth of 500 nm for 
polycrystalline microstructures. 
4.3 Dislocation Density Evolution & Shock Wave Structure using QCGD 
Simulations 
The capability of QCGD simulations to accurately reproduce the previously discussed 
(section 4.2) evolution of shock wave structure, HEL and dislocation fractions for polycrystalline 
Al microstructure with average grain size of 100 nm is discussed here. The atomic scale system 
of 200 nm x 200 nm x 300 nm consisting of ~700 million atoms is modeled using L2-QCGD 
simulations with ~89 million R-atoms and using L4-QCGD simulations with ~11 million R-
atoms and subjected to impact under the same loading conditions as used for MD.  
A comparison of the initial microstructure of polycrystalline Al as predicted by MD, L2-
QCGD and L4-QCGD is shown by a thin slice (5 nm thick) of the 3-D microstructure in Figure 
4.7(a). The atoms are colored according to the CNA values where yellow represents bulk FCC 
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atoms, dark blue represents grain boundary/disordered atoms, green represents stacking fault 
(HCP) atoms and orange are surface atoms. The shock wave is generated from the bottom end 
and travels to the top end of the sample as shown by red arrows.  
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 4.7: (a) Comparison of a thin slice (5 nm thick) of the initial equilibrated microstructure 
of polycrystalline Al (grain size of 100 nm) as predicted by MD, L2 and L4. The bulk FCC 
atoms are colored yellow, dark blue are grain boundary/disordered atoms, orange are surface 
atoms, (b) MD, L2 and L4 predicted distribution of longitudinal stress (σz) as a function of 
sample length along the shock direction at 20 ps during impact loading of polycrystalline Al at a 
piston velocity of 1000 m/s. 
The capability of QCGD simulations to reproduce MD predicted shock compression behavior is 
demonstrated by comparing the distribution of longitudinal stress as a function of sample length 
along the shock direction as predicted by MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD at 20 ps during shock 
compression as shown in Figure 4.7(b). It can be observed that the MD predicted shock wave 
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velocities, the width of the shock front and the peak shock stress are accurately reproduced by 
L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD simulations. 
(a)       (b)       (c)  
(d)        (e)       (f)  
Figure 4.8: MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD predicted distribution of (a) σxx, (b) σyy, (c) σzz, (d) 
Vx, (e) Vy and (f) Vz within the shock compressed region at 20 ps during impact loading of 
polycrystalline Al (grain size of 100 nm) at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s. 
 A comparison of the distribution of the values for atomic stress components (σxx, σyy and 
σzz) as well as atomic velocities (Vx, Vy and Vz) within the entire shock compressed region as 
predicted by MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD at 20 ps during shock loading are plotted in Figure 
4.8. The mean values and the standard deviation (uncertainity) of the stress and velocity 
distributions calculated using MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD are compared in Table 4.2. It can 
be inferred from the plots that the reduced number of R-atoms in L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD 
simulations accurately capture the variations in the distribution of atomic properties (stress and 
velocity components) as predicted by MD during shock compression of polycrystalline Al. The 
mean values and the uncertainities in the distribution of stress as well as velocity components are 
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observed to be very close to the MD predicted values and thus serves as a validation of the shock 
compression behavior modeled using L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD. 
Table 4.2: MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD calculated mean value and standard deviation of the 
atomic stress components (σxx, σyy and σzz) and atomic velocities (Vx, Vy and Vz) within the 
shock compressed region at 20 ps during impact loading of polycrystalline Al (grain size of 100 
nm) at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s 
QCGD- 
Level 
Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) Vz (m/s) σxx (GPa) σyy (GPa) σzz (GPa) 
MD 5.01 ± 405.79 -4.23 ± 405.29 831.8 ± 466 -12.7 ± 6.66 -12.44 ± 6.66 -17.5 ± 7.21 
L2 -1.50 ± 401.4 -0.85 ± 399.84 825.6 ± 461 -12.2 ± 6.42 -11.96 ± 6.39 -17.5 ± 7.19 
L4 -2.91 ± 396.8 -0.16 ± 394.65 818.3 ± 452 -12.3 ± 6.41 -11.87 ± 6.33 -18.0 ± 7.28 
 
One of the critical challenges of mesoscale modeling methods is the accurate prediction 
of dislocation evolution in the microstructure during shock induced deformation. It should be 
noted that QCGD method models the collective dynamics of multiple atoms in atomistic 
microstructure using reduced number of R-atoms leading to nucleation of fewer representative 
dislocations in the coarse-grained microstructure. Thus, a direct quantitative comparison of the 
dislocation densities between the atomistic and the coarse-grained microstructure becomes 
challenging. Therefore, a comparison of the spatial distribution of the relative fractions of 
Shockley partials and Perfect dislocations as a function of length of the sample along the shock 
direction at 20 ps during shock compression of polycrystalline Al as predicted by MD, L2-
QCGD and L4-QCGD is shown in Figure 4.9(a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen that the 
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spatial distribution of the relative dislocation fractions are accurately reproduced by L2-QCGD 
and L4-QCGD as predicted by MD.  
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 4.9: Spatial distribution of (a) Shockley partial, (b) Perfect dislocation fractions as a 
function of sample length along the shock direction as predicted by MD (solid red line), L2-
QCGD (dashed blue line) and L4-QCGD (dotted green line). 
This behavior is also evident in the microstructure of polycrystalline Al as predicted by MD, L2-
QCGD and L4-QCGD at 20 ps during shock compression as shown in Figure 4.10. Only a 5 nm 
thick slice of the 3-D microstructure is shown without the bulk FCC atoms to clearly visualize 
the distribution of defects within the shock compressed region. The atoms are colored according 
to the CNA values where dark blue represents disordered atoms (grain boundary), green 
represents atoms with HCP stacking (stacking fault) and orange are surface atoms. The dashed 
black line marks the position of the shock front in the microstructure at 20 ps. Although, the 
reduced number of R-atoms in L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD results in the nucleation of reduced 
number of stacking faults and superdislocations in the microstructure. However, the relative 
contribution of different types of superdislocations to the overall plastic deformation is 
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accurately captured by QCGD as predicted by MD. It can be clearly seen that L2-QCGD and L4-
QCGD accurately captures the deformation behavior (collective evolution of dislocations) of 
different grains of the polycrystalline microstructure behind the shock front as predicted by MD 
at the atomic scale. 
 
Figure 4.10: Comparison of microstructural evolution as predicted by MD, L2-QCGD and L4-
QCGD at 20ps during impact loading of polycrystalline Al. Dark blue are grain boundary atoms, 
Light green are stacking fault/HCP atoms, orange are surface atoms.  
It is also important to compare the evolution of the shock wave structure which is 
quantified by the normalized width of the shock front and the elastic wave velocity as a function 
of propagation distance of the shock wave calculated using MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD as 
shown in Figure 4.11(a) and (b), respectively. The plots indicate that L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD 
are able to reproduce the MD predicted trend of increasing shock front width and decreasing 
elastic wave velocity with propagation distance of the shock wave in the polycrystalline 
microstructure. 
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(a)     (b)  
Figure 4.11: Comparison of MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD predicted variation of (a) 
normalized shock front width and (b) elastic wave velocity as a function of shock propagation 
distance (h) during impact loading of polycrystalline Al (grain size of 100 nm) at a piston 
velocity of 1000 m/s. 
Another important aspect of the shock compression behavior of metals is the evolution of 
elastic precursor amplitude as the shock wave propagates through the system. The HEL 
(dynamic yield point) values calculated using L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD are observed to be 
slightly higher as compared to MD as shown by the longitudinal stress distribution at 20 ps in 
Figure 4.7(b). It should be noted that QCGD method models the collective evolution of multiple 
dislocations using superdislocations [148] leading to scaling of stresses required to nucleate 
dislocations in the coarse-grained microstructure. This results in consistent over-prediction in the 
calculated values of HEL. Nonetheless, the HEL values predicted by MD, L2-QCGD and L4-
QCGD at different times during the simulation can be compared to calculate average value of the 
scaling factors as defined by equations (4.1)-(4.3) and the corresponding error bar is then 
calculated as the standard deviation of the values of scaling factor at different times. The values 
of HEL predicted by MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD as well as the corresponding scaling factors 
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(SFMD/L2, SFL2/L4, SFMD/L4) at different times during the shock compression of polycrystalline 
Al are listed in Table 4.3.  
Table 4.3: Values of elastic precursor amplitude (HEL) at different times during shock 
compression of polycrystalline Al (100 nm grain size) as predicted by MD, L2-QCGD and L4-
QCGD. The scaling factors ( MD/L2SF , L2/L4SF , MD/L4SF ) for the over prediction of the HEL values 
are also listed along with the average scaling factors and corresponding error bars 
Time 
(ps) 
σe
MD 
(GPa) 
σe
L2  
(GPa) 
σe
L4  
(GPa) 
SFMD/L2 Avg  
SFMD/L2 
SFL2/L4 Avg  
SFL2/L4 
SFMD/L4 Avg  
SFMD/L4 
10 17.37 18.61 19.63 ~0.93 
~0.95±0.005 
~0.95 
~0.95±0.019 
~0.88 
~0.90±0.018 
15 14.83 15.93 17.02 ~0.93 ~0.94 ~0.87 
20 13.19 14.11 15.11 ~0.94 ~0.93 ~0.87 
25 12.54 13.27 14.16 ~0.95 ~0.94 ~0.89 
30 11.77 12.57 12.85 ~0.94 ~0.97 ~0.92 
 
It can be inferred from Table 4.3 that the scaling factor to calculate the atomistic value of 
HEL for higher levels of coarsening (for example- L4-QCGD) can be obtained as a “chain-rule” 
type multiplication of the scaling factors for lower levels of coarsening (i.e. Avg SF
MD/L4
 = Avg 
SF
L2/L4
*Avg SF
MD/L2
). The computed scaling factors and error bars can then be used to estimate 
the atomistic values of the elastic precursor amplitude from the QCGD computed values.  
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Avg SFMD/L2=Avg(
σe
MD
σe
L2 )±∆S1        (4.1) 
Avg SFL2/L4=Avg(
σe
L2
σe
L4) ± ∆S2       (4.2) 
Avg SFMD/L4=Avg(
σe
MD
σe
L4 )±∆S3 = {Avg (
σe
MD
σe
L2 ) ±∆S1} * {Avg (
σe
L2
σe
L4) ±∆S2}  
                         = ~ {Avg (
σe
MD
σe
L2 ) * Avg (
σe
L2
σe
L4)} ± {Avg (
σe
MD
σe
L2 ) *(∆S1+∆S2)}  (4.3) 
The variation in the decay of HEL values as a function of shock wave propagation 
distance calculated using MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD for polycrystalline Al microstructure 
with an average grain size of 100 nm is quantitatively compared in Figure 4.12(a). The QCGD 
predicted values of the HEL are corrected to the atomistic values using the appropriate scaling 
factors as defined in equation (4.1)-(4.3) and are observed to be in excellent agreement with MD 
predicted values. The decay of the HEL values is correlated to the evolution of dislocations 
within the plastic zone and a plot of the variation of relative fractions of the Shockley partials 
and Perfect dislocations as a function of shock wave propagation distance as predicted by MD, 
L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD is shown in Figure 4.12(b). The Shockley partial dislocation fraction 
shows a decrease while the Perfect dislocation fraction increases as the shock wave propagates in 
the microstructure. It can be inferred from the plots that L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD accurately 
reproduces the trend in the evolution of dislocation fractions as predicted by MD for shock 
compression of polycrystalline Al microstructure. 
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(a)     (b)  
Figure 4.12: Comparison of MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD predicted variation of (a) HEL 
values as a function of shock propagation distance (h) and (b) evolution of Shockley partial and 
Perfect dislocation fractions behind the plastic front as a function of time during impact loading 
of polycrystalline Al (grain size of 100 nm) at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s. 
Similarly, in order to demonstrate the capability of the L8-QCGD simulations to model 
the shock compression behavior of polycrystalline Al, piston impact simulations are carried out 
first for a polycrystalline (d = 200 nm) Al system with dimensions of 400 nm x 400 nm x 600 nm 
for a piston velocity of 1000 m/s and compared to that predicted using L4-QCGD simulations for 
the same microstructure. This corresponds to a system of ~89 Million R-atoms using L4-QCGD 
simulations and ~11 Million R-atoms using L8-QCGD scaling. A comparison of the variation of 
longitudinal stress along the length of the sample in the shock direction at various times as 
predicted by L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD simulation is shown in Figure 4.13. It can be observed 
that the L4-QCGD predicted shock wave velocities, the width of the shock front and the peak 
shock stress are accurately reproduced by L8-QCGD. However, the value of HEL is slightly 
over-predicted by L8-QCGD. The values of HEL predicted by L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD as well 
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as the corresponding scaling factors (SFL4/L8) at different times during the shock compression of 
polycrystalline Al are listed in Table 4.4. 
                
Figure 4.13: Longitudinal stress profile at a time of 48ps during shock compression of 
polycrystalline Al (average grain size of 200 nm) for a piston velocity of 1000 m/s as predicted 
by L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD. 
Table 4.4: Variation of elastic precursor amplitude (HEL) at different times during the shock 
compression of polycrystalline Al (200 nm grain size) as predicted by L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD. 
Time (ps) σe
L4 (GPa) σe
L8 (GPa) SFL4/L8 Avg SFL4/L8 
16 19.453 19.761 ~0.984 
~0.95±0.020 
24 17.812 18.615 ~0.956 
32 16.07 17.126 ~0.938 
40 14.99 16.052 ~0.934 
48 13.916 14.952 ~0.931 
56 12.478 13.297 ~0.938 
 
The capability of the L16-QCGD simulations to model the shock compression behavior 
of polycrystalline Al is demonstrated by carrying out piston impact simulations for a 
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polycrystalline (d = 400 nm) Al system with dimensions of 800 nm x 800 nm x 1200 nm for a 
piston velocity of 1000 m/s and compared to that predicted using L8-QCGD simulations for the 
same microstructure. This corresponds to a system of ~89 Million R-atoms using L8-QCGD 
simulations and ~11 Million R-atoms using L16-QCGD scaling. A comparison of the variation 
of longitudinal stress along the length of the sample in the shock direction at various times as 
predicted by L8-QCGD and L16-QCGD simulation is shown in Figure 4.14. It can be observed 
that the L8-QCGD predicted shock wave velocities, the width of the shock front and the peak 
shock stress are accurately reproduced by L16-QCGD. However, the value of HEL is slightly 
over-predicted by L16-QCGD. The values of HEL predicted by L8-QCGD and L16-QCGD as 
well as the corresponding scaling factors (SFL8/L16) at different times during the shock 
compression of polycrystalline Al are listed in Table 4.5. 
                     
Figure 4.14: Longitudinal stress profile at a time of 100 ps during shock compression of 
polycrystalline Al (average grain size of 400 nm) for a piston velocity of 1000 m/s as predicted 
by L8-QCGD and L16-QCGD. 
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Table 4.5: Variation of elastic precursor amplitude (HEL) at different times during the shock 
compression of polycrystalline Al (400 nm grain size) as predicted by L8-QCGD and L16-
QCGD. 
Time (ps) σe
L8 (GPa) σe
L16 (GPa) SFL8/L16 Avg SFL8/L16 
20 21.479 21.607 ~0.99 
~0.95±0.024 
40 18.115 18.518 ~0.97 
60 15.728 16.54 ~0.951 
80 14.632 15.151 ~0.965 
100 13.156 13.985 ~0.941 
120 12.205 13.272 ~0.92 
130 11.905 12.33 ~0.965 
 
4.3.1 Evolution of Shock Wave Structure in Polycrystalline Al at the Mesoscales  
The QCGD simulations can now be used to investigate the evolution of shock wave 
structure and the HEL values for polycrystalline Al microstructures at length and time scales 
comparable with laser shock experiments. Thus, QCGD simulations of shock compression are 
carried out on various polycrystalline microstructures with grain sizes ranging from 200 nm to 
800 nm and sample length varying from 600 nm to 2.4 μm using different levels of coarsening 
(to strike a balance between computational cost and prediction accuracy). The details of the 
system dimensions, grain sizes, loading conditions as well as the number of R-atoms used to 
model the shock compression behavior of the various polycrystalline microstructures modeled 
using different levels of QCGD are summarized in Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6: Details of the system dimensions, grain size, piston velocity, shock pressure and 
number of R-atoms used to investigate the shock wave propagation behavior of different 
polycrystalline Al microstructures modeled using different levels of QCGD. 
Modeling 
Method 
Dimension 
(nm x nm x nm) 
Grain Size 
(nm) 
Piston Velocity 
(m/s) 
Shock Pressure 
(GPa) 
No. of R-atoms 
L4 400 x 400 x 600 200 1000 18.26±0.36 ~89 million 
L8 800 x 800 x 1200 400 1000 18.27±0.27 ~89 million 
L16 1600 x 1600 x 2400 800 1000 19.46±0.57 ~89 million 
 
The variation of the HEL, normalized shock front width and elastic wave velocity as a 
function of propagation distance (h) of the shock wave for various polycrystalline Al 
microstructures with grain sizes (d) varying from nano-scale (18 nm) using MD simulations to 
the mesoscale (800 nm) using QCGD simulations at a fixed piston velocity of 1000 m/s are 
compared in Figure 4.15(a)-(c), respectively. It can be seen that all the microstructures show 
decrease in the values of HEL and elastic wave velocity as the shock wave propagates through 
the sample whereas the value of normalized shock front width increases as a function of 
propagation distance of the shock wave. The observed variations are attributed to the presence of 
grain boundaries in the microstructure which act as scattering centers for the traveling wave. The 
evolution of the decay of the elastic precursor amplitude, noramlized shock front width and 
elastic wave velocity with propagation distance can be approximated by power law fits for all the 
polycrystalline microstructures with varying prefactors and constant power law exponents of -
0.33, 0.68 and -0.045, respectively as listed in Table 4.7. The plots of the variations of pre-factor 
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(A) of the different power law fits as a function of grain size of the polycyrstalline microstructure 
are shown in Figure 4.15(d)-(f). Thus, QCGD simulations extend the capability of MD 
simulations to probe the grain size and sample depth dependence of the evolution of shock wave 
structure and decay of the elastic precursor amplitude in polycrystalline Al microstructures at 
mesoscales.  
(a) (b) (c)  
(d) (e)  (f)  
Figure 4.15: Evolution of (a) elastic precursor amplitude (HEL),  (b) normalized shock front 
width, (c) elastic wave velocity as a function of sample depth for polycrystalline Al 
microstructures (d=18 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm, 400 nm and 800 nm) as predicted by MD, 
L2-QCGD, L4-QCGD, L8-QCGD and L16-QCGD simulations for a piston velocity of 1000 m/s. 
Variation of power law pre-factor as a function of grain size of polycrystalline Al for evolution 
of (d) elastic precursor amplitude, (e) normalized shock front width and (f) elastic wave velocity 
with sample depth at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s. 
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Table 4.7: Power law fits for evolution of the HEL, normalized shock front width and shock 
wave velocity as a function of sample depth (h) for different grain sizes (d) of polycrystalline Al 
as predicted by MD and different levels of QCGD for a fixed piston velocity of 1000 m/s. 
Grain 
Size (nm) 
Peak Compressive 
Pressure, (GPa) 
Elastic Precursor 
Amplitude, HEL (GPa) 
Shock Front Width,  
δZ/d 
Shock Wave Velocity, 
(m/s) 
18 18.39±0.47 σe=5.346*(h)
-0.33 δZ
d
=8.806*(h)0.68 
Us=6893.95*(h)
-0.045 
50 18.77±0.43 σe=6.377*(h)
-0.33 δZ
d
=4.414*(h)0.68 
Us=7225.42*(h)
-0.045 
100 19.10±0.45 σe=7.181*(h)
-0.33 δZ
d
=2.755*(h)0.68 
Us=7460.58*(h)
-0.045 
200 18.26±0.36 σe=9.031*(h)
-0.33 δZ
d
=1.807*(h)0.68 
Us=7680.36*(h)
-0.045 
400 18.27±0.27 σe=10.223*(h)
-0.33 δZ
d
=1.144*(h)0.68 
Us=7923.70*(h)
-0.045 
800 19.46±0.57 σe=12.686*(h)
-0.33 δZ
d
=0.689*(h)0.68 
Us=8198.54*(h)
-0.045 
 
4.3.2 Predictive Models for Evolution of Shock Wave Structure at Mesoscales  
One of the aims of this paper is to develop microstruture informed models for the 
prediction of the evolution of shock front width, elastic wave velocity and HEL in 
polycrystalline Al microstructures at mesoscales. These models combine the effect of 
microstructure (average grain size) and loading conditions (shock pressure) on the evolution of 
shock wave structure and elastic precursor amplitude. Thus, the MD and QCGD calculated 
values of shock front width, elastic wave velocity and HEL for different grain size 
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microstructures (ranging from 18 nm to 800 nm) and different shock pressures (ranging from 
11.86 GPa to 31.06 GPa) are combined to define power law equations with dependence on grain 
size (d), shock pressure (P) and sample depth (h) as given in equations (4.4)-(4.6).  
δZ
d
= 609.463*(d)-0.66*(P)-0.80*(h)0.68     (4.4) 
Us= 5263.61*(d)
0.045*(P)0.048*(h)-0.045     (4.5) 
σe=0.72*(d)
0.227*(P)0.442*(h)-0.33      (4.6) 
The calculated power law exponent for pressure dependence (-0.80) of the normalized 
width of the shock front is observed to be close to the value obtained for nanocrystalline Al (-
0.70) with a grain size of 100 nm and sample depth of 500 nm [142] as well as for 
nanocrystalline Cu (-0.75) in previous MD simulations. However, the exponents for grain size 
and sample depth dependence are observed to be different as compared to nanocrystalline Cu 
[145]. The above equations allow for prediction of the values of normalized width and elastic 
wave velocity at a given sample depth in polycrystalline Al microstructure with any arbitrary 
combination of grain size (ranging from nano-scale to micro-scale) and shock pressure. 
The validity of the power law equations defined above for the prediction of evolution of 
shock front width, elastic wave velocity and HEL at larger length scales is demonstrated by 
carrying out L16-QCGD simulations of shock compression of polycrystalline Al (average grain 
size of 400 nm) with sample dimensions of 800 nm x 800 nm x 9600 nm. The shock 
compression is carried out at two piston velocities (shock pressures) of 1000 m/s (19.19±0.94) 
and 750 m/s (12.43±0.41). A comparison of the evolution of predicted (solid lines) and the L16-
QCGD calculated (symbols) values of atomistic values of HEL, normalized shock front width 
and elastic wave velocity as a function of sample depth at two different shock pressure are shown 
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in Figure 4.16(a), (b) and (c), respectively. The close agreement between the predicted and 
calculated values shows that the power law equations can be extrapolated to investigate the 
evolution of shock wave structure in polycrystalline microstructures at mesoscales. 
(a) (b) (c)  
Figure 4.16: (a) Variation of elastic precursor amplitude (HEL), (b) normalized width of the 
shock front and (c) elastic wave velocity as a function of sample depth for polycrystalline Al 
microstructure (400 nm average grain size) as predicted by L16-QCGD for piston velocities of 
1000 m/s and 750 m/s. The solid lines in (a), (b) and (c) are the power law fits obtained using 
equations (4.4)-(4.6).  
 In order to undertsand the role of piston velocity/shock pressure on the evolution of 
defects during the propagation of the shock wave, the evolution of the fraction of Shockley 
partial as well as Perfect superdislocations within the plastic zone (location of plastic front 
identified using the criteria shown in Figure 4.2(a)) as a function of propagation distance of the 
shock wave for piston velocities of 1000 m/s and 750 m/s are plotted in Figure 4.17. The initial 
average fractions of the Shockley partials and Perfect superdislocations (attributed to the 
presence of large number of grain boundaries in the sample) are indicated by the solid-black and 
dashed-black lines, respectively. As the material is subjected to shock compression, a significant 
increase in the fraction (~0.8 for piston velocity of 1000 m/s and ~0.67 for piston velocity of 750 
m/s) is observed which is attributed to the nucleation of new superdislocations within the grains 
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as well as dissociation of the Perfect superdislocations at the grain boundaries as seen by the 
decrease in fraction of Perfect superdislocations (~0.1 for piston velocity of 1000 m/s and ~0.28 
for piston velocity of 750 m/s) behind the shock front. As the shock wave travels through the 
material, a gradual decrease in the fraction of Shockley partials and an increase in the fraction of 
Perfect superdislocations within the plastic zone of the propagating shock wave is observed. This 
decrease in the fraction of Shockley partials and the simultaneous increase in the fraction of 
Perfect superdislocations as a function of propagation distance of the shock wave can be well 
approximated by power law fits as shown in Figure 4.17.  
 
Figure 4.17: Variation of fractions of Shockley partial and Perfect superdislocations as a 
function of sample depth for polycrystalline Al microstructure (400 nm average grain size) as 
predicted by L16-QCGD for piston velocities of 1000 m/s and 750 m/s. The initial fraction of 
Shockley partial and the Perfect dislocations in the microstructure is shown by solid-black and 
dashed-black lines respectively. 
Given the initial fraction of pre-existing superdislocations in the microstructure and the rate of 
decay of the ability to nucleate Shockley partials, the HEL amplitude will continue to decay till 
the fraction of Shockley partials in the deformed region of the sample equals the pre-existing 
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fraction. For the polycrystalline Al microstructure with an average grain size of 400 nm impacted 
at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s, the amplitude of elastic precursor is calculated to decrease up to 
a shock wave propagation depth of ~1.3 mm to a value of ~0.97 GPa. This prediction agrees very 
well with the experimental data for the decay of the elastic precursor available in the literature at 
length scales ranging from 0.1 mm to 10 mm [31, 33, 34, 36]. 
4.3.3 Comparison of QCGD Predicted HEL Values with Experimental Data 
The time and length scale capabilities of QCGD simulations and the scaling relationships 
discussed above enable a direct comparison of the HEL values with those predicted using 
experiments. For example, in order to compare the L16-QCGD predicted value of the elastic 
precursor amplitude with experimentally available data, the rear surface velocity profile of the 
polycrystalline Al sample (average grain size of 400 nm) with a sample length of 1.2 µm and 9.6 
µm for a continuously driven shock at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s is plotted in Figure 4.18(a) 
and (b), respectively. Experimentally, the amplitude of the elastic precursor (HEL) is calculated 
from the rear surface velocity profiles using equation (4.7).  
 σHEL = ρ0UsUp                                                                                  (4.7) 
Here, ρ0 is the initial density of polycrystalline Al (~2700 kg/m
3
), Us is the velocity of the elastic 
wave as predicted by EAM potential (~7.7 km/s and ~7.1 km/s for a sample length of 1.2 µm and 
9.6 µm respectively for polycrystalline Al with d = 400 nm and piston velocity of 1000 m/s) and 
Up = Ufs/2 (Ufs is the velocity of the free surface at the elastic precursor front). The Ufs is 
marked by point B for 1.2 µm and 9.6 µm sample in Figure 4.18(a) and (b), respectively. The 
value of elastic precursor amplitude (HEL) for the 1.2 µm and 9.6 µm polycrystalline Al sample 
using rear surface velocity profiles is calculated to be ~9.47 GPa and ~4.58 GPa respectively 
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using the scaling factors for QCGD simulations as discussed earlier. The rise time of the elastic 
wave (calculated as the time difference between points A and B in the rear surface velocity 
profile) is computed to be ~15 ps and ~25 ps for a sample length of 1.2 µm  and 9.6 µm  
respectively. These values compare reasonably well with the experimentally predicted values of 
the rise time of the elastic wave (10.72 ± 1.42 ps) as well as the elastic wave amplitude of 7.82 ± 
0.89 GPa at a sample depth of ~1.44 µm [37] and ~4.3 GPa at a sample depth of 8 µm [40]. It 
should be noted that the calculated elastic precursor values are slightly overpredicted as the 
shock wave velocities predicted by the EAM potential for Al used here (~7.7 km/s and ~7.1 km/s 
for a sample length of 1.2 µm and 9.6 µm, respectively for polycrystalline Al with d = 400nm 
and piston velocity of 1000 m/s) are also overpredicted as compared to that calculated 
experimentally (6.96 ± 0.1 km/s) [38]. In addition, the QCGD calculated values reported here are  
for a fixed average grain size of 400 nm and a piston velocity (shock pressure) of 1000 m/s 
(18.27±0.27 GPa). The experimental values of precursor amplitude, referred to here, are obtained 
from the laser shock experiments on thin films of polycrystalline Al samples and thus, QCGD 
predicted values are likely to differ from experimental values. In addition, the deviations are also 
likely due to an equiaxed initial microstructure in the simulations as compared to experimental 
microstructures. Additional considerations need to account for an accurate description of the 
shock wave structure obtained using laser shock loading [149] as compared to piston impact 
simulations discussed here.  
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        (a)       (b)  
Figure 4.18: Rear surface velocity profiles for polycrystalline Al (average grain size of 400 nm) 
with a sample length of (a) 1.2 µm and (b) 9.6 µm as predicted using L16-QCGD simulations for 
a piston velocity of 1000 m/s. 
Finally, a comparison of the values of HEL predicted using MD and QCGD simulations 
for different polycrystalline systems with the experimentally calculated values is shown in Figure 
4.19. The predicted values for HEL are observed to be in very close agreement with the 
experimentally computed values. The grain size of the polycrystalline microstructure as well as 
piston velocity (shock pressure) is observed to have a significant effect on the rate of evolution 
of defects in the microstructure during shock compression leading to variation in the decay of the 
elastic precursor as a function of sample depth. Experimentally, the variation in the value of HEL 
as a function of sample depth is described using a power law fit with a constant prefactor of 
~8.317 and a constant power law exponent of -0.56 [37, 38] and doesn’t include a dependence on 
microstructure and loading conditions. The power law exponent obtained from QCGD 
simulation is calculated to be ~ -0.33 for sample length upto ~ 10 μm but the prefactor value is 
observed to vary as a function of grain size of the microstructure and the piston velocity (shock 
pressure). 
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Figure 4.19: Computed values for HEL along length of the samples for various polycrystalline 
Al microstructures using MD and QCGD simulations with various levels of coarsening in 
comparison with experimental values. The filled circles represent values obtained from laser 
shock experiments on thin Al films [37, 38, 40] and filled diamonds are the values obtained from 
other plate impact experiments on thicker samples [31, 33, 34, 36]. 
4.3.4 Scaling Relationships for Calculating Atomistic Dislocation Density 
As discussed in the previous sections, QCGD method allows investigation of the effect of 
microstructure and loading conditions on the shock wave propagation behavior of Al 
microstructures at the mesoscales. The QCGD method retains the atomic scale mechanisms of 
evolution of microstructure by modeling the collective evolution of defects using 
superdislocations. However, the density of superdislocations in the coarse-grained microstructure 
varies with the number of R-atoms used to model the atomistic microstructure and thus depends 
on the level of coarsening. This renders comparison of the density of superdislocations across 
different levels of coarsening impractical. Therefore, it is essential to develop consistent scaling 
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factors for estimation of atomistic dislocation density in the coarse-grained microstructures. As a 
first approximation, these scaling factors are calculated by comparing the MD, L2-QCGD and 
L4-QCGD predicted values of total dislocation densities of Shockley partial and Perfect 
dislocations and superdislocations at different times during the shock compression of 
polycrystalline Al microstructure discussed in Section 4.3. The scaling factors for dislocation 
densities (SF
MD/L2
, SF
L2/L4
 and SF
MD/L4
) are calculated using equations (4.8)-(4.10) as described 
below. 
Avg SFMD/L2=Avg(
ρMD
ρL2
)±∆S1        (4.8) 
Avg SFL2/L4=Avg(
ρL2
ρL4
) ± ∆S2       (4.9) 
Avg SFMD/L4=Avg(
ρMD
ρL4
)±∆S3 = {Avg (
ρMD
ρL2
) ±∆S1} * {Avg (
ρL2
ρL4
) ±∆S2}  
                         = ~ {Avg (
ρMD
ρL2
) * Avg (
ρL2
ρL4
)} ± {Avg (
ρMD
ρL2
) *(∆S1+∆S2)}  (4.10) 
The MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD predicted values of total dislocation densities of 
Shockley partial and Perfect dislocations at different times during the shock compression of 
polycrystalline Al microstructure are given in Table 4.8 and 4.9 respectively. It can be inferred 
from Table 4.8 and 4.9 that average scaling factor for the estimation of atomistic dislocation 
density for higher levels of coarsening (for example- L4-QCGD) can also be obtained as a 
“chain-rule” type multiplication of the scaling factors for lower levels of coarsening (i.e. SFMD/L4 
= SF
L2/L4
*SF
MD/L2
).  
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Table 4.8: Values of Shockley partial dislocation/superdislocation density at different times 
during shock compression of polycrystalline Al (100 nm grain size) calculated by MD, L2-
QCGD and L4-QCGD. The scaling factors ( MD/L2SF , L2/L4SF , MD/L4SF ) for the estimation of 
atomistic dislocation density are also listed along with the average values and corresponding 
error bars. 
Time 
(ps) 
𝜌𝑀𝐷 
x10
16 
(m
-2
) 
𝜌𝐿2 
x10
16 
(m
-2
) 
𝜌𝐿4 
x10
16 
(m
-2
) 
𝑆𝐹𝑀𝐷/𝐿2 Avg 
𝑆𝐹𝑀𝐷/𝐿2 
𝑆𝐹𝐿2/𝐿4 Avg  
𝑆𝐹𝐿2/𝐿4 
𝑆𝐹𝑀𝐷/𝐿4 Avg  
𝑆𝐹𝑀𝐷/𝐿4 
0 0.539 0.15 0.0769 3.609 
2.99±0.235 
1.943 
2.98±0.425 
7.016 
8.86±1.12 
2.5 0.959 0.367 0.133 2.618 2.748 7.196 
5 1.756 0.595 0.169 2.952 3.516 10.384 
7.5 2.460 0.797 0.241 3.087 3.308 10.213 
10 2.992 1.02 0.298 2.936 3.425 10.058 
12.5 3.503 1.19 0.37 2.946 3.211 9.462 
15 4.074 1.37 0.448 2.981 3.053 9.103 
17.5 4.591 1.55 0.541 2.964 2.863 8.488 
20 4.996 1.72 0.588 2.910 2.919 8.495 
22.5 5.310 1.83 0.63 2.904 2.903 8.433 
25 5.622 1.89 0.655 2.973 2.886 8.583 
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Table 4.9: Values of Perfect dislocation/superdislocation density at different times during shock 
compression of polycrystalline Al calculated by MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD.  
Time 
(ps) 
𝜌𝑀𝐷x1016 
(m
-2
) 
𝜌𝐿2x1016 
(m
-2
) 
𝜌𝐿4x1016 
(m
-2
) 
SFMD/L2 Avg 
 SFMD/L2 
SFL2/L4 Avg 
 SFL2/L4 
SFMD/L4 Avg 
SFMD/L4 
0 0.900 0.291 0.118 3.093 
2.31±0.32 
2.477 
2.53±0.16 
7.663 
5.84±0.99 
2.5 0.907 0.461 0.189 1.966 2.444 4.807 
5 0.871 0.429 0.191 2.031 2.248 4.568 
7.5 0.919 0.463 0.184 1.986 2.508 4.981 
10 0.969 0.429 0.172 2.261 2.487 5.627 
12.5 0.944 0.42 0.178 2.247 2.363 5.309 
15 0.954 0.433 0.17 2.204 2.545 5.611 
17.5 0.966 0.437 0.166 2.211 2.631 5.818 
20 0.945 0.41 0.157 2.303 2.607 6.006 
22.5 0.979 0.408 0.148 2.404 2.763 6.641 
25 0.981 0.376 0.135 2.609 2.782 7.262 
 
The scaling factors (SF
MD/L2
 and SF
MD/L4
) defined above (equations (4.8)-(4.10)) can be 
used to estimate the evolution of the atomistic values of the dislocation densities of Shockley 
partial and Perfect dislocations within the plastic zone of the propagating shock wave calculated 
using L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD as shown in Figure 4.20. The delay in the nucleation of 
dislocations in the coarse-grained microstructures (owing to higher barriers for dislocation 
nucleation) result in lower values of the atomistic dislocation density in L2-QCGD and L4-
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QCGD microstructures as compared to MD during initial stages of shock compression as shown 
in Figure 4.15. However, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD calculated values converge to MD predicted 
dislocation densities for the Shockley partial and Perfect dislocations as the shock wave 
propagates to larger depth in the microstructure. The plot suggests that the scaling factor for 
Shockley partials and Perfect superdislocations varies as a function of time. Furthermore, the 
scaling factors reported here are purely empirical and are obtained for a fixed microstructure of 
polycrystalline Al and loading condition (piston velocity of 1000 m/s). A more detailed analysis 
is needed to ascertain the role of variation in the microstructure and loading conditions on the 
observed value of scaling factors for different types of dislocations.  
 
Figure 4.20: Evolution of Shockley partial and Perfect dislocation densities behind the plastic 
front as a function of time during impact loading of polycrystalline Al (grain size of 100 nm) at a 
piston velocity of 1000 m/s as predicted by MD, L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD. The L2-QCGD and 
L4-QCGD predicted dislocation densities are scaled using the scaling factors defined in 
equations (4.8)-(4.10).  
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Table 4.10: Variation of densities of Shockley partial and Perfect superdislocations at different 
times during the shock compression of polycrystalline Al (200 nm grain size) as predicted by L4-
QCGD and L8-QCGD. 
Shockley Partial Dislocations Perfect Dislocations 
Time 
(ps) 
𝜌𝐿4x1015 
(m
-2
) 
𝜌𝐿8x1015 
(m
-2
) 
SFL4/L8 Avg SFL4/L8 𝜌𝐿4x1015 
(m-2) 
𝜌𝐿8x1015 
(m-2) 
SFL4/L8 Avg SFL4/L8 
0 0.406 0.211 1.922 
3.06 ±0.464 
0.716 0.306 2.333 
2.41 ±0.12 
4 0.687 0.318 2.158 1.203 0.501 2.399 
8 1.203 0.384 3.127 1.093 0.469 2.326 
12 1.582 0.481 3.283 1.095 0.473 2.316 
16 2.050 0.611 3.355 1.090 0.465 2.340 
20 2.478 0.738 3.356 1.146 0.451 2.541 
24 2.934 0.872 3.362 1.084 0.461 2.350 
28 3.380 1.026 3.294 1.041 0.473 2.198 
32 3.680 1.129 3.259 1.043 0.432 2.411 
36 4.104 1.266 3.241 1.026 0.414 2.476 
40 4.348 1.362 3.193 1.022 0.397 2.575 
44 4.579 1.465 3.125 1.022 0.388 2.633 
48 4.864 1.546 3.144 0.950 0.376 2.523 
 
Similarly, in order to calculate the average scaling factors for the estimation of atomistic 
dislocation density in the L8-QCGD microstructure, the values of total dislocation densities of 
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Shockley partial and Perfect dislocations at different times during the shock compression of 
polycrystalline Al microstructure calculated using L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD are compared in 
Table 4.10.The scaling factor for dislocation densities (SFL4/L8) are calculated using equations 
(4.8)-(4.10) as described above. 
Table 4.11: Variation of densities of Shockley partial and Perfect superdislocations at different 
times during the shock compression of polycrystalline Al (400 nm grain size) as predicted by L8-
QCGD and L16-QCGD. 
Shockley Partial Dislocations Perfect Dislocations 
Time 
(ps) 
𝜌𝐿8 x1014 
(m
-2
) 
𝜌𝐿16 x1014 
(m
-2
) 
SFL8/L16 Avg SFL8/L16 𝜌𝐿8 x1014 
(m-2) 
𝜌𝐿16 x1014 
(m-2) 
SFL8/L16 Avg SFL8/L16 
0 1.563 0.802 1.949 
3.07 ±0.413 
2.891 1.155 2.502 
2.51 ±0.16 
10 2.216 0.804 2.755 2.672 1.127 2.369 
20 3.967 1.293 3.067 2.621 1.121 2.337 
30 5.853 1.692 3.457 2.541 1.052 2.414 
40 7.150 2.107 3.393 2.496 1.105 2.258 
50 8.202 2.567 3.194 2.670 1.077 2.477 
60 9.432 2.927 3.222 2.564 1.012 2.533 
70 10.43 3.229 3.232 2.646 0.974 2.716 
80 11.49 3.604 3.189 2.437 0.912 2.672 
90 12.29 3.880 3.167 2.386 0.935 2.551 
100 12.89 4.056 3.178 2.292 0.828 2.769 
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In order to calculate the average scaling factors for the estimation of atomistic dislocation density 
in the L16-QCGD microstructure, the values of total dislocation densities of Shockley partial and 
Perfect dislocations at different times during the shock compression of polycrystalline Al 
microstructure calculated using L8-QCGD and L16-QCGD are compared in Table 4.11. The 
scaling factor for dislocation densities (SFL8/L16) are calculated using equations (4.8)-(4.10) as 
described above. 
4.4 Conclusions 
In summary, this chapter demonstrates the capability to investigate the shock 
compression behavior of polycrystalline Al systems using MD and QCGD simulations to span 
microstructures with grain sizes ranging from 18 nm to 800 nm and sample lengths ranging from 
300 nm to 9.6 µm. The simulations investigate the evolution of shock wave structure, elastic 
precursor decay and dislocation density as the shock wave propagates through the 
microstructure. The major conclusions are given below:  
(1) The MD simulations predict an increase in the shock front width as a function of propagation 
distance of the shock wave. This is attributed to enhanced scattering of the shock wave as it 
propagates through multiple grains in the polycrystalline microstructure. In addition, the shock 
front width is observed to increase with the grain size and decrease with piston velocity/shock 
pressure at a particular sample depth.  
(2) The propagation velocity of the elastic wave is observed to decrease as a function of sample 
depth. This is attributed to the presence of grain boundaries in the microstructure resulting in 
dissispation of the traveling shock wave. In contrast, the elastic wave velocity is observed to 
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increase with the grain size of the polycrystalline microstructure and the piston velocity/shock 
pressure.  
(3) MD simulations predict a decay in the elastic precursor amplitude (HEL) as a function of 
propagation distance of the shock wave in the polycrystalline microstructure. The decay in the 
HEL is related to the evolution of dislocation densities of Shockley partial and Perfect 
dislocations within the plastic zone of the propagating shock wave. However, at a particular 
sample depth, the amplitude of the elastic wave is observed to increase with the grain size of the 
microstructure as well as with the piston velocity/shock pressure. 
(4) The evolution of shock front width, velocity of the elastic wave and the amplitude of the 
elastic precursor as a function of propagation distance of the shock wave for all the 
polycrystalline microstructures and loading conditions can be accurately described using power 
law fits. 
(5) The capability of the computationally efficient QCGD method to retain the MD predicted 
evolution of shock wave structure (shock front width and velocity of elastic wave), elastic 
precursor decay and dislocation evolution in polycrystalline Al microstructures is demonstrated. 
This allows QCGD method to model the shock wave propagation and decay of the elastic 
precursor wave at mesoscales with grain sizes ranging from 200 nm to 800 nm and system length 
in shock direction ranging from 600 nm to 9.6 μm. 
(6) In addition, the MD and QCGD calculated values of shock front width, elastic wave velocity 
and HEL as a function of sample depth for different polycrystalline microstructures are used to 
define analytical models for the prediction of these properties at sample depth of upto 10 μm in 
polycrystalline Al wth arbitary combination of grain size (ranging from nanoscale to micron 
scale) and shock pressure (ranging from ~10 GPa to ~30 GPa). 
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Thus, the QCGD method shows significant promise to bridge the gap in the 
understanding of the materials behavior under shock loading conditions at the mesoscales and 
provide unique opportunities to enhance the development of continuum models to probe the 
mechanics of materials at the macroscales. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
MESOSCALE MODELING OF DAMAGE EVOLUTION DURING SPALL 
FAILURE OF AL MICROSTRUCTURES 
5.1  Introduction 
The experimental analysis of spall failure behavior of single crystal and polycrystalline 
microstructures has been largely limited to identifying trends in the variation of spall strength of 
the metal as a function of different microstructural and loading parameters (such as strain rate, 
grain size, orientation, initial temperature, shock pressure etc) [7, 19, 46, 50]. The spall strength 
of Al microstructures has been observed to be strongly dependent on the strain rate of loading, 
especially above a strain rate of 10
7
 s
-1
 [38]. The plate impact experiments have measured a spall 
strength rate sensitivity of ~0.06 for strain rates ranging from 10
4
-10
6
 s
-1
 [47, 150]. However, 
laser shock experiments generating strain rates higher than 10
8
 s
-1
 have measured much higher 
rate sensitivity values of ~1 for Al foil [53, 151]. Such drastic increase in the rate-sensitivity of 
spall strength values is attributed to a transition in the mechanism from thermally activated 
dislocation glide at lower rates to relativistic glide at higher strain rates [85]. In addition, the 
experimental characterization of shock compressed and spalled microstructures is carried out 
using shock recovery experiments to gain insights into the void nucleation, growth and 
coalescence mechanisms during spall failure of single crystal and polycrystalline samples. The 
voids have been primarily associated with the presence of second phase particles in the matrix 
materials which either fragment or debond from the ductile matrix [152, 153]. These second 
phase particles could either be hard inclusions such as carbides or nitrides [154-156] or soft 
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inclusions such as sulfides [157]. More recently, laser shock experiments have been carried out 
to investigate the role of microstructure and purity level on the spall response of Al. The 
examination of the spall fracture surface using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) reveals the 
presence of second phase particles inside the void dimples for the case of 99% commercially 
pure Al whereas for the case of 99.999% high purity Al only a small fraction of the dimples 
show the presence of second phase particles as shown in Figure 5.1 [59]. Such a contrasting 
behavior for the case of high purity Al is attributed to alternate void nucleation mechanisms in 
the microstructure. One such possible mechanism is vacancy clustering leading to the formation 
of nanosized void embryos under shock loading [158].  
(a)           (b)  
Figure 5.1: SEM images of the fracture surface for (a) an AA1100 single crystal tested at 
ε=2.4x106 s-1 with a spall strength of 3 GPa, (b) an Al high-purity single crystal tested at ε=5x106 
s
-1
 with spall strength of 3.9 GPa. Reproduced from Ref. [59]. 
A number of experimental studies have also observed an anomalous grain size 
dependence of spall strength [43, 159, 160]. These studies have reported reduced values of spall 
strength for smaller grain size microstructures and have attributed this behavior to the 
availability of higher number of void nucleating sites in the finer grain size microstructures [43]. 
Plate impact experiments have also been carried out to investigate the effect of grain size (d=30, 
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60, 100 and 200 µm) on void nucleation and growth behavior during spall failure [161]. Figure 
5.2(a) shows the optical micrographs of the shock recovered samples which are used to analyze 
the number of voids, the area fraction and the average size of the voids. The quantitative analysis 
of the micrographs reveals that for grain sizes larger than 30 µm, area fraction and average void 
size increases with grain size. In addition, EBSD analysis of the regions marked by dashed 
squares in Figure 5.2(a) shows that void preferentially nucleate and grow along grain boundaries 
as depicted in Figure 5.2(b) [161].  
        (a)                (b)  
Figure 5.2: (a) Optical micrographs of the cross-section of recovered samples with grain size 
(top to bottom) of 30 µm, 60µm, 100 µm and 200 µm, (b) EBSD orientation maps (IPF) of the 
selected areas (marked by dotted square in (a)) for the four microstructures. Reproduced from 
Ref [161].  
While these studies are able to characterize the macroscopic response of the material (spall 
strength dependence on loading conditions), the understanding of the related microstructural 
evolution (i.e. defect evolution) is still in its infancy. Of particular importance are the links 
between the atomic scale processes for the deformation of the microstructure and the observed 
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variation of spall strength. The challenge in addressing these links is attributed to the short length 
and time scale of the experiments that makes it difficult to perform insitu characterization of the 
underlying microstructural processes of defect nucleation, interaction and evolution during 
propagation of the shock wave [61]. 
 A number of continuum level models have been proposed over the last few decades to 
develop fundamental understanding of void growth mechanisms in ductile metals. Some of the 
most widely used models include Gurson model [74] and the modified version known as the 
GTN model [75]. The earlier models primarily focus on void growth in a homogeneous rate-
independent perfectly plastic medium under quasi static loading conditions [76, 77]. However, 
later developments have demonstrated the important role of including the effect of viscoplastic 
medium in the models on the stabilization of the void growth behavior under quasi-static loading 
[78, 79]. In order to model the dynamic growth of voids under extreme conditions of shock 
loading, the effect of inertia, deformation hardening, thermal softening and rate sensitivity in the 
plasticity model becomes extremely important [80-82]. Traditionally, the rate-sensitivity in the 
dynamic void growth models was incorporated using power-law type dependence which is 
primarily applicable only in thermally activated dislocation glide regime at lower strain rates. 
More recently, dynamic void growth models accounting for both thermally activated glide and 
micro-inertia mediated void growth have also been developed [83, 84]. However, these models 
reproduce experimentally observed variation of spall strength of pure Cu over a narrow range of 
strain rates from 10
3
-10
5
 s
-1
 and underestimate the spall strength of Cu at higher strain rates. It is 
believed that at such high strain rates of loading dislocation drag and relativistic effects become 
dominant and need to be incorporated in continuum models of void growth and spall failure to 
reproduce experimentally observed variation of spall strength with strain rate [71, 72, 85]. 
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Theoretical models at the continuum level have also been developed to reproduce the spall 
strength values of single crystal, nanocrystalline and polycrystalline microstructures calculated 
using atomistic simulations and experiments as a function of strain rate as shown in Figure 5.3(a) 
[94]. The model identifies three distinct regimes in which spall strength (a) increases with 
decreasing grain size in accordance with Hall-Petch behavior, (b) anomalously decreases with 
decreasing grain size and (c) is insensitive to grain size as shown by white lines in Figure 5.3(b) 
[94]. However, these models have to make several approximations for the dominant modes of 
plastic deformation, the operating dislocation nucleation mechanism (homogeneous vs 
heterogeneous) and the mechanisms for collective interaction and evolution of the dislocations 
(dislocation reaction, multiplication, annihilation, trapping etc.) as the shock wave propagates 
through the microstructure. The successful application of these models to accurately describe the 
shock and spall response of realistic microstructures therefore requires inclusion of the 
dependence of each of these individual mechanisms on the loading strain rate, temperature, 
microstructure etc. Such approximations become challenging, especially to predict the spall 
response in heterogeneous microstructures that comprise of grain boundaries, interfaces, texture, 
etc. A fundamental understanding of the dynamic evolution of microstructure (dislocations) 
during shock compression at the experimental length scales is a critical challenge in the 
development of the state-of-the-art simulation capabilities that will be able to address the 
mechanics of metallic materials under shock loading conditions. 
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         (a)                      (b)  
Figure 5.3: (a) Comparison of theoretical prediction (dashed lines) with the experimentally 
measured spall strength (open symbols) and MD calculated values (closed symbols), (b) contour 
map demonstrating anomalous grain size dependence of spall strength as a function of strain rate 
as predicted by the model. Experimentally measured spall strength and the values calculated 
using atomistic simulations agree with the trend predicted by theoretical model. Reproduced 
from Ref [94]. 
 At the atomic scale, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to gain fundamental 
understanding of void nucleation and growth mechanism under high strain rate loading. MD 
simulations have been successfully used in the past to understand the evolution of microstructure 
during shock compression and spall failure of metallic materials [86, 108, 162-166]. In addition, 
MD simulations have been performed to understand the mechanism of void growth by 
dislocation emission from the surface of the nanosize spherical void embedded in single crystal 
matrix under uniaxial loading conditions [56, 100-106]. The emitted dislocation loops carry 
material from the void surface into the bulk, allowing the growth of void as shown in Figure 5.4 
[101]. In comparison, the fundamental understanding of nucleation and evolution mechanism of 
voids under shock loading conditions is still in infancy. MD simulations have also been carried 
out to understand the effect of grain boundary energy and structure on void nucleation resistance 
of different grain boundaries in FCC Cu and identify grain boundaries that render higher spall 
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strengths under shock loading conditions [98]. Similarly, higher values for the spall strength 
have been found for nanocrystalline grain size microstructures that nucleate higher densities of 
twinning dislocations at the onset of void nucleation for Cu [87]. While MD simulations are able 
to provide fundamental insights into the plasticity mechanism and void growth mechanisms of 
individual voids in the microstructure, the role of shock loading conditions (shock pressure, 
shock pulse etc.) and the microstructural features (grain size, grain orientations etc.) on the void 
nucleation and growth behavior is still not clear. In addition, a current challenge with the 
applicability of MD simulations to probe the microstructural response is attributed to the high 
computational cost of the simulations. This limits the applicability of MD simulations to model 
spall failure in nanoscale grain size microstructures which primarily lead to intergranualar spall 
failure. This chapter demonstrates the capabilities of QCGD simulations [114] to bridge the 
mesoscale gap in the understanding of damage nucleation and evolution behavior for Al 
microstructures.  
(a)              (b)  
Figure 5.4: (a)-(b) Emission of multiple shear loops from surface of the void under hydrostatic 
tensile loading simulation at a strain rate of 10
8
 s
-1
. Reproduced from Ref [101].  
The previous chapters have demonstarted the capability of QCGD method to model the 
shock compression behavior (i.e. evolution of shock wave structure, shock velocity, Hugoniot 
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elastic limit, dislocation density evolution etc.) and the spall strength dependence on strain rate 
of polycrystalline Al microstructures at mesoscales. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to first 
demonstarte the capability of QCGD method to reproduce the damage nucleation and growth 
mechanism in polcyrystalline Al microstructure as predicted by MD simulations at the atomic 
scale. The damage nucleation aspect is addressed by comparing the evolution of distribution of 
voids and the role of different types of dislocations at the spall plane in the polycrystalline 
microstructure as predicted by MD and L2-QCGD. The damage growth is quantified in terms of 
evolution of width of the spall region, volume fraction and size of voids during the simulation as 
predicted by MD and L2-QCGD for the same polycrystalline microstructure. The second aim is 
to demonstrate the application of higher levels (L4 and L8) of QCGD to model damage evolution 
in polycrystalline microstructures well beyond the reach of conventional MD simulations. The 
effect of microstructure (grain size) on the damage nucleation and evolution is investigated by 
comparing the behavior of nanocrystalline system (average grain size of 15 nm) modeled using 
MD and polycrystalline systems (average grain sizes of 100 nm and 400 nm) modeled using L4 
and L8-QCGD with a constant system length of 1200 nm in the shock direction. In addition, 
simulations are carried out to investigate the effect of shock loading pulse on damage nucleation 
and evolution behavior in polycrystalline microstructure with grain sizes of 100 nm and 400 nm.  
5.2 Damage Evolution in Polycrystalline Al: Comparison between MD and L2-
QCGD 
The validation of the capability of L2-QCGD to reproduce the MD predicted mechanism 
of void nucleation and growth in polycrystalline Al microstructure during shock loading is 
discussed here. The validation of L2-QCGD is carried out by modeling a system with 
dimensions of 100 nm x 100 nm x 150 nm (consisting of ~89 million atoms for MD and ~11 
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million R-atoms for L2-QCGD) and an average grain size of 50 nm. The details of the loading 
conditions and the analysis methods are the same as discussed previously in Chapter 3. A 
comparison of contour plot for the evolution of pressure as a function of time as predicted by 
MD and L2-QCGD is shown in Figure 5.5(a) and (b) respectively. L2-QCGD accurately 
reproduces the propagation of the high pressure compressive wave (red color region), reflection 
and interaction of the rarefaction wave with the tail of the pressure wave to produce a region of 
high triaxial tensile stress (blue color region) resulting in nucleation of voids in the sample. The 
peak value of the tensile pressure (spall strength) predicted by MD and L2-QCGD are compared 
in Table 5.1. It can be inferred that L2-QCGD calculated value of spall strength is slightly higher 
(factor of ~0.95) as compared to MD value. Similar scaling of spall strength value has also been 
reported in Chapter 3. The MD and L2-QCGD calculated values of the tensile strain rate 
obtained from the rear surface velocity profile are also compared in Table 5.1.  
(a)        (b)  
Figure 5.5: Pressure contour plot showing evolution of compressive and tensile pressure as 
predicted by (a) MD, (b) L2-QCGD and (c) Comparison MD and L2-QCGD calculated rear 
surface velocity profile during impact loading of polycrystalline Al (grain size of 50 nm) at a 
piston velocity of 1000 m/s 
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Table 5.1: Calculated values of the shock front width (δZ), peak shock pressure (Pshock), strain 
rate (  ) generated and the spall strength ( sp ) predicted by MD and L2-QCGD for impact 
loading of polycrystalline Al (d=50 nm) at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s 
 Shock Front Width, 
δZ (nm) 
shockP (GPa) sp  (GPa) 
 x 109 (s-1) 
MD 53.05 18.27 5.97 7.17 
L2-QCGD 54.87 18.03 6.22 6.70 
 
 One of the key aspects of the spall failure behavior addressed in this chapter is the 
nucleation and evolution of damage during spall failure of the microstructure. In order to 
investigate the mechanism of void nucleation in the nanocrystalline microstructure, a plot of the 
temporal evolution of densities of different types of dislocations and the number of voids is 
shown in Figure 5.6. The MD predicted dislocation densities are plotted in Figure 5.6(a) and (b) 
whereas the L2-QCGD predicted densities of representative superdislocations (*denotes 
representative superdislocation density) as a function of time are shown in Figure 5.6(c) and (d). 
The lesser number of R-atoms in QCGD simulation renders lower value of representative 
superdislocation density as compared to atomistic dislocation density in MD simulation. 
However, as shown in chapter 4, appropriate scaling factors can be used to estimate atomistic 
value of dislocation density in a coarse-grained microstructure. It can be inferred from the plots 
that L2-QCGD accurately reproduces MD predicted trend in the temporal evolution of different 
types of dislocations during shock compression and spall failure. MD simulations suggest a sharp 
increase in the density of Shockley partial and stair-rod dislocations in the microstructure prior to 
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void nucleation. The peak in the value of stair-rod dislocation density corresponds to the peak in 
the number of voids in the microstructure. This trend in the evolution of voids and density of 
Shockley partial and stair-rod superdislocation is also accurately captured by L2-QCGD 
simulation. Thus, L2-QCGD accurately captures the atomic scale mechanism of void nucleation 
in nanocrystalline microstructure as predicted by MD simulation.  
(a)             (b)  
(c)             (d)  
Figure 5.6: MD predicted temporal evolution of (a) number of voids and density of Shockley 
partials and Perfect dislocations, (b) number of voids and density of Stair-rod, Hirth and Frank 
dislocations.  L2-QCGD predicted temporal evolution of (c) number of representative voids and 
density of Shockley partials and Perfect superdislocations, (d) number of representative voids 
and density of Stair-rod, Hirth and Frank superdislocations. 
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In addition, the spatial distribution of dislocation density and the number of voids as a 
function of sample length in shock direction at the time of peak number of voids in the 
microstructure is compared in Figure 5.7. The distribution of Shockley partial dislocations and 
superdislocations calculated by MD and L2-QCGD is shown in Figure 5.7(a) and (b), 
respectively whereas distribution of density of stair-rod dislocations and superdislocations as 
predicted by MD and L2-QCGD is shown in Figure 5.7(c) and (d), respectively. The width of the 
spall plane (δW) at a particular time during the spall failure process is defined based on the 
difference between the maximum and minimum coordinates of voids in the shock direction as 
marked by dashed red rectangle in Figure 5.7. It can be clearly observed that the Shockley partial 
dislocations are uniformly distributed in the entire microstructure whereas stair-rod dislocations 
are preferentially nucleated at the spall plane (as seen by high local density of stair-rod 
dislocations in the region bounded by red dashed rectangle). The L2-QCGD predicted 
distribution of Shockley partial and stair-rod superdislocations accurately captures the MD 
predicted trend. This further validates the correlation between void nucleation and stair-rod 
dislocations and also demonstrates that QCGD method accurately reproduces atomic scale 
mechanisms of spall failure as predicted by MD simulations.  
A comparison of L2-QCGD and MD predicted evolution of void volume fraction is 
shown in Figure 5.8(a). The void nucleation in case of coarse-grained microstructure is observed 
to be delayed by a few ps. Thus, the evolution of void fraction and number of voids in Figure 5.8 
is plotted as a function of δt, where δt=0 corresponds to the time of nucleation of first void in the 
microstructure. 
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(a)  
(b)  
(c)  
(d)  
Figure 5.7: Distribution of number of voids and density of Shockley partial dislocations and 
superdislocations as predicted by (a) MD and (b) L2-QCGD. Distribution of number of voids 
and density of Stair-rod dislocations and superdislocations as a function of sample length in the 
shock direction as predicted by (c) MD and (d) L2-QCGD 
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It can be inferred from the plot that the void fraction in case of MD simulations grows faster than 
L2-QCGD. Thus, for the same value of δt, L2-QCGD calculated value of void fraction is smaller 
than the MD calculated value as shown in Figure 5.8(a). A comparison of the temporal evolution 
of number of voids in the polycrystalline microstructure calculated using MD and L2-QCGD is 
plotted in Figure 5.8(b). Here, Nv denotes the number of voids in the atomistic microstructure 
and Nv* denotes the number of representative voids in L2-QCGD microstructure. Since lesser 
number of R-atoms (1/8
th
) are used to model the atomistic microstructure, the number of voids 
nucleated in the coarse-grained microstructure (i.e. representative voids) are observed to be 
significantly lower as compared to the atomistic microstructure as shown in Figure 5.8(b). It can 
be seen from the plot that L2-QCGD accurately reproduces the trend in the evolution of number 
of voids in the microstructure as predicted by MD simulation. The temporal evolution of number 
of voids can be divided into two major stages: nucleation dominated stage (marked by sharp rise 
in the number of voids) and growth and coalescence stage (marked by gradual decrease in the 
number of voids). The dashed red and blue lines corresponds to the peak number of voids and 
mark the end of the nucleation stage in MD and L2-QCGD predicted microstructures 
respectively. Since the void nucleation is slightly delayed in the case of L2-QCGD simulation, 
the peak in the number of voids also occur at a later time as compared to the peak in MD 
simulation. 
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(a)             (b)  
Figure 5.8: Comparison of MD and L2-QCGD calculated temporal evolution of (a) void volume 
fraction and (b) total number of voids (Nv)/representative voids (Nv*) during impact loading of 
polycrystalline Al (d=50 nm) at a piston velocity of 1000 m/s 
 Another important aspect of spall failure process is the growth and coalesence of 
nucleated voids in the microstructure. In order to quantify the rate of growth of damage in the 
microstructure, MD and L2-QCGD predicted distribution of empty cells belonging to each void 
at the time of peak number of voids are plotted in Figure 5.9(a) and (b) and at a void fraction of 
~0.085 are compared in Figure 5.9(c) and (d). Here, each empty cell is represented by a sphere 
and colored according to the radius of the individual void to which it belongs. It should be noted 
that reduced number of R-atoms in L2-QCGD simulation result in the nucleation of reduced 
number of representative voids in microstructure. However, it can be seen from the plots that L2-
QCGD simulation reproduces the size distribution and the complex shape of the growing void as 
predicted by MD simulation. 
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 (a)           (b)  
(c)             (d)  
Figure 5.9: Distribution of empty cells depicting the size and shape of individual voids during 
spall failure of polycrystalline Al microstructure at a time of peak number of voids as predicted 
by (a) MD and (b) L2-QCGD and at void fraction of ~0.085 as predicted by (c) MD and (d) l2-
QCGD. Each empty cell is represented by a sphere and colored according to the radius of the 
void. 
A comparison of the nanocrystalline microstructure at the end of the simulation (i.e. t=50 
ps) as predicted by MD and L2-QCGD is shown in Figure 5.10(a) and (b) respectively. The 
atoms are colored according to CNA and CSP values. The yellow color atoms are bulk FCC, 
dark blue are disordered/grain boundary atoms and orange represents surface/void atoms. The 
voids are observed to nucleate and grow along the same grain boundaries in both the cases.  
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(a)             (b)  
Figure 5.10: Microstructural snapshot at the end of the simulation (i.e. t=50 ps) showing the 
distribution of voids spall failure of polycrystalline Al as predicted by (a) MD and (b) L2-
QCGD. Atoms are colored according to CNA values. Light green are bulk FCC atoms, dark blue 
are disordered/grain boundary atoms and orange are atoms belonging to surface/voids  
The distribution of voids in the microstructure can also be used to calculate the evolution 
of spall plane width as a function of time. The width of the spall plane is normalized with the 
average grain size (d) and plotted as a function of time (δt) in Figure 5.11(a). Here δt=0 
corresponds to the time of nucleation of first void in the microstructure. The plot shows a close 
agreement between MD and L2-QCGD predicted spall plane width at different times. It is 
important to note that the spall plane width in both cases is much larger than the average grain 
size of the microstructure (δW/d > 1). Thus, the failure mode is observed to be intergranualar 
with voids primarily nucleating and growing along the grain boundaries. In addition, the largest 
void in the microstructure at the end of the simulation is identified and its growth history is 
plotted as a function of time (δt) as shown in Figure 5.11(b). The diameter of the void is 
normalized with the average grain size of the microstructure. The entire growth profile of the 
void can be divided into two phases: the nucleation and coalescence dominated phase (PI) and 
the growth dominated phase (PII). The dashed red and blue lines separate the two phases of void 
growth in MD and L2-QCGD simulation respectively. Each jump in the void growth curve 
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during PI signify a coalescence event in the microstructure. The transition from PI to PII occurs 
5 ps after the first void nucleates in the microstructure in the case of MD simulation as compared 
to 8 ps in the case of L2-QCGD simulation. The growth of the void in phase PII is observed to 
follow a power-law behavior. The void will continue to grow until the diameter of the void 
becomes larger than the lateral dimesion (Lx and Ly) of the microstructure (i.e. twice the average 
grain size) as depicted by dashed black line in the plot. It should be noted that L2-QCGD 
accurately reproduces the MD predicted trend in the growth of the void during the two phases. 
However, the size of the largest void in L2-QCGD microstructure is observed to be consistently 
smaller as compared to that in MD which is attributed to slight delay in the nucleation of the 
voids in the coarse-grained microstructure. Thus, the final diameter of the void in L2-QCGD 
microstructure at the end of the simulation (i.e. t=50 ps) is also observed to be smaller as 
compared to that in MD. 
(a)             (b)  
Figure 5.11: Temporal evolution of (a) normalized width of the spall plane and (b) radius of the 
largest void in the microstructure calculated using MD and L2-QCGD during spall failure of 
polycrystalline Al (d=50 nm) 
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5.3 Effect of Shock Pulse Duration on Nucleation and Evolution of Damage  
The effect of shock pulse duration on the wave propagation and spall failure behavior of 
polycrystalline Al with average grain size of 100 nm and 400 nm is discussed here. The 
polycrystalline Al microstructure (d=100 nm) is subjected to impact loading at piston velocity of 
1000 m/s and shock pulse durations of 100 ps, 50 ps and 25 ps. A comparison of the contour plot 
of pressure evolution for different shock pulse durations is shown in Figure 5.12(a)-(c).  
(a)       (b)       (c)  
(d)       (e)       (f)  
Figure 5.12: Pressure contour plot showing the evolution of compressive and tensile pressure 
during impact loading of polycrystalline Al with a grain size of 100 nm and for shock pulse of 
(a) 100 ps, (b) 50 ps and (c) 25 ps and grain size of 400 nm for shock pulse duration of (d) 100 ps 
and (e) 50 ps. (f) Calculated values of atomistic spall strength as a function of strain rate. 
The shorter pulse durations of 50 ps and 25 ps result in a decrease in the intensity (shock 
pressure) of the compressive shock wave as it propagates through the microstructure. This leads 
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to a weaker intensity shock wave arriving at the rear surface resulting in variations in the tensile 
regions and hence the spall behavior. Similarly, a comparison of the contour plot of pressure 
evolution for the 400 nm grain size polycrystalline Al system (modeled using L8-QCGD) 
subjected to impact loading using a shock pulse of 100 ps and 50 ps is shown in Figure 5.12(d) 
and (e), respectively. The pressure evolution is observed to be similar to the 100 nm grain size 
microstructure. The shorter pulse duration of 50 ps result in a reduction in the shock pressure as 
the compressive wave reaches the rear surface. The values of the atomistic spall strength 
(corrected using scaling factors discussed in chapter 3) obtained from these plots are listed in 
Table 5.2. 
A comparison of the rear surface velocity profiles for the three pulse durations (100 ps, 
50 ps and 25 ps) for the 100 nm grain size system is shown in Figure 5.13(a) and for 400 nm 
grain size system for a pulse duration of 100 ps and 50 ps is shown in Figure 5.13(b). The 
reduction in the intensity of the compressive wave leads to a decrease in the peak velocity of the 
rear surface for shorter pulse durations for both the grain size microstructures. The calculated 
values of the tensile strain rate from the rear surface velocity profiles for the two microstructures 
for different shock pulse durations are compared in Table 5.2. It can be inferred from the Table 
that for 100 nm grain size system, similar strain rates are generated for shock pulse of 100 ps and 
50 ps whereas for the shock pulse of 25 ps the calculated value of tensile strain rate is reduced by 
a factor of ~0.5. The variation in the strain rates is also reflected in the variation of spall strength 
of the three cases. In addition, an increase in the grain size of the microstructure from 100 nm to 
400 nm results in a decrease in the value of the calculated strain rate and spall strength. The 
calculated values of spall strength as a function of strain rate for the two polycrystalline 
microstructures are plotted in Figure 5.12(f). It can be seen from the plot that spall strength 
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values are strongly dependent on the strain rate and are observed to increase with the loading 
strain rate. 
Table 5.2: Details of the system dimensions, grain size, shock pulse, calculated values of spall 
strength and strain rate for impact loading of polycrystalline Al microstructures at a piston 
velocity of 1000 m/s 
Modeling 
Method 
Dimension 
(nm x nm x nm) 
Grain 
Size (nm) 
Shock Pulse 
(ps) 
sp  (GPa) 
 x 10
9
 (s
-1
) 
L4 200 x 200 x 1200 100 100 5.28 1.03 
L4 200 x 200 x 1200 100 50 5.22 1.05 
L4 200 x 200 x 1200 100 25 4.45 0.52 
L8 800 x 800 x 1200 400 100 5.14 0.82 
L8 800 x 800 x 1200 400 50 4.96 0.75 
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(a)             (b)  
(c)            (d)  
Figure 5.13: (a) Variation of rear surface velocity as a function of time during impact loading of 
polycrystalline Al microstructure with grain size of (a) 100 nm and (b) 400 nm. Void fraction as 
a function of time for impact loading of polycrystalline Al microstructure with grain size of (c) 
100 nm and (d) 400 nm. 
A comparison of the evolution of total void fraction for the three loading pulses for 100 
nm grain size system is shown in Figure 5.13(c) and for 400 nm grain size system for a pulse 
duration of 100 ps and 50 ps is shown in Figure 5.13(d). A continuous increase in the void 
fraction as a function of time for the case of 100 ps and 50 ps shock pulse indicates a continuous 
growth in the volume of the nucleated voids in the microstructure. However, the void fraction for 
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the case of 25 ps shock pulse shows an initial increase followed by a decrease which indicates 
arrested (limited) growth of the nucleated voids in the microstructure as the system continues to 
expand. Thus, the total void fraction at the end of the simulation (i.e. t=400 ps) is observed to 
decrease with the decrease in the shock pulse. Similar trend in the evolution of total void fraction 
is observed for the pulse duration of 100 ps and 50 ps for 400 nm grain size polycrystalline 
microstructure. 
 A comparison of the microstructure at the end of the simulation (i.e. t=400 ps) for a shock 
pulse of 100 ps, 50 ps and 25 ps is shown in Figure 5.14(a), (b) and (c), respectively. For the case 
of 25 ps shock pulse, only atoms belonging to surface (orange atoms) are shown in Figure 
5.14(c) to clearly visualize the location of the voids in the microstructure. The atoms in the 
microstructural snapshots are colored according to CNA values and the color coding is the same 
as described earlier. It can be seen from the plot that the spall failure in all the three cases is 
primarily intergranualar with voids growing along the grain boundaries. The size of the largest 
void in the microstructure is observed to decrease with the decrease in shock pulse. For the case 
of 25 ps shock pulse, the size of the nucleated voids is observed to be significantly smaller as 
compared to 100 ps and 50 ps shock pulse as shown in Figure 5.14(c). This indicates that the 
tensile pressure generated in the microstructure is insufficient for the growth of the nucleated 
voids. Such a mode of spall failure is characterized as incipient spall in experiments. The 
distribution of voids, as shown in the microstructural snapshot in Figure 5.14(c), indicates that 
the void nucleation is primarily occuring along a few grain boundaries. A more detailed analysis 
is required to understand the role of grain boundaries in the nucleation of incipient spall in the 
microstructure and will be a focus of future work. In addition, the effect of shock pulse duration 
on the size distribution of voids and the final microstructure of 400 nm grain size polycrystalline 
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Al sample is compared in Figure 5.15(a) and (b). The failure in both the cases is observed to be 
primarily intergranualar and the size of the largest void as well as the width of the spall plane at 
the end of the simulation is observed to be smaller for the microstructure shock compressed for a 
pulse duration of 50 ps. Thus, QCGD simulations open up opportunities to investigate the 
mechanisms of spall failure which are beyond the capabilities of conventional MD simulations 
and complement experiemental observations. 
(a)  
(b)  
(c)  
Figure 5.14: Comparison of microstructural snapshots of spall failure of polycrystalline Al 
(d=100 nm) subjected to impact loading using a shock pulse of (a) 100 ps, (b) 50 ps and (c) 25 ps 
at the end of simulation (i.e. t=400 ps). The atoms are colored according to CNA values. Light 
green are bulk FCC atoms, dark blue are disordered/grain boundary atoms and orange atoms 
belong to surface/voids 
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(a)             (b)  
Figure 5.15: Comparison of microstructural snapshots of spall failure of polycrystalline Al 
(d=400 nm) subjected to impact loading using a shock pulse of (a) 100 ps and (b) 50 ps at the 
end of simulation (i.e. t=400 ps). The atoms are colored according to CNA values. Light green 
are bulk FCC atoms, dark blue are disordered/grain boundary atoms and orange atoms belong to 
surface/voids. 
5.4 Effect of Grain Size on Nucleation and Evolution of Damage  
The effect of grain size on the spall failure (void nucleation and evolution) behavior of 
polycrystalline Al is investigated by modeling a nanocrystalline microstructure with average 
grain size of 15 nm using MD and polycrystalline microstructures with average grain sizes of 
100 nm and 400 nm using L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD respectively. The length of the system in 
the shock loading direction is kept constant (Lz=1200 nm) for all the microstructures whereas the 
lateral dimensions (Lx and Ly) are chosen to be 2 times the average grain size. The details of the 
system dimensions, shock loading pulse, number of atoms/R-atoms used to model different 
microstructures are given in Table 5.3.  
The contour plot of pressure evolution for different grain size microstructures (d=15 nm, 
100 nm and 400 nm) subjected to impact loading at piston velocity of 1000 m/s and shock pulse 
of 100 ps are compared in Figure 5.16(a)-(c). The calculated values of peak tensile pressure 
(spall strength) from the contour plots of pressure evolution for different grain size 
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microstructures are listed in Table 5.3. The spall strength values for L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD 
are corrected using the scaling factors discussed in Chapter 3 to estimate the atomistic spall 
strength.  
(a)       (b)       (c)   
Figure 5.16: MD and QCGD predicted pressure contour plot showing the evolution of 
compressive and tensile pressure during impact loading of polycrystalline Al for grain size of (a) 
15 nm, (b) 100 nm and (c) 400 nm 
 
A comparison plot of the rear surface velocity profiles for different microstructures is 
shown in Figure 5.17 and the calculated values of tensile strain rates are given in Table 5.3. In 
the case of larger grain size microstructures (i.e. d=100 nm and 400 nm), the elastic wave 
 
Figure 5.17: Variation of rear surface velocity as a function of time for impact loading of 
polycrystalline Al microstructures with grain sizes of 15 nm, 100 nm and 400 nm 
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reaches the rear surface in shorter time due to higher velocity of the elastic wave as can be seen 
from rear surface velocity profile in Figure 5.17. 
Table 5.3: Details of the system dimensions, grain size, calculated values of spall strength and 
strain rate for impact loading of polycrystalline Al microstructures at a piston velocity of 1000 
m/s 
Modeling 
Method 
Dimension 
(nm x nm x nm) 
Grain Size (nm) 
sp  (GPa)  x 10
9
 (s
-1
) 
MD 30 x 30 x 1200 15 5.24 1.08 
L4 200 x 200 x 1200 100 5.28 1.03 
L8 800 x 800 x 1200 400 5.14 0.82 
 
As seen from Table 5.3, the spall strength values for the various polycrystalline 
microstructures do not show a strong dependence on the grain size. The spall strength value for 
the 100 nm grain size system is observed to be slightly higher than the 400 nm grain size 
microstructure while it decreases when the grain size is reduced to 15 nm (which is likely due to 
inverse Hall-Petch effect at very small grain sizes). The calculated values of tensile strain rates 
for the three microstructures are also observed to be very similar due to same length of the 
sample in the shock direction and same loading conditions. Thus, similar values of the spall 
strength for different microstructures can be attributed to similar strain rates generated in the 
system during tensile loading. In contrast, the strain rate shows a strong dependence on the 
length of the sample in the shock direction. For example- increasing the sample length from 150 
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nm (for average grain size, d=50 nm) to 1200 nm leads to a decrease in strain rate by almost an 
order of magnitude as can be seen from the calculated values in Table 5.1. 
              (a)  
             (b)  
(c)  
Figure 5.18: Comparison of microstructural snapshots of spall failure of polycrystalline Al for 
grain sizes of (a) 15 nm, (b) 100 nm and (c) 400 nm at the end of simulation (i.e. t=400 ps). The 
atoms are colored according to CNA values. Light green are bulk FCC atoms, dark blue are 
disordered/grain boundary atoms and orange atoms belong to surface/voids 
The effect of grain size on the evolution behavior of voids and growth of the damage 
zone is investigated by comparing the microstructural snapshots at the end of the simulation (i.e. 
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t=400 ps) for all the cases as shown in Figure 5.18. The small grain size and lateral dimensions 
of nanocrystalline sample (d=15 nm and Lx=Ly=30 nm) result in rapid coalescence of nucleated 
voids along the grain boundaries. The diameter of the coalesced voids rapidly grow larger than 
the lateral dimension of the sample (i.e. 30 nm) resulting in fragmentation of the material at 
multiple locations in the microstructure as shown in Figure 5.18(a). Thus, the nanoscale 
dimensions of the systems modeled using MD simulations doesn’t allow investigating the 
mechanisms of intragranualar spall failure and limits the investigation of the growth behavior of 
coalesced voids for very short duration of time. For the case of 100 nm and 400 nm grain size 
microstructures, the spall failure is also observed to be primarily intergranualar as seen in Figure 
5.18(b) and (c), respectively. However, in both the cases the spall failure is dominated by the 
growth of one large coalesced void in the microstructure as opposed to multiple fragmented 
zones for the case of 15 nm grain size microstructure. 
5.5 Model for Evolution of Spall Width and Void Growth 
The distribution of voids at different times during spall failure of polycrystalline 
microstructures is used to investigate the evolution of spall plane width as a function of time. 
The width of the spall plane (δW) is calculated by identifying the maximum and minimum 
coordinates of the voids in the shock direction at different times during the simulation. The 
variation of the normalized width of the spall plane (δW/d) as a function of time,δt (δt=0 
indicates the time of nucleation of first void in the microstructure), for the different Al 
microstructures can be described using power law fits as shown by solid lines as shown in Figure 
5.19(a). The width of the spall plane is observed to be larger than the average grain size of the 
microstructure (as indicated by dashed black line) for all the cases considered in the current 
study. This results in spall failure occuring primarily along the grain boundaries in all the cases. 
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However, for the same grain size of the microstructure, the width of the spall plane is observed 
to be slighlty smaller for lower shock pulse. In addition, Figure 5.19(b) compares the variation of 
normalized diameter of the largest void (Dv/d) as a function of time (δt) for different 
microstructures. The dashed black line indicates the lateral dimensions of the different 
microstructures (Lx and Ly are twice the average grain size). It can be seen from the plot that for 
the nanocrystalline system (grain size of 15 nm) modeled using MD, the size of largest void 
becomes greater than the lateral dimension of the system within few picoseconds after 
nucleation. This results in multiple fragmentation of the microstructure as shown earlier in 
Figure 5.18(a). In all the other cases, the size of largest void at the end of the simulation is 
smaller than the lateral dimension of the microstructure allowing to investigate the growth 
behavior of voids during intergranualar spall failure. The growth curves of voids can be divided 
into two main phases: the initial phase (PI) is dominated by nucleation and coalescence of voids 
(resulting in several jumps in the curve) whereas the second phase (PII) is dominated by 
continuous growth of the coalesced void (which follows a power-law growth behavior). The 
black arrow in Figure 5.19(b) indicates the beginning of phase PII for different microstructures. 
In addition for the same grain size microstructure, the diameter of the largest void is also 
observed to be smaller for the lower shock pulse. Thus, QCGD simulations show significant 
promise to extend the current understanding of spall failure behavior of nanocrystalline 
microstructures modeled using MD to much larger length and time scales and bridge the gap 
between atomistic and experimental length scales.  
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(a)             (b)  
Figure 5.19: Temporal evolution of (a) normalized width of the spall plane and (b) radius of the 
largest void in the microstructure during spall failure of polycrystalline Al (d=15 nm, 100 nm 
and 400 nm) modeled using MD, L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD and subjected to impact loading 
using a shock pulse of 100 ps and 50 ps. 
5.6 Conclusions 
 In summary, large scale MD and QCGD simulations are carried out to investigate the 
effect of microstructure (grain size) and loading conditions (shock pulse) on damage nucleation 
and evolution behavior of polycrystalline Al under shock loading conditions. The MD 
simulations suggest nucleation of high density of stair-rod dislocations at the spall plane at the 
time of void nucleation and thus provide evidence for dominating role of stair-rod dislocations in 
void nucleation during spall failure of polycrystalline Al microstructure. The capability of L2-
QCGD to accurately model the spall failure behavior of polycrystalline Al microstructure is 
validated by reproducing the MD predicted mechanism of void nucleation. In addition, L2-
QCGD accurately reproduces the evolution of spall plane width, volume fraction and the size of 
voids in the microstructure as predicted by MD. The second part of the chapter focusses on 
application of MD, L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD to investigate the effect of grain size (d=15 nm, 
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100 nm and 400 nm) on the spall failure behavior of polycrystalline Al systems with constant 
length of 1.2 µm in the shock direction. The small grain size and lateral dimensions (d=15 nm, 
Lx=Ly=30 nm) of nanocrystalline sample modeled using MD result in rapid coalescence of 
nucleated voids along the grain boundaries leading to fragmentation of material at multiple 
locations in the microstructure. In comparison, for the case of 100 nm and 400 nm grain size 
microstructures, the spall failure is governed by the growth of one large void in the 
microstructure. The width of the spall plane in all the cases is observed to be larger than the 
average grain size of the microstructure resulting in intergranualar mode of failure. Similarly, the 
polycrystalline microstructure (d=100 nm) is subjected to impact loading for pulse durations of 
100 ps, 50 ps and 25 ps to investigate the effect of shock pulse on nucleation and evolution of 
damage in the microstructure. The total void fraction as well as the size of the largest void in the 
microstructure at the end of the simulation is observed to decrease with the decrease in the shock 
pulse. In particular, the void fraction for the case of 25 ps shock pulse shows an intial increase 
followed by a decrease which indicates arrested (limited) growth of the nucleated voids in the 
microstructure. For all the microstructures modeled in the current study, the width of the spall 
plane is observed to be much larger than the average grain size of the microstructure resulting in 
intergranualar mode of spall failure. Thus, microstructures with grain size significantly larger 
than the width of the spall plane are needed to investigate the nucleation and growth mechanism 
of intragranualar mode of spall failure using QCGD simulations. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
MESOSCALE MODELING OF THERMODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR AND 
SHOCK RESPONSE OF TI MICROSTRUCTURES 
6.1  Introduction 
Lighweight HCP metals like Ti and their alloys are promising candidates for a variety of 
structural applications due to their significant weight savings and the high strengths rendered. As 
a result, the recent advancements in the field of additive manufacturing (AM) have largely 
focused on optimizing the process parameters  for fabrication of complex structural components 
of Ti-6Al-4V (Ti64) alloys for aerospace repair applications. These advancements rely on a 
fundamental understanding of the melting behavior of Ti64 powder particles using high energy 
laser beams [167-170]. The laser melting of the powdered particles is a collection of various 
complex phenomena involving melt nucleation and propagation, coalescence of two or more 
liquid particles, heat generation and transfer across interfaces etc. Hence, the successful design 
and optimization of the AM process relies on the fundamental understanding of the melting 
behavior of pure Ti and Ti alloy powders. The typical sizes of powder particles are on the order 
of few tens of microns and the time scales related to melting of the particles is likely to span 
hundreds of nanoseconds making it extremely difficult to characterize the melting behavior, the 
coalescence behavior of the melted particles and  the associated evolution of temperature during 
AM using experiments alone.  
In addition, the applicability of Ti alloys as blast and penetration resistant materials [1, 3, 
171] necessiates a fundamental understanding of the shock response and the dynamic failure 
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micromechanisms at the atomic scales. The complexity of the understanding of these 
mechanisms is attributed to the complex deformation modes in HCP systems [172-176] during 
shock wave propagation in the metal and dynamic failure attributed to nucleation and evolution 
of voids (spallation) or due to shear localization (shear band formation) [4, 177-181]. The short 
time and length scales of the phenomena, however, make the understanding of these mechanisms 
extremely challenging using experiments alone [61]. In addition, the current experimental studies 
to determine the strain rate dependence of the spall strengths of polycrystalline Ti systems are 
limited to values of ~10
5
 s
-1
 [182, 183]. The strain rate dependence of the spall strengths is 
therefore speculated using power-law relationships at the higher strain rates of up to 10
10
 s
-1
. As 
a result, the current understanding of the shock wave structures, the wave velocities, the 
evolution of temperature due to plastic deformation, the interactions of the waves, the 
micromechanisms for spall failure and the spall strengths at the higher strain rates in Ti 
microstructures is still in its infancy.  
The classical molecular dynamics (MD) method is capable of providing the critical 
insights in the atomic scale mechanisms of these phenomena and complementing the 
experimental analysis. Successful examples of MD simulations have investigated mechanisms 
related to laser-induced melting of FCC metals [184-186], nucleation and evolution of defects 
[87-89] under conditions of shock loading as well as mechanisms related to spall failure of FCC 
metals [86, 90, 93, 113, 187] under conditions of shock loading. While most of these simulations 
are carried out for FCC systems, the melting behavior and the shock loading induced spall failure 
of Ti systems has not been investigated using MD simulations. This chapter investigates the 
pressure-temperature phase diagram for Ti, the surface-induced melting and the kinetics of the 
melt front propagation in single crystal Ti slabs, as well as  the shock-induced spall failure in 
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polycrystalline Ti systems.  The spall strengths calculated using MD at strain rates of 10
10
 s
-1
 will 
enable improved models for the dependence of the spall strength of polycrystalline Ti systems on 
the strain rates determined experimentally at 10
5
 s
-1
 [182, 183].  
While the MD simulations can provide insights related to melting and failure behavior of 
Ti systems, the high computational costs limits the length scale capabilties and time scale 
capabilities of MD simulations. A critical gap, therefore, exists in the modeling of the mesoscale 
response of the metals i.e. behavior between the atomic scales and the continuum scales. The 
QCGD method is able to reproduce the MD predicted thermodynamic behavior, deformation 
behavior and spall failure behavior during shock loading of Al microstructures using the scaled 
embedded atom method (EAM) potentials for Al [121] for the R-atoms in the coarse-grained 
microstructure as described in Chapter 3-5. However, it is not clear if these scaling relationships 
for FCC systems [114] can be extended to model mesoscale behavior of HCP systems (non-cubic 
crystal structure) that are low-symmetry structures. This chapter therefore investigates the 
capability of QCGD simulations to investigate the MD predicted kinetics of melting of single 
crystal Ti as well as the shock response and spall failure of polycrystalline Ti using scaling 
relationships for the EAM potential for Ti [188]. These scaling relationships for the EAM 
potential are then extended to model the shock response of single crystal Ti system with 
dimensions 1 µm x 1 µm x 2 µm using QCGD simulations.  
6.2  Computational Details 
The MD simulations of melting and shock loading of Ti systems are carried out using the 
EAM potential for Ti[188]. The computed equation of state (EOS) for HCP Ti is plotted in 
Figure 6.1(a). In addition, MD simulations are carried out to investigate the temperature 
dependence of the lattice constant and cohesive energy for HCP Ti at constant pressures ranging 
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from -4 GPa up to 12 GPa. The simulations are carried out by equilibrating the system for 50 ps 
at different temperatures for each value of pressure using the NPT ensemble. These simulations 
are carried out up to the limit of overheating i.e. a maximum in temperature at which the solid 
structure is stable in the bulk structure free of defects [184]. The MD predicted thermal 
variations of the lattice constant and cohesive energy at the various pressures are plotted in 
Figure 6.1(b) and (c), respectively.  
(a)     (b)     (c)  
Figure 6.1: MD predicted variation of (a) cohesive energy (red circles) and pressure (green 
diamonds) as a function of density and the temperature dependence of (b) lattice constant, and 
(c) cohesive energy at different pressures for the solid phase of HCP Ti using the EAM potential 
for Ti [188]. 
Thus, the EAM potential provides an accurate description of the liquid phase and melting 
temperature for Ti. In addition, the EAM potential for Ti also provides a reasonable agreement 
for the variation of pressure as a function of volume in close agreement with DFT data as well as 
the experimental velocities of the elastic and the plastic waves and the shock pressure generated 
at various impact velocities (Hugoniot) [189] and hence is chosen in this study. This potential, 
however, does not predict the α (HCP) to ω (hexagonal) phase transformation at high pressures 
and hence the shock induced phase transformation of Ti is not considered in this study.  
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The QCGD method [114] is based on the coarse-graining of the atomistic microstructure 
using representative atoms (R-atoms) and using scaled interatomic interactions to retain the 
atomic level energetics for the R-atoms. The coarse-graining of the microstructure using R-atoms 
is achieved by using a scaled/coarse unit cell to represent several atomic scale unit cells in the 
same orientation. For FCC systems, the R-atoms occupy existing sites of the atoms from the 
atomistic structure. For the case of α-Ti, however, the R-atoms in the scaled unit cell do not 
occupy existing sites from an atomistic structure due to the low symmetry structure. An example 
atomistic orthogonal system of α-Ti is shown in Figure 6.2(a) that shows a small green square 
that represents the atomistic unit cell for HCP Ti. The area represented by the bigger red square 
is composed of 4 smaller unit cells as marked by dashed green lines (a 2D projection of the 3D 
crystal lattice). In 3D, the volume enclosed by red rectangle is composed of 8 atomic unit cells. 
This atomistic system is represented in the L2-QCGD by coarse-graining the microstructure 
using R-atoms as shown in (b). The L2-QCGD microstructure uses a coarse-grained unit cell as 
shown by bigger red square in Figure 6.2 (b) that retains the symmetry for each R-atom and 
orientation of the atomistic system.  
                    (a)                  (b)  
Figure 6.2: (a) An atomistic orthogonal system of HCP Ti showing the atomic scale unit cell 
(green rectangle) and the scaled/coarse unit cell used to coarse-grain the system. (b) The 
corresponding coarse-grained representation of the atomic system using the (2x2x2) 
scaled/coarse unit cell shown by the red rectangle 
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A comparison of the variation of cohesive energy and pressure as a function of the 
density of the system using QCGD simulations with that predicted for the MD simulations for 
the same volume of the system (using 1/8
th
 the number of atoms for L2-QCGD simulations and 
1/64
th
 the number of atoms for L4-QCGD simulations), is shown in Figure 6.3. The L2-QCGD 
predicted values for cohesive energy (total energy divided by number of R-atoms) are 8 times the 
MD predicted value as shown in Figure 6.3(b) and the L4-predicted values are 64 times the MD 
predicted values as shown in Figure 6.3(c). This scaling is attributed to the scaling factor of  of 
cgN = 8 in the L2-QCGD simulations and cgN = 64  in the L4-QCGD simulations that retains the 
MD predicted total energy of the system.   
(a)      (b)        (c)  
Figure 6.3: Comparison of the cohesive energy (red circles) and pressure (green diamonds) of 
HCP Ti as a function of density as predicted by MD and QCGD simulations. 
Similarly, the QCGD predicted thermodynamic behavior (thermal expansion, heat 
capacity) at constant pressures ranging of α-Ti from -4 GPa to 12 GPa is compared to the MD 
predicted variations in Figure 6.4.  In addition, MD predicted the pressure dependence of the 
limit of overheating is retained that enables the modeling of homogeneous melting of α-Ti using 
QCGD simulations. Thus, the QCGD simulations reproduce the MD predicted pressure-
temperature phase diagram for α-Ti using R-atoms and the scaled EAM potential. 
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(a)     (b)       (c)  
(d)       (e)       (f)  
Figure 6.4: The temperature dependence of the lattice constant for the solid phase of HCP Ti at 
different pressures using the MD and QCGD simulations is shown in (a), (b), and (c). The 
temperature dependence of the cohesive energy for the solid phase of HCP Ti at different 
pressures using the MD and QCGD simulations is shown in (d), (e), and (f) 
A consequence of the scaling relationships of the QCGD framework is the scaling of the 
energies of defects as discussed in Chapter 3 for FCC Al. For example, creation of one vacancy 
in QCGD simulation corresponds to creation of cgN = n
3
 non-interacting vacancies in MD 
simulation. This scaling renders a vacancy formation energy that is scaled by cgN = n
3 
times the 
MD predicted value. A similar scaling behavior is observed for the stacking fault energy in the 
QCGD simulations. The nucleation and evolution of dislocations/faults in QCGD simulations 
represents a collective nucleation and evolution of dislocations in an atomistic simulation which 
is analogous to a superdislocation as discussed in Chapter 3 for FCC Al. In order to demonstrate 
similar scaling behavior for HCP slip systems, the QCGD predicted generalized stacking fault 
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energy (GSFE) curves are compared with the MD predicted GSFE curves in Figure 6.5 for the 
primary slip systems in α-Ti. The QCGD framework results in scaling of the energy required to 
nucleate defects. For example, the energy barrier for the nucleation of basal stacking faults for 
the L2-QCGD simulations is 2 times the MD predicted value and is 4 times the value predicted 
by MD for the L4-QCGD simulation. Thus, similar to FCC microstructure, nucleation of one 
superdislocation in coarse-grained microstructure of HCP Ti corresponds to collective nucleation 
of multiple dislocations in MD simulation. Such a scaling will result in the nucleation and 
evolution of a reduced number of dislocations in the QCGD simulations of plastic deformation as 
compared to the MD predicted dislocation densities to retain the MD predicted energy of the 
total system. However, QCGD simulations retain the relative fractions of the various types of 
dislocations as observed in the MD simulations [114].  
(a)     (b)      (c)                
Figure 6.5: Comparison of MD and QCGD predicted generalized stacking fault (GSF) energy 
curve for (a) the basal   01100001 plane, (b) the basal   02110001 plane and (c) Prismatic 
  02110110 plane for HCP Ti using the EAM potential for Ti [188]. 
6.3  MD Simulations: Melting Behavior and Shock Response of  Ti systems 
MD simulations are carried out to investigate the atomic level kinetics related to melt 
propagation in single crystal slab of Ti with free surfaces to investigate the interplay between 
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homogeneous and heterogeneous melting of the system. The bulk melting temperature for α-Ti 
using the solid-liquid coexistence method for the EAM potential is calculated to be ~1600 K, 
which is lower than the experimental value of ~1940 K [190]. A single crystal slab of α-Ti 
comprising of 2102036   unit cells (604,800 atoms) is constructed with two free surfaces 
(0001) in the Z dimension and periodic boundary conditions for the lateral dimensions. The 
initial single crystal system is equilibrated at 300 K and zero pressure using the NPT ensemble 
and is shown in Figure 6.6(a). The color corresponds to the value of total energy for each atom.  
The system was then equilibrated using the NPT ensemble at a temperature of 1800 K (slightly 
above the bulk melting temperature) and zero pressure for 600 ps. This NPT equilibration results 
in the nucleation of a liquid phase at the free surfaces of the system. An example snapshot at 200 
ps showing the heterogeneous nucleation of melt near the two ends (surface) of the sample is 
shown in Figure 6.6(b). This melt nucleation is then followed by propagation of the liquid region 
into the bulk of the sample as shown in Figure 6.6(c) at 400 ps. This melt front is observed to 
continue to propagate inwards until a time of ~450 ps for the MD simulation at which a 
homogeneous nucleation of melt is observed inside the remaining crystalline region. An 
illustrative snapshot indicating the liquid phase near the center between the surface-induced melt 
fronts is shown at a time of ~460 ps for the MD simulation in Figure 6.6(d). This homogeneous 
melt region propagates through the remaining sample and leads to the rapid melting of the entire 
system in a short time (~60 ps) as shown by the snapshot in Figure 6.6(e) at 500 ps.     
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(a) 0 ps      
(b) 200 ps   
(c) 400 ps   
(d) 460 ps   
(e) 500 ps   
Figure 6.6: MD predicted snapshots showing nucleation and propagation of melt front from the 
[0001] surface of HCP Ti are shown at times of (a) 0 ps, (b) 200 ps, (c) 400 ps, (d) 460 ps, and 
(e) 500 ps. The color of the atoms corresponds to the total energy for each atom.   
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The corresponding variation of average total energy per atom of the system during the NPT 
equilibration is plotted in Figure 6.7. The variation of total energy per atom shows a gradual 
increase with time up to a time of ~450 ps followed by a sharp increase for a short duration (~60 
ps) attributed to the transition from heterogeneous–to–homogeneous melting of the system and 
then stabilizes at ~4.437 eV/atom. Thus, the melting behavior of a thin slab starts by a slow 
propagation of the surface-induced melting and then is dominated by fast homogeneous melting 
in the interior of the slab in the MD simulations. 
 
Figure 6.7: Evolution of total energy of the atoms during the NPT simulation at zero pressure 
and 1800 K.  
The shock response of nanocrystalline Ti systems is studied for a nanocrystalline Ti 
system with dimensions of 75 nm x 75 nm x 150 nm and a grain size of 50 nm (average). The 
nanocrystalline system (~47 million atoms) is equilibrated at zero pressure and 300 K using the 
NPT ensemble prior to shock loading. Shock loading is induced by a 3 nm thick piston driven 
inward with a constant velocity of 1500 m/s for 12 ps (shock pulse). The corresponding structure 
of the shock wave generated along the length of the sample is shown in Figure 6.8(a) for various 
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times during the shock pulse. The velocity of the shock wave for nanocrystalline Ti is calculated 
to be 7.18 km/s for an impact velocity of 1500 m/s. This shock wave velocity compares very 
well with the value of ~6.43 km/s observed experimentally [129].  The propagation of the shock 
wave (as indicated by black arrow), the tail of the shock wave (as indicated by dashed black 
arrow), and the interaction of the reflected shock wave from the rear surface (as indicated by 
dashed white arrow) with the tail of the shock waves to create a triaxial tensile stress  is observed 
in Figure 6.8(b). Voids nucleate under this triaxial tensile stress that grow and coalesce to form 
cracks. This mechanism of failure is referred to as spallation and the corresponding tensile 
pressure of 10.142 GPa is referred to as the spall strength of the metal.  
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 6.8: The MD predicted structure of the shock wave in the nanocrystalline Ti system at 
various times during the shock pulse for a piston velocity of 1500 m/s (from the left end of the 
sample) is shown in (a). The shock wave propagation and interactions during the simulation are 
shown in (b).  
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(a)  
(b)  
(c)  
Figure 6.9: Snapshots showing the microstructural evolution of nanocrystalline Ti at (a) 12 ps 
i.e. pulse duration end; (b) the time of initiation of failure through nucleation of voids (~ 36 ps); 
and (c) 50 ps showing void evolution. The colors of the atoms correspond to HCP (yellow), FCC 
(green), disordered (dark blue) and surface (red). 
Illustrative snapshots of the system at times of (a) end of the shock pulse (12 ps), (b) 
nucletaion of voids (36 ps), and (c) growth and coalescence of voids are shown in Figure 6.9. 
The colors of the atoms correspond to HCP (yellow), FCC (green), disordered (dark blue) and 
surface (red). The nucleation of voids occurs at grain boundary triple junctions and growth and 
coalescence occurs along the grain boundaries. Since there are no tools to analyze the defect 
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structures in HCP systems, defect analysis has not been performed in this study. The strain rate 
that renders this value of the spall strength correspond to a value of ~10
10
 s
-1
 (calculated using 
the rear surface velocity profile) and hence are much higher than the experimentally calculated 
values for the spall strength at a strain rate of ~10
5
 s
-1
 [182, 183]. This value, however, is 
significantly less than the power-law predicted values of spall strength at a strain rate of ~10
10
s
-1
. 
Thus, MD simulations are able to complement the experimental studies of spall failure by 
probing the behavior at the atomic scales. 
6.4  QCGD Simulations: Melting Behavior and Shock Response of  Ti systems 
 The capability of the QCGD method to capture the kinetics related to the melting of the 
single crystal slab of Ti as predicted by MD simulations discussed in Section III is demonstrated 
here. The MD single crystal slab system is represented by a CG-system comprising of 
1051018   unit cells and 75,600 R-atoms using L2-scaling relationships for the QCGD 
simulation. The initial single crystal system is equilibrated at zero pressures, first at 300 K as 
shown in in Figure 6.10(a), and then at 1800 K using the NPT ensemble for 600 ps. The 
heterogeneous nucleation of melt near the two ends (surface) of the sample is shown in Figure 
6.10(b) at 200 ps that propagate into the bulk of the sample as shown in Figure 6.10(c) for until a 
time of ~400 ps. In addition, the MD predicted transition from heterogeneous–to–homogeneous 
melting is also captured very well by the L2-QCGD simulations at a time of ~420 ps in Figure 
6.10(d) that shows homogeneous nucleation of a liquid region at the  a similar location in the 
sample. Continued equilibration results in fast melting of the entire system as shown in Figure 
6.10(e).  
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(a) t = 0 ps           
(b) t = 200 ps        
(c) t = 400 ps        
(d) t = 420 ps        
(e) t = 500 ps        
Figure 6.10: L2-QCGD predicted snapshots showing nucleation and propagation of melt front 
from the [0001] surface of HCP Ti are shown at times of (a) 0 ps, (b) 200 ps, (c) 400 ps, (d) 420 
ps, and (e) 500 ps. The color of the atoms corresponds to the total energy for each R-atom.   
The corresponding plot of the average total-energy/R-atom with time during the NPT 
equilibration is plotted in Figure 6.11 in comparison with MD predicted values. The initial 
variation in energy for L2-QCGD is observed to overlap the variation observed in MD 
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simulations up to a time of ~100 ps, but the curve then deviates slightly predicting a slightly 
larger increase in energy with respect to time than that observed for the MD simulations. The 
deviation of the energy for the QCGD system from the MD-predicted values is attributed to the 
slightly higher velocity of the melt front than that predicted using MD simulations that results in 
a slightly earlier transition to homogeneous melting for the QCGD simulation. Thus, the QCGD 
simulations retain the melting behavior of Ti systems and, in particular, the kinetics related to 
heterogeneous–to–homogeneous melting transition as observed using MD simulations. 
 
Figure 6.11: Comparison of MD (red curve) and L2-QCGD (green curve) predicted evolution of 
total energy of atoms (R-atoms) during NPT simulation at zero pressure and 1800 K.  
The QCGD method also reproduce the shock response of nanocrystalline Ti with an 
impact velocity of 1500 m/s as predicted by MD simulations discussed in Section III.. The 
atomistic nanocrystalline system used for the MD simulation is represented by ~ 6 million R-
atoms with the L2-scaling of the EAM potential. A comparison of the shock wave structures 
predicted by the L2-QCGD and the MD simulation are shown in Figure 6.12 for a piston velocity 
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of 1500 m/s. The L2-QCGD simulations accurately reproduce the MD predicted velocity of 7.18 
km/s for the shock wave for nanocrystalline Ti.  
 
Figure 6.12: Comparison of the MD and L2-QCGD predicted structure of the shock wave at 
various times in the nanocrystalline Ti sample during the shock pulse (12 ps). Solid lines 
represent the MD predicted pressure wave profiles and the dashed lines represent L2-QCGD 
predicted pressure wave profiles.  
A comparison of the evolution of the pressure during the simulations predicted by the L2-
QCGD and the MD simulation are shown in Figure 6.13. The value of spall strength calculated 
using L2-QCGD simulation of 10.643 GPa is observed to be only slightly higher than MD 
calculated value of 10.142 GPa. The slightly higher value predicted for the L2-QCGD simulation 
is attributed to the strengthening of the metal due to the scaling of the defect energies as 
discussed in Section II.   
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       (a)             (b)             
Figure 6.13: Comparison of the shock wave propagation and interactions during the (a) MD 
simulation and (b) L2-QCGD simulations for a piston velocity of 1500 m/s for the 
nanocrystalline Ti system.  
In addition, the QCGD simulation retains the MD predicted evolution of temperature in 
the metal during shock loading. The MD predicted and QCGD predicted temperature profiles in 
the sample at various times are shown in Figure 6.14.  
 
Figure 6.14: Comparison of MD and L2-QCGD predicted temperature profiles as a function 
length of the sample at various times during shock loading and spall failure of nanocrystalline Ti 
at a piston velocity of 1500 m/s. Solid lines represent MD predicted temperature profiles and 
dashed lines represent L2-QCGD predicted temperature profiles.  
Illustrative snapshots of the system at the corresponding times as predicted by L2-QCGD 
simulations are shown in Figure 6.15. The colors of the atoms correspond to HCP (yellow), FCC 
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(green), disordered (dark blue) and surface (red). The QCGD predicts MD predicted shock wave 
structure, mechanisms of spall failure, temperature evolution, and the spall strength values. 
(a)  
(b)  
(c)  
Figure 6.15: Snapshots showing the microstructural evolution of nanocrystalline Ti modeled 
using L2-QCGD at (a) 12 ps, (b) the time of initiation of failure (~ 36 ps) and (c) at 50 ps. The 
colors of the atoms correspond to HCP (yellow), FCC (green), disordered (dark blue) and surface 
(red). 
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6.5 QCGD: Shock Response of Single Crystal Ti at Mesoscales 
The scaling relationships developed here can now be used to extend the capability to 
model the shock response of Ti microstructures at larger length and time scales. This is 
demonstrated for shock loading of a single crystal of Ti with dimensions 1 µm x 1 µm x 2 µm is 
modeled using L-16 scaling relationships for the EAM potential and a piston driven inward with 
a velocity of 1500 m/s for 200 ps. The boundaries of the single crystal system consisting of ~27 
million R-atoms are kept free in the ‘Z’ [0001] direction and periodic in the ‘X’ ]0211[  and the 
‘Y’ ]0110[  directions. The shock wave, as shown in Figure 6.16(a), corresponds to a two-wave 
structure with the elastic wave leading a slower plastic wave.  
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 6.16: The L16-QCGD predicted structure of the shock wave in the single crystal Ti 
system along the Z (0001) direction at various times during the shock pulse for a piston velocity 
of 1500 m/s (from the left end of the sample) is shown in (a). The shock wave propagation and 
interactions during the simulation are shown in (b).  
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The propagation and reflections from the rear surface from such a wave result in two interactions 
of the reflected waves with the tail of the shock wave as shown in Figure 6.16(b) and hence two 
spall planes are expected in the single crystal metal [90].  
 (a)  
(b)  
(c)  
Figure 6.17: Snapshots showing the microstructural evolution of single crystal Ti modeled using 
L16-QCGD at (a) the end of shock pulse (200 ps), (b) the time of maximum number of voids 
(~500 ps), and (c) evolution of voids at 700 ps. The colors of the atoms correspond to HCP 
(yellow), FCC (green), disordered (dark blue) and surface (red). 
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The snapshots illustrating the two spall planes during shock loading of the single crystal 
Ti system at times of nucleation of maximum number of voids (500 ps) and after growth and 
coalescence of voids (700 ps) as predicted by L16-QCGD are shown in Figure 6.17 (b), and (c), 
respectively. The colors of the atoms correspond to HCP (yellow), FCC (green), disordered (dark 
blue) and surface (red). These microstructures, can in principle, be used to develop analytical 
models to predict the nucleation and evolution of voids and void fraction at the mesoscales that 
can be used in continuum models. 
The value of the spall strength calculated using L16-QCGD simulation is computed to be 
9.96 GPa for a piston velocity of 1500 m/s for a strain rate of 5.74x10
8
 s
-1
. However, it should be 
noted that the framework of the QCGD simulations render the material to be stronger due to the 
scaling of the energetics of the defect structures. To predict an atomic level value for the spall 
strength, a correction factor is introduced based on the values predicted by two levels of 
coarsening. For example, comparitive MD and L2-QCGD simulations are carried out to compute 
the correction for prediction of the spall strength of single crystal Ti for the same volume of the 
system and same loading conditions. This correction factor for using L2-QCGD simulations is 
calculated to be 








 97.0~
22/ L
spall
MD
spallcorr
LMD


 . Similar correction factors are evaluated based on 
simulations comparing L2-QCGD and L4-QCGD simulations ( 97.0~4/2 
corr
LL ) for the same 
system and loading conditions, L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD simulations ( 97.0~8/4 
corr
LL ) for the 
same system and loading conditions, and L8-QCGD and L16-QCGD simulations (
97.0~16/8 
corr
LL ) for the same system and loading conditions. Thus, the corrected value of spall 
strength predicted using L16-QCGD is calculated to be 
 96.9*)97.0( 41616/88/44/22/  LspallcorrLLcorrLLcorrLLcorr LMD   ~8.81 GPa. The dependence of spall 
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strength on the strain rate calculated using MD and L16-QCGD simulations for single crystal Ti 
is shown in Figure 6.18 in comparison with experimental data for grade 4 Ti samples [182]. The 
values, however, are significantly less than the power-law predicted values at a strain rate of 10
8
 
s
-1
 and 10
10
 s
-1
 as no values are calculated experimentally at the higher strain rates. A new power 
law fit is therefore defined using the spall strength values computed here and as shown in Figure 
6.18 that incorporates the experimental data [182, 183] as shown by solid red line. Thus, the 
QCGD simulations can investigate the dynamic behavior of Ti microstructures at the mesoscales.  
 
Figure 6.18: Power-law dependence of spall strength on strain rate calculated using MD and 
L16-QCGD for single crystal Ti in comparison with the experiments [182, 183].  
6.6  Conclusions 
MD simulations using the EAM potential for Ti are carried out to investigate the melting 
behavior of single crystal Ti systems as well as the shock propagation and spall failure behavior 
of nanocrystalline Ti. The MD simulations predict the melting of the single crystal Ti system to 
initiate at the surface. However, as the melt front propagates inwards into the system, 
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homogeneous melting is observd to dominate the melting kinetics of the single crystal slab. This 
interplay between the nucleation and propagatation of the surface-induced heterogeneous melting 
and the nucleation and propagation of bulk homogeneous melting of the system may provide 
critical insights and may allow for approximations for the kinetics of melting of Ti powder 
particles in the continuum simulations.  The simulation of the shock response of nanocrystalline 
Ti suggests a ductile model of failure based on ‘nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids’. 
The MD predicted values of the spall strength provide data for the the spall strength for single 
crystal Ti at the upper limit of the strain rates (10
10
 s
-1
) realized experimentally.   
The QCGD method is able to reproduce the MD predicted high temperature 
thermodynamics phase transformation (melting) behavior by coarse-graining the microstructure 
using R-atoms. The kinetics of the heterogeneous nucleation of melt and the propagation of melt 
front from the [0001] surface and the transition from heterogeneous-to-homogeneous melting for 
HCP Ti is well reproduced by L2-QCGD simulations. Such a capability of the QCGD method is 
very unique as most of the mesoscale models in the literature need to have an apriori knowledge 
of the mechanisms and phenomena that operate in the system. Similarly, the QCGD method is 
able to reproduce the MD predicted shock wave structures, temperatures during propagation of 
the waves and failure of the metal, as well as the spall strengths for HCP systems with a scaled 
interatomic potential. The mesoscale capability of the QCGD simulations is demonstrated using 
the L16-level of coarsening to model systems with dimensions in the micron scales. The 
predicted dependence of the spall strength on the strain rate complement the experimental studies 
of spall failure by probing the behavior at the atomic scales and bridging the gap between the 
atomistic simulations and the experimental/continuum capabilities. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
SUMMARY 
7.1  Summary 
The aim of this dissertation is to investigate the defect and damage evolution in 
lightweight metallic materials during shock loading and spall failure at the mesoscales. The 
mesoscale modeling of the shock response is carried out using QCGD method which reproduces 
MD predicted atomic scale mechanisms of defect nucleation and evolution at a fraction of 
computational cost. The QCGD simulations are, therefore, used to investigate the shock wave 
propagation behavior and spall failure of Al microstructures with system sizes ranging from 300 
nm to 10 µm and for variations in loading strain rates ranging from 10
8 
s
-1
 to 10
10
 s
-1
. The data 
generated is used to develop predictive models for the propagation of the shock wave through the 
metal as well as the spall strengths at these length scales and time scales. 
Large scale MD simulations are first carried out to investigate the shock compression and 
spall failure behavior of single crystal Al and Mg at the atomic scale. The links between loading 
orientation, wave propagation behavior and the dynamic evolution of defects (dislocations, 
twins, stacking faults etc.) during spall failure of single crystal Al are investigated. The spall 
strength of single crystal Al for different loading orientations is found to be correlated to the 
evolution of local dislocation density at the spall plane. The spall strength for impact loading 
along <001> orientation is observed to be higher than for loading along <111> orientation. The 
limited mobility of the plastic wave during shock compression along <110> orientation results in 
nucleation of voids in a dislocation-free region of the sample and thus yields near-ideal spall 
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strength of 8.16 GPa. In addition, the effects of loading orientation, impact pressure and initial 
temperature of the sample on the wave propagation behavior as well as the spall failure behavior 
of single crystal Mg are investigated. In agreement with experimental results, the spall strength 
for loading along ]0110[  direction is observed to be higher as compared to  0001  direction. The 
simulations also predict a decrease in the spall strength with an increase in piston velocity from 
1000 m/s to 2000 m/s. This decrease is attributed to a significant increase in the temperature of 
the system at higher shock pressures. However, MD simulations, due to their high computational 
cost, are limited to system sizes that are upto a few hundred nanometers and timescales of tens of 
picoseconds. 
 The framework of QCGD method is used to extend the length and time scale capabilities 
of MD simulations to mesoscales. The QCGD method models atomistic microstructure using 
representative atoms and retain the MD predicted structural and thermodynamic behavior of the 
system at a fraction of computational cost. The capability of QCGD method is demonstrated by 
reproducing the thermal variation of cohesive energy (i.e. heat capacity) and lattice constant (i.e. 
coefficient of thermal expansion) as predicted by MD for EAM Au. In addition, L2-QCGD also 
reproduces the MD predicted melting temperature of EAM Cu calculated using solid-liquid 
coexistence method. The consequences of coarse-graining of the atomistic microstructure on 
bulk energies, surface and grain boundary energies as well as stacking fault energies of Al are 
discussed. The validation of scaling relationships for different levels of QCGD method is 
demonstrated by reproducing the MD predicted shock compression and spall failure behavior of 
single crystal and polycrystalline Al microstructures. The QCGD method reproduces the shock 
wave structure, wave velocity, HEL and evolution of different types of dislocations during 
impact loading of Al microstructures. The spall strength calculated using different levels of 
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QCGD is observed to be consistently higher as compared to MD calculated value and scaling 
factors are, therefore, defined to estimate atomistic value of spall strength in coarse-grained 
microstructures. Finally, the calculated values of atomistic spall strength using different levels of 
QCGD for Al microstructures are compared with experimentally computed values of spall 
strength and are used to determine a new dependence of spall strength on strain rate for strain 
rates ranging from 10
6
 s
-1
-10
10
 s
-1
.  
 A series of large scale MD and QCGD simulations are then carried out to model the 
shock compression and wave propagation behavior of polycrystalline Al systems to span 
microstructures with grain sizes ranging from 18 nm to 800 nm and sample lengths ranging from 
300 nm to 9.6 µm. The simulations are carried out to investigate the evolution of shock front 
width, elastic wave velocity and elastic precursor amplitude (HEL) as the shock wave propagates 
through the microstructure. The MD simulations predict an increase in the shock front width and 
decrease in the shock wave velocity and elastic precursor amplitude as a function of shock wave 
propagation distance in the polycrystalline microstructure due to enhanced scattering of the 
shock wave. The calculated values are also observed to be a function of grain size of the 
polycrystalline microstructure and the piston velocity/shock pressure. The shock front width, the 
elastic wave velocities and the HEL values calculated using MD and QCGD simulations for 
various microstructures and loading conditions are combined to define analytical models which 
allow to predict these properties in polycrystalline microstructures for any combination of grain 
size (ranging from nano-scale to micro-scale) and shock pressure. A comparison of the elastic 
precursor amplitudes computed using MD and QCGD simulations show excellent agreement 
with those observed experimentally using laser shock experiments on thin films of 
polycrystalline Al.  
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 In addition, large scale MD and QCGD simulations are carried out to investigate the 
mechanism of damage nucleation and growth during spall failure of polycrystalline Al 
microstructures. The MD simulations suggest nucleation of high density of stair-rod and 
Shockley partial dislocations at the spall plane at the time of void nucleation and thus provide 
evidence for dominating role of these dislocations in void nucleation during spall failure of 
polycrystalline Al microstructure. The capability of L2-QCGD to accurately model the spall 
failure behavior of polycrystalline Al microstructure is demonstrated by reproducing the MD 
predicted mechanism of void nucleation. In addition, L2-QCGD accurately reproduces the 
evolution of spall plane width, volume fraction and the size of voids in the microstructure as 
predicted by MD. Further, MD, L4-QCGD and L8-QCGD simulations are performed to 
investigate the effect of grain size (d=15 nm, 100 nm and 400 nm) on the spall failure behavior 
of polycrystalline Al systems with constant length of 1.2 µm in the shock direction. The small 
grain size and lateral dimensions (d=15 nm, Lx=Ly=30 nm) of nanocrystalline sample modeled 
using MD result in rapid coalescence of nucleated voids along the grain boundaries leading to 
fragmentation of material at multiple locations in the microstructure. In comparison, for the case 
of 100 nm and 400 nm grain size microstructures, the spall failure is governed by the growth of 
one large void in the microstructure. Similarly, the polycrystalline microstructure (d=100 nm) is 
subjected to impact loading for pulse durations of 100 ps, 50 ps and 25 ps to investigate the 
effect of shock pulse on nucleation and evolution of damage in the microstructure. The total void 
fraction as well as the size of the largest void in the microstructure at the end of the simulation is 
observed to decrease with the decrease in the shock pulse. In particular, the void fraction for the 
case of 25 ps shock pulse shows an intial increase followed by a decrease which indicates 
arrested (limited) growth of the nucleated voids in the microstructure. For all the microstructures 
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modeled in the current study, the width of the spall plane is observed to be much larger than the 
average grain size of the microstructure resulting in intergranualar mode of spall failure. Thus, 
microstructures with grain size significantly larger than the width of the spall plane are needed to 
investigate the nucleation and growth mechanism of intragranualar mode of spall failure using 
QCGD simulations. 
 Finally, the capability of QCGD method is extended to model the thermodynamic 
behavior, shock response and spall failure of HCP microstructures using Ti as the model material 
system. The QCGD method accurately reproduces the structural energetics, solid-liquid phase 
transformation behavior, heterogeneous melt nucleation and melt front propagation in Ti 
microstructures as predicted by MD. In addition, the QCGD method is able to reproduce the MD 
predicted shock wave structures, temperature distribution during propagation of the shock wave 
and spall failure of the metal, as well as the spall strengths for HCP Ti. The mesoscale capability 
of the QCGD simulations is demonstrated using the L16-level of coarsening to model systems 
with dimensions in the micron scales. The predicted dependence of the spall strength on the 
strain rate complements the experimental studies of spall failure by probing the behavior at the 
atomic scales and bridging the gap between the atomistic simulations and the 
experimental/continuum capabilities. 
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